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DATING DEFORMATION IN THE PALMER ZONE OF TRANSPRESSION, 
CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS: TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS FOR 
PROGRESSIVE DEFORMATION IN THE MIDDLE CRUST 
 
The Palmer Zone of Transpression (PZoT) in the Bronson Hill zone of central 
Massachusetts is an expression of late Paleozoic oblique convergence between Avalonia 
and Laurentia. The steeply W-dipping, N-S trending PZoT is defined by bounding high 
strain zones (Mt. Dumplin on west, Central Maine and Conant Brook on east) of 
opposing shear sense enclosing the Monson orthogneiss. Research was designed to 
establish the timing of deformation to test the hypothesis that strain in transpressional 
systems occurs contemporaneously. An understanding of the timing of deformation in 
this zone could elucidate the mechanisms that formed the zone and contribute to a greater 
overall understanding of fabric evolution in transpressional systems. U-Pb SIMS ages of 
zircon in deformed pegmatites in Monson orthogneiss and Paxton and Rangeley 
paragneisses are 369 to 364 Ma. Plutons that contain all fabrics associated with 
progressive transpression – lineations ranging from subhorizontal (initial) to steeply-
plunging parallel to dip (final) – mark the maximum age of deformation. Ages range 
from 360-355 Ma in the Hardwick tonalite, Wachusett tonalite, West Warren diorite, 
Walker Mountain orthogneiss, and Nichewaug diorite, and indicate transpression in the 
PZoT initiated after ca. 355 Ma. Monazite from Rangeley paragneisses and schists 
selected in the context of petrofabrics and syn-deformational mineral assemblages yield 
U-Th-Pb EPMA chemical ages that indicate dextral transpression occurred continuously 
from 355 to 315 Ma. Monazite chemical ages also indicate that sinistral lateral 
displacement in the west-bounding Mt. Dumplin high strain zone initiated ca. 325 Ma 
and lasted for roughly 45 m.y., ending around 280 Ma. The data for the Central Maine 
zone, Conant Brook shear zone, and Greenwich syncline support the idea of 
contemporaneous deformation across the compartmentalized zones of a transpressive 
system (355-315 Ma), while the ages for the Mt. Dumplin high strain zone indicate 
sinistral lateral displacement overlapped dextral transpression by about 10 m.y. but 
generally continued later in time (325-280 Ma). 
 
KEYWORDS: Palmer Zone of Transpression, monazite, deformation, extrusion, electron 
probe microanalysis 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Non-orthogonal convergent and divergent interactions occur between plates on the 
earth’s surface, an inherent outcome of movement on a spherical surface (Bell, 1981; 
Dewey et al., 1998). Three-dimensional deformation at continental margins is often 
accommodated through deformation partitioning and localization, mechanisms that are 
controlled by factors such as differences in the competency of the rock bodies in 
question, pre-existing fabrics, lithologic contacts, or the presence of faults or shear zones 
(Dewey et al., 1986; Jones and Tanner, 1995; Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002). Zones of 
transpression (oblique convergence) and transtension (oblique divergence) are common 
on Earth’s surface, and a thorough understanding of these zones can provide insight into 
previously unexplained expressions of deformation (e.g. Holdsworth et al., 2002; Massey 
and Moecher, 2013). A complex example of transpression exists in the southern Bronson 
Hill zone (BHZ) in southern New England, U.S.A. (Massey, 2010; Massey and Moecher, 
2013), and the timing of deformation in this zone, the Palmer Zone of Transpression 
(PZoT), is of primary interest in this study. 
 Numerical models of transpression in the literature have evolved over time to 
include variables of simple and pure shear and expressions relating to homogenous and 
heterogeneous rock bodies (Sanderson and Marchini, 1984; Fossen and Tikoff, 1993; 
Tikoff and Fossen, 1993) (Fig. 1.1). Modifications to earlier models include no-slip 
boundaries and inclined and triclinic expressions of transpression that more accurately 
describe deformation as observed in nature (Robin and Cruden, 1994; Dutton, 1997; Lin 
et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2004; Fernández and Díaz-Azpiroz, 2009). It is often assumed 
that the space needs of a rock body deformed through transpression at upper-crustal 
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depths are accommodated through vertical extrusion of material from the deformed zone 
(Sanderson and Marchini, 1984). The problem of space accommodation in zones of 
transpression becomes more uncertain as deformation depth increases and modification 
of the earth’s free surface becomes less likely (Hudleston, 1999). Phenomena like lateral 
escape can accommodate the space needs of a deeper transpressional system. 
The PZoT is proposed to represent a system of transpression, extrusion, 
partitioning, and lateral escape in the middle crust (Massey and Moecher, 2013), one 
more complex than the simplified models proposed by previous workers. As with most 
natural systems, the truest rendering contains components of all end members rather than 
one or two models: Massey and Moecher (2013) have shown the BHZ and PZoT to be a 
complex system that does not conform to a single model, no matter how complex. 
Another assumption common to transpression models is that of contemporaneous 
deformation, where partitioned deformation in different components of the transpression 
system occurs “simultaneously” in geologic time. Preliminary work (Massey and Massey, 
2010; Moecher, 2013) suggested coeval deformation across the PZoT, and it is the goal 
of this project to completely quantify the timing of transpression in the system through 
monazite U-Th-Pb geochronology on rocks defining the margins and core of the system 
and to test the implicit assumption of contemporaneity. A full understanding of this zone 








Figure 1.1 – Block diagrams of sinistral transpression models after Sanderson and Marchini (1984), 
Jones and Tanner (1995), and Jones et al. (2005). (A) Ideal simple shear, no ‘press’ component. (B) 
Ideal transpression with homogeneous vertical extrusion. (C) Transpression with shear partitioned into 
pure shear within deforming block and simple shear at margin. (D) Ideal transpression with 
heterogeneous vertical extrusion. (E) As in D, with dipping contacts. (F & G) Variations on D and E 
with simple shear partitioned into a high strain zone near block margin (Massey, 2010). 
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CHAPTER II: GEOLOGIC SETTING 
A. Orogenies in New England 
Robinson et al. (1998) summarized broad aspects of New England geology and focused 
on U-Pb ages to describe five major episodes of magmatism, deformation, and high-grade 
regional metamorphism ranging from Ordovician to Permian time: Taconic (470-440 
Ma), Salinic (450-420 Ma), Acadian (420-380 Ma), Neo-Acadian (370-350 Ma), and 
Alleghanian (305-260 Ma) (Robinson et al., 1998; Massey et al., 2015). Various workers 
interpret the time periods between these orogenies differently, and it is possible that the 
sequence of orogenies in fact represents continuous oblique convergence lasting from 
latest Silurian to Permian time. The eastern margin of the Laurentian landmass was 
purportedly subducted beneath the volcanic arc at the western edge of Medial New 
England, the first record of which was the emplacement of ophiolite onto sediments of 
the distal Laurentian continental margin. Uplift accompanied subduction along with 
erosion and normal faulting from a flexural forebulge related to the extension of the 
thrust-loaded North American margin. A brief period of carbonate, turbidite, and shale 
deposition was followed by emplacement of the Taconic allochthon, a thrust sheet of 
continental rise and slope sediments. Magmatic arc rocks associated with the Taconic 
orogeny and Medial New England consist of volcanic, sedimentary, and intrusive rocks, 
and are present in various locations throughout New England as volcanic and intrusive 
rocks emplaced above the Taconic accretionary wedge or as gneiss domes with volcanic 
sequences deposited stratigraphically higher. Tenuous interpretations of the magmatic 
Medial New England arc place it on continental crust based on negative εNd values, the 
physical distribution of varying rock types throughout the Medial New England terrane, 
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and the location of Late Proterozoic continental crust in some gneiss domes of New 
England (Robinson et al., 1998). 
 The Acadian orogeny of Silurian-Devonian time was a collision between the 
Medial New England and Composite Avalon terranes. Silurian and Devonian fossils from 
the two terranes differ, proving that these landmasses were at one time separate. 
Deformation can be traced through time and geographically across Maine; in the 
southeast, convergence began ca. 423 Ma, and in the northwest, the orogeny has been 
dated to 385 Ma (Robinson et al., 1998).  
 Younger deformational events of the Neo-Acadian and Alleghanian orogenies 
post-date the Acadian orogeny and are represented variously as sillimanite-muscovite-
staurolite (sil-ms-st) and granulite-facies metamorphism and ductile deformation. Zircon 
U-Pb geochronology reveals the younger ages of these events, previously correlated to 
older events or to the Alleghanian orogeny based on similarities of the lithologies 
involved and deformation fabrics. Late Pennsylvanian plutons intruded along with 
kyanite (ky)- to sil-grade regional metamorphism and are interpreted as the earliest 
impingement of the African continent on the Composite Avalon landmass. Folding and 
thrusting in the Appalachian foreland continued through the Permian (Robinson et al., 
1998).  
 Wintsch et al. (2003) interpret geochronologic data from central New England to 
show that metamorphism related to the late Paleozoic Alleghanian orogeny is not 
restricted to rocks of the Avalon terrane of southeastern New England but is recorded in 
rock bodies to the west such as the Central Maine terrane, Bronson Hill zone, and 
Connecticut Valley synclinorium. They use U-Pb data from titanite and 40Ar/39Ar data 
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from amphibole, biotite, and K-feldspar of the Bronson Hill terrane to model the thermal 
history of the region and suggest that the area was subjected to orogeny-scale loading and 
unloading in the Pennsylvanian and Permian periods, respectively, metamorphic events 
completely unrelated to continued cooling from the Acadian orogeny or some minor 
Pennsylvanian metamorphic event (Wintsch et al., 2003).  
Wintsch et al. (2003) further constrain the timing and temperature of the 
Alleghanian orogeny in rocks of the Bronson Hill terrane. Generally, the metamorphic 
grade of rocks in the region increases from New Hampshire to Connecticut, and cooling 
rates based on 40Ar-39Ar geochronology range from ~4 °C/m.y. in the north to ~50 
°C/m.y. in the south. Hornblende cooling ages vary throughout the study area: 
Mississippian cooling ages near the Connecticut-Massachusetts state line indicate that 
Bronson Hill terrane rocks in this area were unaffected by late-Paleozoic amphibolite-
grade metamorphism but rather continued to cool from Acadian metamorphism 
throughout the time period in question. Micas from the same region, however, are Early 
Triassic in age and show that the southern Bronson Hill terrane was subjected to 
greenschist-facies metamorphism during the Alleghanian orogeny (Wintsch et al., 2003). 
The remarkable amount of shortening of the Central Maine zone may also be reflected in 
telescoped, or compressed, metamorphic isograds in a southerly trend from eastern 
Canada into southern New England (Schumacher et al., 1989). All lithologies, contacts, 
and fabrics of the southern Central Maine zone have been telescoped and subsequently 
overprinted by retrograde reactions and often exhibit conflicting geochronology. 
 Titanite ages from the Bronson Hill terrane in Connecticut are interpreted to be 
ages of metamorphic crystallization because crystallization occurred at lower 
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temperatures than the closure temperature for the U-Pb system in titanite (~700 °C) 
(Wintsch et al., 2003). Some titanite ages are tens of millions of years older than 
hornblende ages from the same rock sample or outcrop and likely reflect prograde 
metamorphism, while younger titanite ages are contemporaneous with hornblende ages 
and constrain retrograde metamorphism in those rocks. Wintsch et al. (2003) argue that 
since no titanite samples reflect Devonian (Acadian) ages, they must record Alleghanian 
metamorphism. Older hornblende ages in these rocks (Early Pennsylvanian) record a 
maximum age of cooling from Acadian metamorphism (~314 Ma). Late Pennsylvanian 
titanite ages from these rocks (~305 Ma) provide a minimum age of the onset of 
Alleghanian metamorphism, then younger hornblendes suggest cooling ended in the 
Permian (~294 Ma). The latest peak metamorphic event likely occurred in the southern 
Bronson Hill terrane between 305 and 294 Ma. To the south, titanite ages remain the 
same while amphibole ages decrease, indicating the southern Bronson Hill zone remained 
hotter for longer. 
B. Geology of the Bronson Hill Zone and Palmer Zone of Transpression 
Building on the work of Massey (2010), Massey and Moecher (2013) completed a 
thorough study of the southern Bronson Hill zone (BHZ) and defined the Palmer Zone of 
Transpression (PZoT) in south-central Massachusetts (Fig. 2.2). The BHZ is a series of 
ca. 450 Ma tonalitic to granodioritic orthogneisses that likely represent the roots of the 
Taconic volcanic arc accreted to the Laurentian margin in the Late Ordovician to early 
Silurian (Fig. 2.3). The BHZ in Massachusetts and Connecticut coincides with the 
proposed PZoT and consists of several ductiley deformed units including the Ordovician, 
Silurian, and Devonian metavolcanic and metasedimentary cover rocks of the Bronson 
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Hill sequence (the Ammonoosuc, Partridge, Clough, and Littleton formations). The BHZ 
is situated between the Central Maine zone to the east and the Hartford basin to the west. 
Dominant Acadian fabrics in the Bronson Hill terrane belie the fact that Permian 
metamorphic ages are preserved in amphibole, mica, and monazite in New Hampshire 
and mica, titanite, and monazite in central Massachusetts and Connecticut (Wintsch et al., 
2003; Moecher, 1999). The components of the PZoT are, from west to east, the Mount 
Dumplin high strain zone (MDHSZ), the Monson orthogneiss (which is in turn divided 
along strike by the Greenwich syncline into western and eastern bodies), and the Conant 
Brook shear zone (CBSZ) (Fig. 2.4). 
 The Mt. Dumplin high strain zone consists of strongly flattened and folded 
Bronson Hill sequence units. Subvertical to steeply west-dipping foliations, north or 
shallowly to the south-southwest subhorizontally plunging mineral lineations, S- and S > 
L tectonites to mylonites, fold asymmetries, boudins, porphyroclasts, shear bands, and S-
C fabrics all indicate sinistral (in map view) and normal (in vertical cross section view) 
kinematics (Massey and Moecher, 2013). 
 The Monson orthogneiss at the center of the BHZ extends north-northeast for 100 
km in Connecticut and Massachusetts. The orthogneisses are variably deformed and 
highly attenuated tonalite/granodiorite and mesoscopic to macroscopic interlayered 
hornblende-plagioclase amphibolite that display many of the same ductile deformation 
indicators as the MDHSZ: flat foliations are common in S > L tectonites, mineral 
lineations plunge subvertically parallel to dip, and tight to isoclinal folds, S-C fabrics, 
shear bands, and asymmetric porphyroclasts can be found throughout (Massey and 
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Moecher, 2013). Strain indicators in the Monson orthogneiss are consistent with dextral-
reverse deformation. 
 The Greenwich syncline consists of biotite-garnet-sillimanite paragneiss and 
amphibolite enclosed completely within the Monson orthogneiss and divides the Monson 
orthogneiss into western and eastern bodies (Massey and Moecher, 2013). Fabrics and 
shear indicators in the syncline are consistent with the dextral-reverse sense of shear as 
observed in the Monson orthogneiss. 
 The easternmost component of the PZoT is the Conant Brook shear zone (CBSZ), 
which consists of sillimanite grade pelitic gneisses of the Rangeley formation, a 
component of the Central Maine zone to the east (Massey and Moecher, 2013). Steeply 
west-dipping foliations, down-dip to subhorizontally-plunging mineral lineations, S-C 
fabrics, shear bands, and asymmetric porphyroclasts, boudins, and folds again display 
dextral-reverse kinematics consistent with those of the Greenwich syncline and Monson 
orthogneiss. 
 Deformation in the PZoT can be summarized as sinistral simple shear in the west 
and dextral-reverse simple shear-influenced general shear in the center and east (Fig. 
2.5). Kinematic indicators and structural fabrics in individual members of the PZoT 
remain within that member and do not overprint corresponding indicators in adjacent 
zones, indicating that deformation in those zones may have occurred simultaneously 
rather than sequentially in geologic time (Massey and Moecher, 2013). Preliminary 
geochronology of rock samples from all components of the PZoT are consistent with the 
hypothesis that deformation in the zones occurred contemporaneously and was likely a 
result of Devonian through Permian southward-moving dextral transpression that 
10 
 
occurred through much of the northern Appalachian orogen (Solar and Brown, 2001). 
Ages of metamorphism determined by Massey and Moecher (2013) correspond closely to 
those of other studies and support the idea of a southward-migrating system of 
transpression. Solar and Brown (2001) observed Early Devonian metamorphic ages in the 
Central Maine zone in western Maine, and Wintsch et al. (2003) observed Permian to 
Triassic metamorphic ages in the Bronson Hill terrane in Connecticut, although they do 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.2 – Used by permission from Massey et al. (2015). Regional geologic map of south-central 
Vermont, central Massachusetts, and northern Connecticut (Zen et al., 1983; Rodgers, 1985; Lyons et 
al., 1997) showing major lithotectonic terrane boundaries, selected plutonic rocks, and regional faults 
and shear zones. Pa: Palmer quadrangle, Mo: Monson quadrangle, Wa: Wales quadrangle, EB: East 
Brookfield quadrangle. Bs: Bolton syncline, CNf: Clinton-Newbury fault, CPf: Chesham Pond fault, 
Db: Belchertown pluton, Dchg: Coys Hill granite, Dht: Hardwick tonalite, E. Omo: eastern Monson 
orthogneiss, GS: Greenwich syncline, Mfg: Fitzwilliam granite, MT: Merrimack trough, Mwm: Walker 
Mountain orthogneiss, Oa: Oakham anticline, Pd: Pelham dome, PN: Putnam-Nashoba terrane, W. 






Figure 2.3 – Geologic map overlain on shaded relief image of the Palmer 7.5 minute quadrangle 
showing distribution of lithologic units, trend and plunge of representative mineral lineations, and areas 
of structural subdomains (marked by white lines). Form lines parallel strike of mylonitic foliations in 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER III: TRANSPRESSION 
Harland (1971) describes zones of oblique plate convergence that are expressed as 
transpression, a hybrid form of deformation that combines elements of compression and 
transcurrence. Sanderson and Marchini (1984) build on Harland’s zones of transpression 
in their description of non-compartmentalized transpression. Little vertical displacement 
occurs in the bodies bounding the zone of transpression, but shortening of a horizontal 
axis and lengthening of a vertical axis will often result from transpressive strains. 
Sanderson and Marchini (1984) conceptualize these zones of deformation and present a 
numerical model to describe deformation within them, then apply their model to known 
zones of transpression around the world. A zone of transpression experiences no volume 
change and is laterally confined, so shortening across the zone results in an area change 
that is compensated by vertical thickening in order to conserve volume. Sanderson and 
Marchini (1984) present the following matrix to describe the three-dimensional 














Where D = deformation, α-1 = shortening across the zone (ratio of the deformed to 
original width of the zone), α = vertical stretch, and γ = shear strain parallel to the zone. 
Sanderson and Marchini (1984) go on to assign different values to the shortening (α-1) 
and shear strain (γ) parameters to assess how varying amounts result in the finite strain 
state of rocks in the zone. The strain ellipsoids that are produced are as follows: α-1 < 1: 
oblate strain ellipsoid; α-1 = 1: plane strain (simple shear); α-1 > 1: prolate strain ellipsoid. 
Sanderson and Marchini (1984) attempt to link these theoretical strain ellipsoids to 
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expressions of deformation in nature through the concept of incremental strain, where 
progressively changing α-1 and γ by small amounts eventually produces a deformation 
path to describe finite strain structures, like cleavage and stretching lineations, and 
incremental strain structures, like fractures. Some trends in the orientation of structures 
become apparent: for α-1 < 1, folds and thrusts initiate at low angles to the zone, whereas 
extensional structures like veins and dikes initiate at higher angles; the opposite applies 
where α-1 > 1. Deformation paths are probably determined by the external boundary 
displacements of the system and the internal rheological variations in the zone of 
deformation. Sanderson and Marchini (1984) denote another formula to describe 
shortening in a zone of transpression in conjunction with the angles that various 
structures make with respect to the parallel edges of the zone: 
𝛾 = tan 𝜓 = 𝑆(1 − 𝑆)−1 cot 𝛽 
Where γ = shear strain, ψ = degrees of rotation from initial position, S = α-1 = shortening, 
and β = angle from edge of zone (see Sanderson and Marchini (1984), Fig. 6). 
Determining β from field observations allows one to derive states of shear strain (γ) and 
shortening (α-1). Sanderson and Marchini (1984) noted that the transpression model 
involves vertical stretch (α): thickening or thinning of the zone which is manifested in 
nature as uplift or subsidence of the surface. Some general deformational features that 
may be expected in zones of transpression include: steep foliations and a stretching 
lineation which may be either vertical or horizontal; folds and thrusts at small oblique 
angles to the zone; and crustal thickening and vertical uplift. A transpressional 




Numerous other workers have studied geometric complexities and formation 
mechanisms for zones of compartmentalized transcurrent shortening, or 
compartmentalized transpression. Bell (1981) describes how foliation resulting from 
progressive, heterogeneous shortening must anastomose for the bulk foliation to remain 
planar, and the study also notes the importance of the geometry of mineral species in 
differentiating between progressive, bulk, heterogeneous shortening and a progressive 
shear history. Lister and Williams (1983) elucidate mechanisms for deformation 
partitioning in flowing rock and suggest that strong planar anisotropy in the rock and 
proximity to a shearing-prohibitive boundary result in non-coaxial flow. Cobbold and 
Gapais (1991) also explore how partitioned transpression is expressed in a regional sense 
in the Sierra Australes of Argentina via mylonitic shear zones and faults (basement) and 
upright folds and cleavage (outcrop). Tikoff and Teyssier (1994) propose that partitioning 
of deformation imposed by the relative motion of plates can account for the differences in 
fault displacement observed in natural transpressive systems, like the San Andreas fault 
in California (efficient slip and a significant amount of partitioned deformation) and the 
Great Sumatran fault in Sumatra (small offset and little partitioning). Distributed shear as 
plastic deformation at depth is mechanically coupled to the upper crust and partitioned 
into discrete slip along a fault with separate simple and pure shear zones. Jones and 
Tanner (1995) suggest that rock formation contacts, differences in flow at depth, or 
preexisting planes of weakness such as faults or shear zones can act to accommodate a 
component of simple or pure shear that exists in a zone of transpression. Many of these 
factors, such as lithological contacts and preexisting planes of weakness from earlier 
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collisional events, are present throughout the study area in south central New England 




CHAPTER IV: METHODS 
Oriented rock samples were collected in each member of the PZoT in the context of 
relevant structural measurements (strike and dip of foliation, bearing and plunge of 
lineations and fold hinges) made by Massey (2010). The full analytical methodology 
included in situ electron probe Th-U-Pb microanalysis (EPMA) geochronology of 
monazite in deformed pelitic schists and gneisses and secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(SIMS) monazite Th-Pb geochronology on monazite grains of the same lithologies 
separated from samples by standard wet sieving, heavy liquids, and magnetic separation 
methods. 
A. Monazite EPMA geochronology 
The primary geochronology method in this thesis consisted of in situ EPMA monazite 
Th-U-Pb geochronology as described by Williams and Jercinovic (2002). An advantage 
of using in situ EPMA geochronology is that analyses are guided by textural relationships 
necessary to assign ages to fabrics and mineral assemblages, characteristics whose 
presence enabled Massey and Moecher (2013) to delineate bounding components of the 
transpression system. Monazite ((Ce-La-Nd-Sm)PO4) was the primary target of EPMA 
geochronology, although xenotime (YPO4) could also have been analyzed if present in 
grains of large enough diameter.  
Williams and Jercinovic (2002) describe the application of monazite EPMA 
geochronology to constraining the time of growth of metamorphic mineral assemblages 
and formation of deformational fabrics. Pressure-temperature-deformation (P-T-D) paths 
for rocks in question are an essential part of creating a model for crustal deformation. 
Monazite age dating can add absolute time (t) to the equation and aid in understanding 
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the evolution and rates of tectonic processes in multiply-deformed metamorphic rocks. 
The high spatial resolution of electron probe microanalysis (beam diameter ~1 µm) 
provides an unprecedented level of geochronologic detail where other methodologies 
(e.g. SIMS) may only result in “average” ages for a given monazite grain due to larger 
beam diameters (10-20 microns). 
Monazite is present as an accessory phase in many igneous and metamorphic 
rocks. Diffusion of major and trace elements in monazite, particularly Pb, is extremely 
slow (Cherniak et al., 2004) so that monazite will retain geochronological information 
through multiple metamorphic events. Monazite also contains significant amounts of Th 
and U, but little common Pb, and is a prime candidate for Th-Pb and U-Pb dating 
assuming that isotopes of U are present in their crustal abundances and that elemental 
concentrations have not been significantly modified by later metamorphic events.  
There are some potential drawbacks to the EPMA methodology for dating 
monazite. Pb diffusion in monazite is about three orders of magnitude faster than Th 
(Cherniak et al., 2004; Cherniak and Pyle, 2008), and grains that have been subjected to 
ultrahigh temperature (UHT) metamorphism (> ~1100 °C) may yield monazite chemical 
ages that are erroneously older due to Pb diffusion into adjacent domains or out of the 
grain entirely (Cherniak et al., 2004). Some rocks from the Central Maine terrane (e.g. 
samples from the East Brookfield quadrangle discussed below) may have experienced 
UHT metamorphism (Robinson et al., 1998; Ague et al., 2012; Massey et al., 2015). 
Thermobarometric data for this project will help determine if UHT-related Pb diffusion 
may have occurred and dates can be interpreted accordingly in the future. 
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Fluid-related alteration can also lead to dissolution and reprecipitation of 
monazite at lower temperatures (~450 °C) than UHT metamorphism, significantly 
modifying the Th content of the zones affected (Williams et al., 2011). Metasomatic 
fluids can intrude along microscopic cracks in monazite grains or along grain boundaries 
and permit loss of significant amounts of Th in the process, resulting in dramatically 
older ages than is realistic for the grain in question (e.g., chemical ages in Williams et al., 
(2011) increased from 350 Ma to ca. 2 Ga). These erroneous domains can easily be 
identified and discarded because the age difference between unmodified and modified 
zones is so extreme. Dissolution and reprecipitation do not appear to be a factor in this 
study based on results discussed below. 
Williams and Jercinovic (2002) present examples where EPMA of monazite 
grains has succeeded in unravelling the complex metamorphic histories of multiply-
deformed rocks where other methodologies succeeded only in providing a general 
bracket around a period when metamorphism occurred. The analyses start by X-ray 
mapping a full thin section for elemental concentration of Ce and a reference mineral like 
Al, Ca, or Mg to explore the location of monazite grains (high Ce abundance) with 
respect to the fabric of the sample (e.g. Al abundance). They describe a sample from the 
Grand Canyon, Arizona that contains a large garnet porphyroblast, leucosome tails, and 
matrix that all contain monazite grains and have been interpreted to represent garnet 
growth, partial melting, and final matrix recrystallization, respectively. A thin section 
scan will locate very fine grains (diameter < 10 µm) from which an in situ date may still 
be obtained but which grain separation for other dating methods would discard. After 
identifying grain locations, individual monazite grains are X-ray mapped for Y, Th, U, 
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and Pb or a reference element like Ca. Monazite grains are often compositionally 
heterogeneous, and boundaries between zones will typically be sharp suggesting little 
diffusion between zones. An age map may then be constructed from U-Th-Pb 
concentrations for individual pixels to provide an early sense of age domains within 
individual monazite crystals. Because the surface of a thin section is a random plane 
through the sample, not all grain “cores” are truly cores of monazite grains. They are 
“apparent” cores, and just the center of the grain being imaged. Depending on the slice 
through each grain, some low Y “overgrowths” may actually be the same zone as low Y 
“cores” (i.e., apparent cores). The centers of grains that were labeled “cores” for analysis 
are in fact apparent cores, so some overgrowths have the same ages and Y zoning or 
Th/U values as apparent cores. The oldest core ages obtained in this study are consistent 
with them being truly grain cores as opposed to apparent cores. 
The next step is to perform detailed spot analyses to obtain precise dates for 
growth domains. Ideally, 5-10 spots are analyzed and a weighted mean is computed 
within each domain to demonstrate repeatability of an age and decrease the error 
involved. 1σ analytical precision ranges from 5-10 m.y. for an average of four analyses in 
Pb-rich (> 2000 ppm) monazite and 10-20 m.y. for younger or Pb-poor monazite. 
Monazite is typically a fabric-forming and inclusion-bearing mineral, so 
determining ages for monazite grains helps constrain the age of the deformation event(s) 
that created the fabric in which the grain was found. Monazite grain maps can reveal 
overgrowths in distinctive locations, asymmetries, or geometries that can be interpreted 
with respect to tectonic fabric, e.g. overgrowths on opposite ends of a grain aligned with 
mineral lineations or foliations can provide the age of the deformation event that created 
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the lineation. Williams and Jercinovic (2002) state that domains in the core of a monazite 
grain that have ages identical to an overgrowth or rim may actually be embayments of the 
overgrowth or rim which intruded the core during metamorphism, so caution is required 
when selecting spots to date and while interpreting results. 
Initial X-ray compositional mapping, BSE imaging to find monazite grains 
suitable for analysis, and wavelength dispersive compositional domain X-ray mapping of 
Y, Th, U, and Ca were carried out on the UK CAMECA SX-50 microprobe. Full 
quantitative analysis of monazite was performed at the University of Massachusetts – 
Amherst (UMass) using the CAMECA Ultrachron electron probe microanalyzer. 
This study followed protocols for trace element analyses delineated in Jercinovic 
and Williams (2005) and Williams et al. (2007). EPMA at its most basic is high-precision 
compositional analysis of the trace elements Th, U, and Pb, and the concentrations of 
these elements are calculated and averaged for each domain. A single date was calculated 
using the equation: 













235𝑡 − 1)] 207, 
where Pb, Th, and U are concentrations in parts per million, t = age (years), and λ232, λ238, 
and λ235 are decay constants for Th232 (4.95E-11/yr), U238 (1.95E-10/yr), and U235 (9.85E-
10/yr), respectively (Williams et al., 2007). 
 Results of EPMA geochronology were calculated and presented following the 
protocol set forth by Williams et al. (2006). A group of analyses (generally five or six 
spots, or a sufficient number to reach an acceptable level of precision) is collected for 
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what has previously been determined via X-ray mapping and textural analysis to be a 
homogeneous domain of a monazite grain, and the results of these analyses are combined 
using a statistical software program (e.g. Datcon III) to obtain a date, 2σ error, and mean 
squared weighted deviation (MSWD) of the domain. The 2σ error value sums three 
different types of error: short-term random error, short-term systematic error, and long-
term systematic uncertainty (Williams et al., 2006). Short-term random error accounts for 
X-ray production and counting variation, spectrometer reproducibility, thermal effects 
during analysis, current variation, counter drive, and subtle compositional variation, 
among others (Pyle et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2006). Short-term systematic error 
describes errors in background estimation, minute differences in aluminum sample 
coating, and effects of calibrating the instrument (Williams et al., 2006). Long-term 
systematic errors are generally reproducible from one analysis session to another and 
account for uncertainty in the quality and characterization of standards, the quality of 
interference algorithms, the accuracy of atomic number, absorption, and fluorescence 
(ZAF) factors, other factors like dead time correction, beam current measurement, decay 
constants, and assumptions related to EPMA at high sample current in unknowns with 
low bulk thermal and electrical conductivity (Williams et al., 2006). The MSWD of a 
date is used as a statistical test of the validity of the date calculated (Wendt and Carl, 
1991), and low MSWD values (0.3 ≥ MSWD ≤ 3.0) generally indicate the 2σ error of a 
date accurately estimates the error involved for that particular calculation (Williams et al., 
2006). 
 Although a date is obtained for each analysis point in a domain, a result of an 
individual analysis is generally considered meaningless, and it is only when combined 
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with additional analyses for the same domain that results begin to have a statistical 
relevance, as with other geochronologic methods (e.g. SIMS) (Williams et al., 2006). A 
result for a single domain is represented by a normal probability distribution within an 
area of unity, and the width of this curve directly represents the short-term random error 
(Fig. 4.1) (Williams et al., 2006). A weighted mean of several dates may be calculated 
when the values fall close together on a plot of probability distribution (Williams et al., 
2006), and the MSWD for this mean will indicate whether the data support the mean 
(MSWD < 3.0) or if the multiple curves represent a drawn out episode of monazite 
growth rather than a single growth event (MSWD > 3.0). In the context of this thesis, 
weighted means have been calculated for all groups of age probability distribution curves 
that visually appear to clump together and the mean age has been recorded along with the 
MSWD. MSWD values for the majority of samples indicate the groups of dates 
calculated in this study generally represent a protracted period of monazite growth for the 
sample in question rather than an individual growth event. 
B. SIMS geochronology of monazite 
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) geochronology of monazite was conducted in 
order to corroborate ages obtained using the EPMA method. For these analyses, monazite 
grains were separated from three hand samples of the same Rangeley pelitic gneiss that 
were analyzed by EPMA. 232Th-208Pb geochronology for monazite was performed 
following the methods of Harrison et al. (1995) on the CAMECA ims 1270 secondary ion 
microprobe at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Data were compiled 
and analyzed using Isoplot (Ludwig, 1998). 
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The primary method of dating deformation in the PZoT in this study is EPMA 
geochronology, selected for its high spatial resolution (beam diameter ~1 µm) and 
resulting ability to calculate a date for multiple compositional domains ranging from 5-20 
µm in width within small monazite grains (e.g., 10-30 µm diameter). A limited 
subsample of grains from the same rocks analyzed via EPMA were selected to be 
analyzed via SIMS, a method that uses an 16O- ion beam that is approximately 10 × 15 
µm in size (Harrison et al., 1995). The resulting date calculated via SIMS has a higher 
age precision than a single spot date calculated via EPMA, but the size of the ion beam 
may result in a date that is a combination of true dates for two domains within a complex 
monazite grain. A compilation of SIMS dates for a population of monazite should bracket 
all ages collected via EPMA for that given sample. 
C. SIMS and EPMA standard analysis 
Analytical standards are required for calibration throughout an EPMA or SIMS analytical 
session (Williams et al., 2011). The EPMA standard monazite grain is a natural monazite 
that comes from the Brazilian Moacyr pegmatite, and the 208Pb/232Th system for this grain 
has been dated to 506 ± 1 Ma (MSWD = 0.6) via isotope dilution thermal ionization mass 
spectrometry (ID-TIMS) (Dumond et al., 2008). This standard is referred to as ‘Moacyr’ 
or ‘Moacyr monazite.’ The SIMS analytical standard is monazite 554, which is also a 
natural grain and has been dated via ID-TIMS to 45 ± 1 Ma (Harrison et al., 1999). 
Standard grains are mounted alongside thin sections (in situ EPMA analyses) or grain 
mounts (separated SIMS analyses) and coated with the conductive metal (aluminum for 
EPMA, gold for SIMS) at the same time as the unknown samples, so it is assumed that 
the beam interacts with the standard in the same way it interacts with the unknown 
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sample (Catlos et al., 2002). Standard analyses are performed before, during, and after an 
analytical run and examined for inconsistencies after an analytical session. The standards 
are treated like unknown samples in that Th, U, Pb, and REE composition is measured 
and a date for the domain is computed for comparison with the accepted TIMS age of the 
standard. 
The analytical standards used to calibrate the age-composition relation in EPMA 
and SIMS are natural grains, so they may vary in composition but are assumed to be the 
same age and thus provide a measure of the accuracy of the probe based on the ages 
computed from points on the standards. These grains only have one age population, and 
the computed dates can be averaged to produce a weighted mean, 2σ error, and MSWD. 
Dates for standards used in multiple analytical sessions are not combined into one data 
set because the purpose of the data is to monitor the function of the probe for a single 
analytical session, and environmental and calibration conditions change between 
analytical sessions such that a combined population of ages would be meaningless. Ages 
computed for the Moacyr monazite standard (accepted ID-TIMS age: 506 ± 1 Ma; 
Dumond et al., 2008) for three separate EPMA sessions are 506 ± 1 Ma (April 2015; 
MSWD = 0.47), 504 ± 4 Ma (October 2015; MSWD = 4.3), and 509 ± 6 Ma (December 
2015; MSWD = 2.6) (Fig. 4.2). Elevated MSWD values are likely related to low sample 
size (Oct. 2015, n = 5; Dec. 2015, n = 5). The range of ages, errors, and MSWDs for 
individual analysis points on the standard grains of known age indicate that a range of 
ages, errors, and MSWDs for unknown sample points should be expected. The variation 
in apparent standard ages visible in Fig. 4.2 illustrates the variability inherent to the 
electron probe method. 
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The April 2015 EPMA standard results produce a probability distribution curve 
with normal distribution, while the results of the October and December 2015 analyses 
produce curves with somewhat bimodal distribution due to the presence of ages ca. 10 
m.y. below (Oct. 2015 session) and above (Dec. 2015) the expected value. The fact that 
dates of ca. 10 m.y. above the expected date are not found for the Oct. 2015 session 
suggest that the 496 ± 2 Ma age is actual variation in the dates computed via EPMA and 
not variation due to random or systematic error. The same logic applies to the older dates 
from Dec. 2015 in that the 512 ± 4 Ma and 516 ± 3 Ma dates accurately represent older 
dates calculated via EPMA rather than error in the system because dates of a similar 
distance from the 506 ± 1Ma expected age do not exist in the younger range (e.g., ca. 495 
Ma). This logic implies accurate calibration and operating status for the EPMA probe for 
each session and suggests that a single age for an unknown monazite that does not fall 
near a population of single ages from the same sample should not be discarded (e.g., 
sample M1605-2, Mnz 19, depleted overgrowth: 258 ± 30 Ma). Extreme outliers that 
produce ages hundreds of m.y. from other ages in nearby domains, however, should be 
discarded (see results in gray in Appendix B). 
The SIMS standard monazite 554 possesses a weighted mean age of 44.7 ± 0.6 
Ma (MSWD = 0.88) that agrees with the accepted age for the standard of 45 ± 1 Ma 
(Harrison et al., 1999) (Fig. 4.2). Sample size for this session was higher (n = 29) 
allowing a greater characterization of the population of ages for this standard. The age 
probability distribution curve for this set of monazite 554 ages displays a normal 
distribution. The ages for this standard are close to the accepted age and indicate that the 
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ion microprobe was well calibrated and operating successfully during the November 





  Figure 4.1 – Williams et al. (2006), Figure 5 exhibiting conventional representations of analysis results 
from monazite EPMA geochronology. (a) Single monazite date from a small (8–10 µm diameter) 
monazite inclusion in garnet. The date is represented by a Gaussian distribution calculated from a set of 
five analyses (circles) from a single compositional domain along with the random error (1σ) for that set 
of analyses. Square shows the location of the background scan. The date also includes results from a 
secondary standard (GSC-8153) of known age that was gold-coated with the dated sample and analyzed 
in the same analytical session. (b) Dating multiple domains within a single monazite crystal. Squares 
represent location of background scans. Circles represent trace element analytical spots. The number of 
analyses within each domain is determined by the required precision or by the amount of area available 
for analysis. Note that here, only four or five analyses in each domain are required to demonstrate that 
the domain dates are significantly different. 
    Secondary 
1840 +/- 28 Ma 
n=5 





Figure 4.2 – Results of geochronology of analytical standards for EPMA and SIMS analyses. Left: 
Representation of the weighted mean for each geochronology session. Each white bar represents a 
weighted mean of 5-6 ages collected as an unknown. The red bar represents the weighted mean. Right: 
Age probability distribution curves for each geochronology session. Purple curves represent individual 
analyses for EPMA, and purple bars represent bins of ages for that bar for SIMS. The probability 
distribution curve for the weighted mean of all ages is represented by the red curve. The brown bar 
represents the accepted age of the standard and is annotated with the age and reference. 
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CHAPTER V: SAMPLE DESCRIPTION AND PETROLOGY 
Hand samples were collected from various locations in the East Brookfield, Wales, and 
Palmer quadrangles across the PZoT (Fig. 5.1). A mix of glass-coated thin sections for 
petrographic description and polished thin sections for both petrographic description and 
EPMA geochronology were prepared from the hand samples. Some samples were 
collected in June 2014 while others were acquired on earlier sampling trips by Dr. 
Matthew Massey. The June 2014 samples are: EB14-001B (Central Maine zone), EB14-
002A (Central Maine zone), WA14-002 (CBSZ), P14-007 (Greenwish syncline), P14-
005A (CBSZ), and P14-003 (MDHSZ). Samples collected by Massey on earlier sampling 
trips are 9-1-L (CBSZ), 219-3-L (CBSZ), M1605-2-L1 (MDHSZ), M1605-2-L3 
(MDHSZ), and M1605-2-LL (MDHSZ). 
 Units targeted for geochronology for this project are the bounding units of the 
PZOT: the Central Maine zone and Conant Brook shear zone in the east, the Greenwich 
syncline in the center, and the Mt. Dumplin high strain zone in the west. The paragneisses 
and schists of these units (Rangeley paragneiss, Mt. Pisgah paragneiss, and Partridge 
schist) have bulk compositions conductive to growth of monazite at sillimanite-grade 
temperatures and pressures, and most samples were found to contain ample amounts of 
monazite, along with zircon and some xenotime to provide corroborating ages to those 
calculated for the monazite grains. Earlier studies describe in detail the petrologic, 
lithologic, and structural characteristics of these units (see: Massey and Moecher, 2008), 
so this section will provide a brief petrologic description of the rocks in questions as well 
as a description of the macroscopic features visible in the rocks, such as foliation, 
lineation, mylonitic fabrics, etc. 
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 All samples from this study exhibit varying degrees of retrograde metamorphism, 
such as the breakdown of garnet (Central Maine zone, CBSZ, Greenwich syncline, 
MDHSZ) and staurolite (MDHSZ) to assemblages consisting of sillimanite, biotite, 
quartz, plagioclase, etc. and accessory phases (e.g., monazite and xenotime). Garnet 
breakdown occurs by the reaction garnet + K-feldspar + water ± apatite ± monazite I = 
sillimanite + biotite + monazite II, and staurolite retrograde metamorphism occurs via 
staurolite + biotite + water = garnet + chlorite + muscovite ± chloritoid (Spear, 1992). 
Yttrium is highly compatible in both garnet and monazite, and yttrium zonation in 
monazite is likely directly related to garnet breakdown due to reaction coupling between 
the two minerals (Pyle and Spear, 2003). Similar to samples discussed in Pyle and Spear 
(2003), yttrium zonation in monazite grains of this study may be manifested as thin rims 
that at times only exist in the top-right/bottom-left or top-left/bottom-right quadrant of a 
grain or are elongate in that quadrant, suggesting the rim is a syntectonic feature that 
developed preferentially in that direction due to the strain at the time of rim growth (Pyle 
and Spear, 2003).  
A. Rangeley formation 
1. EB14-001B, Central Maine zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, medium- to 
coarse-grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet-sillimanite paragneiss 
from the CBSZ/Central Maine terrane that displays dextral kinematics (Fig. 5.2). Quartz, 
plagioclase, and garnet porphyroclasts are prominent, and the dip-parallel lineation is 
defined by acicular sillimanite grains (Fig. 5.3). The foliation orientation is 025 23 W, 
and the lineation orientation is 23 085. This sample was dated by EPMA and SIMS. 
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2. EB14-002A, Central Maine zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, medium- to 
coarse-grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet-sillimanite paragneiss 
from the CBSZ/Central Maine terrane displaying predominately dextral kinematics, 
although some garnet porphyroclasts exhibit sinistral shear (Fig. 5.4). Prominent 
sillimanite lineations are present and often form portions of garnet deformation tails 
along with biotite (Fig. 5.5). The foliation orientation is 020 36 NW, and the lineation 
orientation is 16 224. This sample was dated by EPMA and SIMS. 
3. WA14-002, Conant Brook Shear Zone:  This sample is a rusty-weathering, medium- to 
coarse-grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet-sillimanite paragneiss 
from the CBSZ/Central Maine terrane (Fig. 5.6) displaying dextral kinematics and strike-
parallel sillimanite lineations (Fig. 5.7). The foliation orientation is 031 41 NW, and the 
lineation orientation is 20 031. This sample is mapped as Mt. Pisgah formation (Peper et 
al., 1975) but is considered here to be a Rangeley equivalent, and it was sampled and 
dated by EPMA. 
4. P14-005A, Conant Brook shear zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, medium- to 
coarse-grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet-sillimanite 
protomylonitic paragneiss (Fig. 5.8) from the CBSZ displaying complex dextral 
kinematics with garnet porphyroclasts breaking down to sillimanite and biotite. The sense 
of shear in this area is generally dextral, but sinistral kinematics are present in some 
samples (Fig.5.9). The foliation orientation is 028 76 NW, and the lineation orientation is 
01 028. This sample was dated by EPMA and SIMS. 
5. 9-1-L, Conant Brook shear zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to coarse-
grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet-sillimanite mylonitic 
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paragneiss (Fig. 5.10) from the CBSZ displaying predominantly dextral kinematics with 
strongly deformed garnet porphyroclasts breaking down to sillimanite and biotite (Fig. 
5.11). The foliation orientation is 356 85 W, and the lineation orientation is 88 178. This 
sample was dated by EPMA. 
6. 219-3-L, Conant Brook shear zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to coarse-
grained, strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotite-garnet mylonite/ultramylonite and 
protomylonitic paragneiss (unlike similar, nearby samples, there is no sillimanite present 
in this sample) (Fig. 5.12) from the CBSZ displaying dextral kinematics with strongly 
deformed garnet porphyroclasts breaking down to form biotite, plagioclase, and quartz 
(Fig. 5.13). The foliation orientation is 008 74 W, and the lineation orientation is 40 220. 
This sample was dated by EPMA. 
B. Partridge formation 
1. P14-007, Greenwich syncline:  This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to medium-
grained quartz-biotite-plagioclase-garnet-sillimanite schist from the Greenwich syncline 
(Fig. 5.14). Dextral kinematics are somewhat less well-defined than in samples from the 
CBSZ and Central Maine terrane (Fig. 5.15). The foliation orientation is 005 90, and the 
lineation orientation is 03 002. This sample was dated by EPMA. 
2. P14-003, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to 
coarse-grained quartz-biotite-plagioclase-garnet-muscovite schist from the MDHSZ (Fig. 
5.16) with well-developed S-C fabric, sinistral asymmetries, and garnet trains (Fig. 5.17). 
The foliation orientation is 035 58 NW, and the lineation orientation is 15 230. This 
sample was dated by EPMA. 
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3. M1605-2-LL, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to 
coarse-grained quartz-biotite-plagioclase-muscovite-garnet-staurolite-chloritoid schist 
from the MDHSZ (Fig. 5.18.A) with sinistral asymmetries and prominent staurolite 
pseudomorphs and garnet porphyroblasts (Fig. 5.19). The foliation orientation is 025 70 
W, and the lineation orientation is 220 19. This sample was dated by EPMA.  
4. M1605-2-L1, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to 
coarse-grained quartz-biotite-plagioclase-garnet-staurolite schist from the MDHSZ (Fig. 
5.18.B) with sinistral asymmetries and relict staurolite garnet porphyroclasts. The 
foliation orientation is 025 70 W, and the lineation orientation is 220 19. This sample was 
dated by EPMA.  
5. M1605-2-L3, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: This sample is a rusty-weathering, fine- to 
coarse-grained quartz-biotite-plagioclase-garnet-staurolite schist from the MDHSZ (Fig. 
5.20) with sinistral asymmetries and relict staurolite and garnet porphyroclasts (Fig. 
5.21). The foliation orientation is 025 70 W, and the lineation orientation is 220 19. This 







Figure 5.1 – Regional geologic map modified to show location of geochronology samples (blue stars) 
along with sample names and the tectonic zones from which they were collected. Metamorphic grade 
decreases from east to west, with the lowest-grade samples being those collected from the MDHSZ. 
Modified from Massey et al. (2015). 
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Figure 5.2.A – Hand sample of EB14-001B-3B - Rangeley sillimanite paragneiss from the CBSZ 
(Central Maine zone). Correct foliation orientation: 025 23 W; lineation: 23 085. 
Figure 5.2.B – Thin section scan of sample EB14-001B-3B. 
Figure 5.2 – Hand sample and thin section of EB14-001B-3B 
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Fig. 5.2.B. Thin section scan of sample EB14-001B-3B - Rangeley sillimanite paragneiss. 
Figure 5.3.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear around a garnet porphyroclast from 
sample EB14-001B-3B. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, sillimanite, and plagioclase, and 
various REE-rich minerals. 
Figure 5.3.B – Photomicrograph from 5.3.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet pseudomorph is shaded in gray. 
ure 5.3 – Photom crogr phs of EB14-001B-3B 
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Figure 5.4.A – Hand sample of EB14-002A-1A - Rangeley sillimanite paragneiss from the CBSZ 
(Central Maine zone). Foliation orientation: 020 36 NW; lineation: 16 224. 
Figure 5.4.B – Thin section scan of sample EB14-002A-1B. 
Figure 5.4 – Hand sample and thin section of EB14-002A-1A 
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Figure 5.5.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear around a garnet porphyroclast from 
sample EB14-002A-1B. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, sillimanite, and plagioclase, and 
various REE-rich minerals. 
Figure 5.5.B – Photomicrograph from 5.5.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet pseudomorph is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.5 – Photomicrographs of EB14-002A-1A 
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Figure 5.6.A – Hand sample of WA14-002-2A - Mt. Pisgah (Rangeley) sillimanite paragneiss from the 
CBSZ. Foliation orientation: 031 41 NW; lineation: 20 031. 
Figure 5.6.B – Thin section scan of sample WA14-002-3B-3. 
Figure 5.6 – Hand sample and thin section of WA14-002-2A 
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Figure 5.7.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear exhibited around a garnet 
porphyroclast from sample WA14-002-3B-3. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, sillimanite, 
plagioclase, and various REE-rich minerals. 
Figure 5.7.B – Photomicrograph from 5.7.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.7 – Photomicrographs of WA14-002 
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Figure 5.8.A – Hand sample of P14-005A-4A (slice of hand sample in same orientation as thin section) 
- Rangeley sillimanite paragneiss from the CBSZ. Foliation orientation: 028 76 NW; lineation: 01 028. 
Figure 5.8.B – Thin section scan of sample P14-005A-5B. 
Figure 5.8 – Hand sample and thin section of P14-005A-5B 
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Figure 5.9.A – Photomicrograph showing sinistral sense of shear exhibited around a garnet 
porphyroclast from sample P14-005A-5B. Few shear indicators are readily observed in this sample, and 
this particular grain exhibits shear sense contrary to the general dextral sense of shear in the area. 
Deformation partitioning and general shear throughout the PZoT allow conflicting senses of shear to 
develop. Garnet is breaking down to form sillimanite, biotite, and plagioclase. 
Figure 5.9.B – Photomicrograph from 5.9.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.9 – Photomicrographs of P14-005A-5B 
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Figure 5.10.A – Hand sample of 9-1-L - Rangeley mylonitic paragneiss from the CBSZ. Foliation 
orientation: 008 74 W; lineation orientation: 88 178. 
Figure 5.10.B – Thin section scan of sample 9-1-L. 
Figure 5.10 – Hand sample and thin section of 9-1 
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Figure 5.11.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear exhibited around a garnet 
porphyroclast from sample 9-1-L. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, sillimanite, plagioclase, and 
various REE-rich minerals. 
Figure 5.11.B – Photomicrograph from 5.11.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.11 – Photomicrographs of 9-1-L 
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Figure 5.12.A – Hand sample of 219-3-L - Rangeley mylonitic paragneiss from the CBSZ. Foliation 
orientation: 356 85 W; lineation orientation: 40 220. 
Figure 5.12.B – Thin section scan of sample 219-3-L. 






Figure 5.13.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear exhibited around garnet 
porphyroclasts from sample 219-3-L. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, sillimanite, and 
plagioclase. 
Figure 5.13.B – Photomicrograph from 5.13.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 





Figure 5.14.A – Hand sample of P14-007-6B - Rangeley biotite-sillimanite schist from the Greenwich 
syncline. Foliation orientation: 005 90; lineation: 03 002. 
Figure 5.14.B – Thin section scan of sample P14-007-6B. 
Figure 5.14 – Hand sample and thin section of P14-007-6B 
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Figure 5.15.A – Photomicrograph showing dextral sense of shear exhibited in sample P14-007-6B. 
Sample consists of retrograde garnet forming biotite, sillimanite, and plagioclase. 
Figure 5.15.B – Photomicrograph from 5.15.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Dextral sense of shear is less pronounced in P14-007-6B (Greenwich syncline) than in 
samples from the Conant Brook Shear Zone. 
Figure 5.15 – Photomicrographs of P14-007-6B 
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Figure 5.16.A – Sawn slab from P14-003-1A – Partridge schist from the MDHSZ. Foliation orientation: 
035 58 NW; lineation: 15 230. 
Figure 5.16.B – Thin section scan of sample P14-003-2B (opposing face to sawn slab above). 
Figure 5.16 – Hand sample and thin section of P14-003 
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Figure 5.17.A – Photomicrograph showing sinistral sense of shear exhibited around a garnet 
porphyroclast from sample P14-003-2B. Garnet is breaking down to form biotite, muscovite, and 
quartz. 
Figure 5.17.B – Photomicrograph from 5.17.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.17 – Photomicrographs of P14-003 
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Figure 5.18.A – Thin section scan of sample M1605-2-LL - Partridge staurolite schist from the 
MDHSZ. Foliation orientation: 025 70 W; lineation orientation: 19 220. This sample may have been cut 
parallel to the C-plane and thus does not exhibit dominantly sinistral asymmetries. 
Figure 5.18.B – Thin section scan of sample M1605-2-L1 - Partridge staurolite schist from the 
MDHSZ. Foliation orientation: 025 70 W; lineation orientation: 19 220. This sample may have been cut 
parallel to the C-plane and thus does not exhibit dominantly sinistral asymmetries. 
 
Figure 5.18 – Thin section scans of M1605-2-LL and –L1 
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Figure 5.19.A – Photomicrograph showing sinistral sense of shear exhibited around a staurolite 
pseudomorph from sample M1605-2-LL. Staurolite is breaking down to form muscovite and chloritoid. 
Figure 5.19.B – Photomicrograph from 5.19.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Staurolite pseudomorph is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.19 – Photomicrographs of M1605-2-LL 
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Figure 5.20 – Thin section scan of sample M1605-2-L3 - Partridge staurolite schist from the MDHSZ. 
Foliation orientation: 025 70 W; lineation orientation: 19 220. 





Figure 5.21.A – Photomicrograph showing sinistral sense of shear exhibited by a staurolite 
porphyroclast, garnet porphyroclast, and recrystallized garnet delta clast from sample M1605-2-L3. 
Staurolite and garnet are breaking down to form muscovite, biotite, chloritoid, and plagioclase. 
Figure 5.21.B – Photomicrograph from 5.21.A. annotated to display the sense of shear and mineral 
assemblage. Garnet porphyroclast is shaded in gray. 
Figure 5.21 – Photomicrographs of M1605-2-L3 
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CHAPTER VI: RESULTS 
A. Rangeley formation 
1. EB14-001B, Central Maine terrane:  X-ray maps of Y for monazite grains in this 
sample of Rangeley paragneiss vary in complexity and reveal four domains of monazite 
growth: an Y-rich core, a somewhat Y-enriched overgrowth, an Y-depleted overgrowth, 
and an Y-enriched rim (Fig. 6.1). Six grains from a variety of structural contexts (e.g. 
Mnz 24: member of a garnet pseudomorph; Mnz 17: intergrown with lineation-forming 
sillimanite crystals) were selected for EPMA (Fig. 6.2), and special attention was focused 
on grains with rims that grew elongate and parallel to the foliation, as the age for that rim 
should put an absolute age on the formation of the foliation. The chemistry of the points 
analyzed via EPMA support the idea of four distinct domains in monazite grains of this 
sample (Fig. 6.3): domain 1 (Y-enriched cores) features a relatively high Y weight 
percentage (wt. %) at ~2.5% and a low ratio of Th to U (~8.0); domain 2 (Y-enriched 
overgrowths or cores) has low Y content (~0.9 wt. %) and low Th/U (~8.0); domain 3 (Y-
depleted overgrowths or rims) has low Y content (~0.3 wt. %) but high Th/U (~23) and 
monazites in domain 4 (Y-enriched rims) exhibit Y content ranging from ~1.5-2.5 wt. % 
and Th/U ranging from ~10-20. 
 The core (Domain 1) of Mnz 24 of EB14-001B yields an age of 383 ± 8 Ma. 
(Note: unless otherwise noted, all errors reported in this study are two standard 
deviations, or 2σ.) The EPMA date for domain 2 in Mnz 24 is 359 ± 6 Ma. Domain 3 in 
EB14-001 ranges from 353 ± 8 Ma (Mnz 24) to 343 ± 8 Ma (Mnz 7) (n = 4), and domain 
4 ranges from 356 ± 4 Ma (Mnz 25) to 333 ± 32 Ma (Mnz 7) (n = 6). At times, it may be 
helpful to calculate a weighted mean for a given population of monazite ages if they 
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visually appear to represent a single episode of monazite growth and if the chemical 
zonation of the grains in question similarly supports the idea.  
2. EB14-002A, Central Maine terrane:  Yttrium X-ray maps of monazite grains in this 
sample of Rangeley paragneiss vary in complexity and reveal three domains of monazite 
growth: an Y-rich core, an Y-depleted overgrowth, and, where present, an Y-enriched rim 
(Fig. 6.4). Six grains from a variety of structural contexts (e.g. Mnz 9: intergrown with 
lineation-forming sillimanite crystals) were selected for EPMA (Fig. 6.5), and special 
attention was focused on grains with rims that grew elongate and parallel to the foliation 
as a chemical age for that rim would likely put an absolute age on the formation of the 
foliation. The chemistry of the points analyzed via EPMA indicate only two chemically 
distinct domains in monazite grains of this sample (Fig. 6.6): a high Y (~2 wt. %) and 
low Th/U (~5) population of cores and a second set of overgrowths and rims that, despite 
visually appearing to be two unique domains in X-ray maps, contain Y at a consistent 
~0.2-0.5 wt. % and a range of Th/U ratios from 5-22.  
 Core ages in EB14-002A range from 402 to 379 Ma in three monazite grains. 
Overgrowths and rims in this sample range from 372 to 327 Ma, and ages for what were 
classified as Y-rich rims in X-ray map analysis were consistently younger than the 
overgrowth they surround at 344 ± 8 Ma (Mnz 9; inner overgrowth: 368 ± 12 Ma), 333 ± 
10 Ma (Mnz 18; inner overgrowth = 350 ± 6 Ma), and 327 ± 4 Ma (Mnz 19; inner 
overgrowth = 345 ± 16 Ma).  
3. WA14-002, Conant Brook Shear Zone:  Yttrium X-ray maps of monazite grains in this 
sample of Rangeley schist vary in complexity and suggest two domains of monazite 
growth: an Y-rich core (some cores may have a very Y-rich component and a somewhat 
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Y-rich component) and Y-depleted rims (Fig. 6.7). 12 grains from a variety of structural 
contexts (e.g. Mnz 20: member of a garnet pseudomorph; Mnz 2: intergrown with 
lineation-forming sillimanite crystals) were selected for EPMA (Fig. 6.8), and special 
attention was focused on grains with rims that grew elongate and parallel to the foliation 
as a chemical age for that rim would likely put an absolute age on the formation of the 
foliation. The chemistry of the points analyzed via EPMA is less clear but implies two 
domains in monazite grains of this sample (Fig. 6.9): a low Th/U (~6-7) and variable Y 
(~1-2 wt. %) population and a second population of domains with low Y (< 0.5 wt. %) 
and variable Th/U content (~6-17).  
 Yttrium-rich cores in three monazite grains in WA14-002 yield ages between 408 
±12 and 386 ± 6 Ma. Yttrium-depleted rims in nine grains in this sample yield ages 
between 353 ± 4 and 312 ± 12 Ma.  
4. P14-005A, Conant Brook shear zone:  Geochronology of this sample was split 
between the EPMA method (five domains in four monazite grains) and SIMS (30 spots 
on 23 grains). Yttriuim X-ray maps of monazite grains in this sample of Rangeley schist 
vary in complexity and reveal four domains of monazite growth at their most complex: an 
Y-rich core, a very Y-enriched overgrowth, an Y-depleted second overgrowth, and an Y-
enriched rim (Fig. 6.10). Three grains from a variety of structural contexts (e.g. Mnz 19: 
intergrown with lineation-forming sillimanite crystals and likely formed from retrograde 
garnet breakdown) were selected for EPMA (Fig. 6.11), and special attention was 
focused on grains with rims that grew elongate and parallel to the foliation as a chemical 
age for that rim is assumed to place a maximum absolute age on the formation of the 
foliation. The chemistry of the points analyzed via EPMA can be divided into two 
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domains in monazite grains of this sample (Fig. 6.12): a low Th/U ratio (~7) -bearing set 
of cores with a range of Y content (0.5-2.3 wt. %) and a population of rims with low Y 
content (< 0.5 wt. %) and relatively high Th/U (~14-19). It is difficult to discern trends in 
EPMA data for P14-005A as only five domains were analyzed. Core domains date to 406 
± 16 Ma and 364 ± 36 Ma, and the three rims have EPMA ages of 371 ± 26 Ma, 331 ± 28 
Ma, and 314 ± 26 Ma. The monazite rim with the oldest age (371 Ma) is on the grain 
with the oldest core (ca. 406 Ma).  
5. 9-1-L, Conant Brook shear zone:  Yttrium X-ray maps of monazite grains in this 
sample of Rangeley schist are consistent with three domains of monazite growth: an Y-
rich core (some cores may have a very Y-rich component and a somewhat Y-rich 
component), an Y-depleted overgrowth, and Y-enriched rims (Fig. 6.13). 11 grains from 
a variety of structural contexts (e.g. Mnz 10: member of a garnet pseudomorph; Mnz 17: 
intergrown with lineation-forming sillimanite crystals) were selected for EPMA (Fig. 
6.14), and special attention was focused on grains with rims that grew elongate and 
parallel to the foliation as that rim age would put a maximum age on the formation of the 
foliation. The Th and U composition of the points analyzed via EPMA (Y-rich rims and 
Y-depleted cores and overgrowths from Y-mapping) does not permit distinction of 
multiple zones except that cores and overgrowths have slightly lower Y content than rims 
(Fig. 6.15).  
 Cores of two monazite grains in 9-1-L yield ages of 392 ± 3 Ma and 390 ± 24 Ma. 




6. 219-3-L, Conant Brook shear zone:  Yttrium X-ray maps of monazite grains in this 
sample of Rangeley schist are consistent with four domains of monazite growth, although 
most grains show either three or two domains: an Y-rich core (some cores may have a 
very Y-rich component and a somewhat Y-rich component), an Y-depleted overgrowth, 
and Y-enriched rims, or just the Y-depleted overgrowth and Y-rich rim (Fig. 6.16). 13 
grains from a variety of structural contexts (e.g. Mnz 5: member of a garnet 
pseudomorph; Mnz 12: intergrown with lineation-forming biotite grains) were selected 
for EPMA (Fig. 6.17). The points analyzed via EPMA exhibit a range of Th/U, but 
domain age and Y-content permit differentiation of the domains into three age domains 
(Fig. 6.18). Cores in 219-3-L from two grains yield ages of 403 ± 20 Ma and 432 ± 14 
Ma. Yttrium-depleted overgrowths yield ages between 351 ± 10 Ma and 331 ± 10. 
Yttrium-rich rim growth ranges from 353 ± 10 Ma to 315 ± 16 Ma.  
B. Partridge formation  
1. P14-007, Greenwich syncline: Yttrium X-ray maps of monazite grains in this sample 
of Rangeley schist are interpreted to result from at least four episodes of monazite 
growth. The simpler grains targeted for EPMA had Y-rich cores, Y-depleted 
overgrowths, and Y-rich rims (Fig 6.19). Nine grains from a variety of structural contexts 
(e.g. Mnz 10: intergrown with lineation-forming biotite crystals) were selected for EPMA 
(Fig. 6.20). The chemistry of the points analyzed via EPMA agree with the domains 
interpreted from Y X-ray mapping and demonstrate a range of Y content with relatively 
low Th/U (Fig. 6.21).  
 Probability age curves are interpreted to indicate two episodes of monazite 
growth: an older episode (that includes all Y-rich cores and a mix of Y-depleted 
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overgrowths and Y-rich rims) that ranges from 384 ± 12 Ma to 363 ± 8 Ma and a younger 
episode (a mix of Y-depleted overgrowths and Y-rich rims) that ranges from 352 ± 8 Ma 
to 335 ± 10 Ma. Several grains yield apparent older ages for outer domains (e.g., a rim 
with an older age than a core), an unexpected outcome that is addressed later in this 
thesis. It may be an analytical artifact from contamination of the background collection 
point by Pb, Th, and U introduced to the area by earlier beam incursion. Alternatively, 
there may be a geological explanation. 
2. P14-003, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: Thorium X-ray maps of monazite grains in 
this sample of Partridge schist indicate three episodes of monazite growth represented by 
Th-rich cores, Th-depleted overgrowths, and Th-rich rims (Fig 6.22). Yttrium maps 
revealed significantly less zonation in samples from the MDHSZ than elsewhere in the 
study area. Nine grains from a variety of structural contexts (e.g. Mnz 2: member of a 
garnet pseudomorph; Mnz 19: intergrown with foliation-forming muscovite and biotite) 
were selected for EPMA (Fig. 6.23). Only one point demonstrates true Y-enrichment, and 
the rest of the analyses show low Y values with a range of Th/U between 5 and 25. (Fig. 
6.24).  
 Probability age curves for this sample show one old Y-enriched core with an age 
of 403 ± 30 Ma. The remaining samples (n = 15) range in age from 321 ± 14 Ma to 285 ± 
24 Ma  
3. M2605-2, Mt. Dumplin high strain zone: Three thin sections of Partridge schist from 
sample M1605-2 were analyzed in this study. Chemistry and age probability curves for 
these samples are compiled in one figure (Fig. 6.25) because all analyses come from the 
same hand sample. Th-enrichment guided selection of analysis domains in these samples. 
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Although complicated, many grains have Th-enriched cores/overgrowths, Th-depleted 
cores/overgrowths, and narrow Th-enriched rims (M1605-2-LL: Fig. 6.26; M1605-2-L1: 
Fig. 6.27; M1605-2-L3: Fig. 6.28). Complex and patchy Th-zonation, while present in all 
monazite grains of this study, is especially prevalent in monazite grains of M1605-2. Y-
enrichment in samples of M1605-2 is simpler, and all grains display two zones: Y-
enriched cores and Y-depleted overgrowths. 11 grains from a variety of structural 
contexts (e.g., M1605-2-L3 Mnz 6: deformed around a corner of a garnet train; M1505-2-
L1 Mnz 20: intergrown with lineation-forming muscovite and biotite) were selected for 
EPMA. M1605-2-LL: Fig. 6.29; M1605-2-L1: Fig. 6.30; M1605-2-L3: Fig. 6.31. 
 Thorium-enriched inner zones (cores and overgrowths) and Th-depleted inner 
zones (cores and overgrowths) are similarly Y-enriched and also similar in age. These 
inner zones range from 362 ± 10 Ma to 342 ± 14 Ma. Th-enriched rims range from 319 ± 
32 Ma to 278 ± 14 Ma. An outlier rim from monazite 19 from M1605-2-LL yields an age 
of 258 ± 30 Ma. 
C. Results of SIMS analysis 
30 spots were analyzed via SIMS for EB14-001, and the ages fall into a normal 
distribution that ranges from ca. 355 to 305 Ma for 30 spots on 27 grains (Fig. 6.32). The 
single age mode 327 ± 4 Ma is the weighted mean for this sample. SIMS ages obtained 
for EB14-002 range from ca. 370 to 310 Ma and define a single age mode of 336 ± 7 Ma 
from 29 spots on 23 grains. SIMS ages for P14-005A range from ca. 400 to 325 Ma and 




























































































































































































































































Figure 6.2 – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample EB14-001B-3B and photomicrographs 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.5 – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample EB14-002A-1B and photomicrographs 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.8.A – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample WA14-002-3B-3 and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite grains are circled in yellow. (Cont’d on next page) 
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Figure 6.8.B – (Cont’d) Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample WA14-002-3B-3 and 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.11 – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample P14-005A-5B and photomicrographs 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.14.A – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample 9-1-L and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite grains are circled in yellow. (Cont’d on next page) 
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Figure 6.14.B – (Cont’d) Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample 9-1-L and photomicrographs 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.17.A – Y maps of dated monazite grains 
from sample 219-3-L and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite 




Figure 6.17.B – (Cont’d) Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample 219-3-L and photomicrographs 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.20.A – Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample P14-007-6B and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite grains are circled in yellow. (Cont’d on next page) 
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Figure 6.20.B – (cont’d) Y maps of dated monazite grains from sample P14-007-6B and 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.23.A – Th maps of dated monazite grains from sample P14-003-2B and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite grains are circled in yellow. (Cont’d on next page) 
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Figure 6.23.B – (Cont’d) Th maps of dated monazite grains from sample P14-003-2B and 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.28 – Th maps of dated monazite grains from sample M1605-2-LL and photomicrographs 
demonstrating their textural context. Monazite grains are circled in yellow. 
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Figure 6.29 – Th maps of dated monazite grains from sample M1605-2-L1 and photomicrographs 




Figure 6.30 – Th maps of dated monazite grains from sample M1605-2-L3 and photomicrographs 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  Figure 6.32 – Summary of SIMS geochronology for samples from the PZoT. Mean sample age 
increases from east to west, paralleling decreasing metamorphic grade across strike in the PZoT. Rocks 
exposed to higher temperatures (East Brookfield samples) lack older monazite grains, while older 
domains remain in samples to the west and likely account for the bimodal distribution of ages in sample 
P14-005 (two groups of ages centered around ca. 390 Ma and ca. 340 Ma). 
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CHAPTER VII: DISCUSSION 
Several plutons in the BHZ and PZoT contain all deformed fabrics first used by Massey 
and Moecher (2013) to identify the PZoT. Therefore, magmatic ages for these deformed 
plutons should serve as an upper limit on the maximum age of transpression in the study 
area. Magmatic U-Pb zircon ages of plutons range from 360 to 355 Ma and are as 
follows: Hardwick tonalite (CBSZ) – 360 ± 1 Ma, 361 ± 2, 358 ± 5, 352 ± 6 Ma (U-Pb 
TIMS: Tucker and Robinson, 1995; U-Pb SIMS: Massey et al., 2015); Wachusett tonalite 
(eastern Central Maine zone) – 359 ± 1 Ma (U-Pb TIMS; Robinson et al., 1998); West 
Warren diorite (Palmer region) – 357 ± 10 Ma (U-Pb SIMS; Massey et al., 2015); 
Nichewaug diorite – 359 ± 8 Ma (U-Pb SIMS; Massey et al., 2015); and Walker 
Mountain orthogneiss (East Brookfield region) – 356 ± 4 Ma (SHRIMP II U-Pb; Massey 
et al., 2015) (Table 7.1). Chemical ages from monazite grains younger than these 
magmatic ages are interpreted to date monazite growth following the intrusion of the 
plutons and during regional transpression or lateral escape. 
A. Monazite EPMA Geochronology 
EPMA and SIMS ages obtained in this study that post-date regional plutonism reflect 
monazite growth related to transpression and lateral displacement in the PZoT. Maximum 
and minimum ages for post-plutonic monazite growth for all samples analyzed via EPMA 
in this study decrease across strike from east to west in the PZoT (max: EB14-001B, 356 
± 6 Ma; min: M1605-2, 278 ± 14 Ma: Table 7.1), and all rocks from this region appear to 
have experienced monazite growth and concurrent transpression in the time interval of 
ca. 360-290 Ma. An anomalously young age of 258 ± 30 Ma was obtained for a rim from 
a sample of Partridge schist (M1605-2), but this is significantly younger than any other 
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age collected in this study and is probably not related to the same episode of deformation 
that accounts for monazite growth elsewhere in the PZoT (Fig. 7.1). Older ages (e.g., in 
the range of 400-370 Ma) were also obtained from most grains, and the oldest of these 
are interpreted to be either (1) metamorphic monazite formed during Devonian Acadian 
regional metamorphism or (2) diagenetic monazite related to the deposition of the parent 
sedimentary rocks. The core of monazite 13 of sample 219-3-L (CBSZ) dates to 432 ± 14 
Ma, coincident with the depositional age of the parent Silurian Rangeley formation. 
Precedent for diagenetic monazites representing the oldest age modes in Appalachian 
rocks exists in study areas in the southern Appalachians (Moecher et al., 2015). Ages that 
fall within the 400-370 Ma range are likely related to metamorphic events during the 
Acadian orogeny preceding transpression in the PZoT (Thomson et al., 1992).  
 A weighted mean of a group of ages interpreted to represent the same monazite 
growth episode may provide a meaningful estimate as to when that growth occurred if the 
MSWD for the weighted mean is approximately 1.0. The MSWDs of all weighted means 
calculated for growth domains in this study exceeded 1.0, suggesting monazite ages 
represent continuous monazite growth rather than a single growth event. Garnet 
breakdown to form lineation-defining sillimanite and biotite with interlayered monazite 
occurred between 356 ± 6 and 343 ± 8 Ma for sample EB14-001 and between 350 ± 6 
and 312 ± 12 Ma for sample EB14-002A, both samples of Rangeley paragneiss from the 
Central Maine zone to the east of the CBSZ and greater PZoT. These rocks represent the 
highest metamorphic grade observed in this study and feature prominent sillimanite 
lineations and a variety of grain sizes, both with and without garnet porphyroclasts. 
Garnet breakdown is apparent, and several grains analyzed via EPMA occur within the 
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retrograde assemblage (Mnz 24, 25) that includes fabric-defining sillimanite (Mnz 15, 17, 
18). This Early Mississippian weighted mean age is interpreted to represent the onset of 
transpression in the PZoT. 
 Stepping to the west, transpression-related monazite growth ranges from 353 ± 4 
to 312 ± 12 Ma for WA14-002, a sample of Rangeley sillimanite paragneiss from the 
southern portion of the CBSZ (Wales quadrangle). Dextral deformation is apparent in this 
sillimanite-rich rock. Monazite grains from this sample put an absolute age on the 
formation of the sillimanite lineation.  
 Monazite geochronology from Rangeley paragneiss samples 219-3-L, 9-1-L, and 
P14-005 all come from a similar locality in the CBSZ close to the boundary with the 
eastern Monson orthogneiss, and the ages obtained can be discussed as a group. 219-3 
presents a cluster of EPMA ages in monazite grains interlayered with dextrally-deformed 
garnet in the fabric that range from 353 ± 10 to 315 ± 16 Ma. Sample 9-1-L contains 
abundant lineated sillimanite in which monazite ages range from 342 ± 12 to 321 ± 8 Ma, 
pointing to Middle Mississippian transpression in the CBSZ. Only two transpression-
related ages (post-local plutonism) were obtained for sample P14-005: 331 ± 28 Ma and 
314 ± 26 Ma. These ages are consistent with the increasingly-younger ages of monazite 
growth moving west through the PZoT across strike. 
 Monazite growth in P14-007, a sample of Rangeley schist in the Greenwich 
syncline bounded by the eastern and western Monson orthogneiss bodies, is older than 
the CBSZ at 352 ± 8 to 335 ± 10 Ma. This is a relatively narrow age range compared to 
samples in the CBSZ, and it is also significant that there are no Acadian ages in P14-007. 
This may indicate that dextral transpression within the Greenwich syncline shut off 
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earlier than to the east, perhaps as the bounding Monson orthogneiss became stronger and 
stopped deforming. Considering all samples from the eastern portions of the PZoT as a 
group (Central Maine zone, Conant Brook shear zone, and Greenwich syncline), 
compartmentalized dextral deformation related to transpression occurred over approx. 40 
m.y. between 353 and 312 Ma.  
 Monazite growth related to sinistral deformation in the Mt. Dumplin high strain 
zone is generally younger than monazite growth in the rest of the PZoT. Two samples of 
Partridge schist from the MDHSZ yield monazite ages that range from 321 ± 14 to 278 
Ma, and the youngest ages present in these samples (278 ± 14 Ma and 285 ± 24 Ma, 
respectively), are younger than anything observed in the eastern margin of the PZoT, 
although the errors associated with these samples overlap with the larger group of ages. 
B. Spread in monazite age populations 
Ages calculated for a specific compositional domain in monazite as distinguished by Y or 
Th contents and within a single thin section often display a range of ages rather than a 
single age population with MSWD ≈ 1.0 (e.g., all analyses from this study). For example, 
in sample WA14-002-3B-3 (Fig. 6.9), nine grains with an Y-depleted rim assumed to 
represent the same generation of monazite growth yield a range of ages from approx. 
350-310 Ma. Using monazite SIMS ages, Catlos et al. (2002) discuss a variety of factors 
that may account for spread in ages: lead (Pb) loss through diffusion due to prolonged 
exposure to temperatures higher than the closure temperature of Pb, dissolution and 
reprecipitation of monazite during retrograde metamorphism, analytical uncertainties, 
unintentional analysis of overlapping age domains during EPMA, and episodic monazite 
growth (Catlos et al., 2002). Each of the first four factors should be considered before 
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drawing the conclusion that a range of monazite ages represents an extended period of 
monazite growth (or several episodes of growth). 
 Monazite may experience significant Pb loss due to diffusion at temperatures 
above the closure temperature for Pb diffusion. Garnet can prevent Pb escape, so 
monazite grains included in garnet are generally thought to have been shielded from Pb 
diffusion (Catlos et al., 2002). Smith and Giletti (1997) report experimental data on a 
natural monazite that predict approx. 20% Pb loss after being held at 650 °C for 1 m.y. 
and 50% Pb loss after 10 m.y. Cherniak et al. (2000) predict 2% Pb loss for a synthetic 
monazite held at 800 °C for 10 m.y. (Catlos et al., 2002). Ague et al. (2012) report that 
rocks of the Central Maine zone and the Conant Brook shear zone (CBSZ) in northern 
Connecticut have been subjected to ultrahigh temperatures (UHTs) (~1,000 °C), so UHT-
related Pb loss is not out of the question. However, UHT-related Pb loss for monazite that 
grew during regional transpression and lateral escape can be ruled out because the UHTs 
were achieved by ca. 360 Ma, before this deformation began in the PZoT (Thomson et 
al., 2012; Ague et al., 2012). Garnet underwent syn-transpressional retrograde resorption 
and reaction in all of the samples analyzed here, resulting in monazite formation at 
amphibolite facies (600-700 °C) in the CBSZ and greenschist facies (500-600 °C) in the 
MDHSZ (Spear, 1992), generally below the closure temperature for Pb diffusion. 
Thermobarometry on rocks of the PZoT to calculate what temperatures and pressures 
they were exposed to was underway at the time of this writing, but with no definitive 
results. Garnet grains in samples from the Central Main zone, CBSZ, and Greenwich 
syncline are not zoned in Ca (Massey, Pers. Comm., 2016), suggesting the rocks reached 
a high enough temperature to homogenize Ca contents at peak metamorphism. However, 
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monazite has retained zonation in all elements mapped in this study (Y, Th, U, and Pb), 
so the trace element distribution has apparently not been reset by UHTs. 
Limited conclusions about Pb loss in monazite may be drawn from comparing the 
age of a domain to the size of the monazite grain in which the domain is found. Smaller 
grains are more prone to Pb loss (Pb atoms have a shorter distance to travel to escape the 
crystal lattice) (Smith and Giletti, 1997), so a smaller monazite grain that has lost Pb 
would have a younger apparent age than a larger grain from the same population. A 
preliminary comparison of ages of domains delineated by Y composition (where number 
of ages calculated ≥ 3) to both the length and width of the monazite grain in question may 
suggest a tenuous relationship between the two (Fig. 7.2), but smaller monazite grains in 
this study do not conclusively appear to be younger than larger monazite grains. Based on 
these considerations, Pb loss due to diffusion resulting in a range of ages cannot be ruled 
out in monazite from the PZoT, but there is no conclusive evidence to that effect, and 
detailed thermobarometry is needed to fully answer this question. 
 Fluid-related coupled dissolution and reprecipitation of monazite occurs when a 
hydrothermal fluid partially dissolves a monazite grain. A reaction front migrates through 
the crystal lattice, altering the composition of the monazite grain through rapid mass 
transport of most or all of the Th, Si, Pb, P, and REE present in the grain tens to hundreds 
of microns away from the reaction front (i.e., away from the grain surface) (Williams et 
al., 2011). Altered domains may exist adjacent to unaltered domains of the same crystal, 
but they will have lower Th, U, Pb, and presumably Y content as a result of the alteration, 
and this variation in elemental concentration should be evident in X-ray maps. Altered 
domains may resemble lobate overgrowths in backscattered electron images, or the 
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alteration may be noticeable along cracks or inclusions in grains where the hydrothermal 
fluid could easily penetrate (Williams et al., 2011). In some cases, this alteration is only 
present in a patchy geometry. EPMA of altered domains should reveal the induced 
compositional heterogeneity. In the example of Williams et al. (2011), unaltered domains 
were dated to 353 ± 4 Ma (n = 4), but lower Th concentration and very little Pb 
remaining in altered domains resulted in an EPMA weighted mean age of 17 ± 14 Ma (n 
= 6). In the case of the present study, it would be difficult to determine if fluid-related 
coupled dissolution and reprecipitation has occurred solely on the basis of elemental 
zonation texture in the monazite grains. As noted above, the textures present in altered 
domains are textures that are relatively common in many polymetamorphic monazite 
grains, e.g. a domain with lower Th content overgrowing as a lobe an inner domain of 
higher Th content. The experiment in Williams et al. (2011) suggests that the mass 
transport of Th, U, and Pb during fluid-related dissolution is efficient enough to 
effectively reset the ages of the domains in question, resulting in widely-scattered ages 
near 0 Ma. This scatter and age discrepancy is not present in any samples analyzed in this 
study, and the fact that age domains correlate with composition suggests fluid-related 
coupled dissolution and reprecipitation has not occurred in monazite grains within thin 
sections of the PZoT. 
 Catlos et al. (2002) suggest that another factor in age variations sometimes 
observed in a population of monazite ages is analytical uncertainty (error). As described 
above, the 2σ errors reported in this study describe numerous sources of error: short-term 
random error (including counting statistics, to which Catlos et al. (2002) suggest special 
attention should be paid), short-term systematic error, and long-term systematic 
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uncertainty (Williams et al., 2006). While some domains have a large error, the majority 
of domains analyzed in this study yield 1σ errors ranging from 2 to 10 Ma. This is 
sufficient in the context of this study to draw meaningful geologic conclusions from the 
monazite ages calculated herein and does not account for the spread of ages observed as 
an overall trend.  
 Unintentional, simultaneous analysis of multiple age domains may also lead to a 
range of monazite ages where a single domain was expected (Catlos et al., 2002). SIMS 
analysis of monazite with a beam diameter of 10-15 µm may not allow analysis of a 
single small compositional domain within a monazite grain if the domains are narrower 
than the beam. EPMA allows for more precise analysis due to the ~1 µm beam diameter, 
but it is essential to fully characterize monazite grains via X-ray mapping of Y, Th, and U 
before analysis is undertaken. This study has attempted to remove the uncertainty factor 
of unintentionally analyzing multiple domains by thorough X-ray mapping of the grains 
in question and through careful placement of the beam during EPMA. A close study of 
the chemical composition of individual points collected via EPMA later allowed spurious 
points to be discarded in the interest of reducing uncertainty. 
 If the first four sources of uncertainty in monazite ages suggested by Catlos et al. 
(2002) do not affect the ages obtained via EPMA, then the potential that the range of ages 
represents a protracted period of monazite growth warrants consideration. The influence 
of Pb loss due to diffusion seems to be negligible and likely did not affect the ages of 
domains calculated via EPMA for the PZoT. A thorough thermobarometric 
characterization of these samples will be helpful in answering the question of Pb 
diffusion in the Central Main zone, CBSZ, and Greenwich syncline. Limited dissolution 
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and reprecipitation of monazite may occur during protracted periods of strain, allowing 
for asymmetric corners or wings to grow on monazite grain boundaries in the direction of 
maximum strain. Pb would escape but Th would remain, allowing the new wing to be 
dated via EPMA after a sufficient time period. This limited dissolution and 
reprecipitation could account for the presence of one or two age domains younger than 
the greater body of domains for a given sample (see Fig. 7.1, EB14-002A, WA14-002, 
219-3, and M1605-2). Due to the partitioned nature of strain in the PZoT, limited 
dissolution and precipitation would not be active simultaneously in all tectonic zones as 
some zones would experience greater strain than other as transpression or lateral escape 
occur. Garnet breakdown, critical to monazite formation, would also reflect the 
partitioned nature of deformation in the PZoT and would not be simultaneous in all 
tectonic zones or even in the same thin section (Massey et al., 2011). This concept is 
illustrated in multiple thin sections of this study, notably M1605-2-L3 (Fig. 5.21A and 
5.21B), where a garnet porphyroclast is situated adjacent to a recrystallized garnet delta 
clast. If garnet porphyroclasts are breaking down differentially and continuously within 
all samples of this study, then monazite growth, tied to garnet breakdown (Pyle and 
Spear, 1999), would reflect the differential but continuous timing of this deformation. It 
is not out of the question that rocks like those collected from the PZoT were subjected to 
a protracted period of dextral transpression that resulted in a period of monazite growth 
lasting a cumulative 40 m.y.  
C. Different age populations in MDHSZ samples 
All three M1605-2 samples record two episodes of monazite growth: one in the 
range of regional plutonism, ca. 360-355 Ma, and a second between ca. 325-280 Ma. 
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P14-003-2B, of the same lithology and collected from a nearby locality, does not contain 
the older monazite grains, but does have the same younger population of ages. Several 
factors may be responsible for the difference in age domains in these samples. Staurolite 
pseudomorphs are present in the M1605-2 samples, but not in P14-003-2B, suggesting 
P14-003-2B was subjected to a greater degree of retrograde metamorphism than M1605-
2, with staurolite being consumed by retrograde reactions. Older monazite grains that 
existed in P14-003-2B may also have been consumed by these same retrograde reactions. 
M1605-2 samples may also have a slightly different bulk composition than P14-003-2B, 
allowing monazite to grow during early (366-355) contact metamorphism related to 
regional plutonism at the same time staurolite and garnet were consumed by retrograde 
reactions. Likewise, a greater degree of deformation in P14-003-2B could also have 
resulted in total consumption of older monazite in these samples, leaving none behind to 
be recorded via EPMA. These notable age population differences between rocks of a 
similar composition and sample locality reflect the heterogeneous nature of deformation 
in the PZoT and are a microcosm of the partitioned deformation present in this region.  
D. Comparison of SIMS and EPMA ages 
Monazite grains separated from crushed slabs of sample samples analyzed via EPMA 
(EB14-001, EB14-002, and P14-005) were also analyzed via Th-Pb SIMS geochronology 
to assess the accuracy of U-Th-Pb ages obtained via EPMA. 
One cannot test for U-Pb discordancy by either Th-Pb SIMS or U-Th-Pb EPMA. 
However, the Th-rich nature of monazite and close relation of Th-Pb to U-Th-Pb 
provides a test of the accuracy of U-Th-Pb, a method that assumes zero initial Pb. 
Limitations to this comparison are primarily related to the larger beam diameter of the 
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SIMS method (~10-15 µm) compared to EPMA (~1 µm). SIMS ages may be a composite 
of multiple age domains in a complexly zoned grain, while EPMA may be able to obtain 
ages for individual domains. Thus, plots of EPMA age probability curves for multiple 
domains in the same monazite grain may be represented as a single “average” age 
obtained via SIMS. 
The probability curves for the SIMS ages of samples EB14-001 and -002 both 
exhibit a normal distribution with a single age mode. The probability distribution for 
SIMS ages obtained for P14-005 is bimodal. The age mode for EB14-001 is 327 ± 4 Ma 
(MSWD = 0.96), and the age histograms for this sample encompass ages ranging from 
ca. 360 to 300 Ma. EB14-002 has an age mode of 336 ± 7 Ma (MSWD = 2.4) with ages 
ranging from ca. 360 to 320 Ma. The two age modes for P14-005 are ca. 410 to 370 Ma 
and ca. 350 to 320 Ma, and the weighted mean age of each mode is 384 ± 8 and 340 ± 6 
Ma. 
 The difference between SIMS and EPMA ages for monazite grains of EB14-001 
(SIMS: 327 ± 4 Ma vs. EPMA: a range from 333 – 356 Ma) and EB14-002 (SIMS: 336 ± 
7 Ma vs. EPMA: a range from 327 – 350 Ma may lie with core size in monazite grains 
from both of these samples. The cores are relatively small in these grains compared to the 
size of overgrowths and rims, all of which have younger EPMA ages than the cores. 
These older, inner domains may have received undue attention during earlier EPMA 
sessions when compared to the size and distribution of the younger domains in the same 
grains. No matter the explanation, the SIMS age modes measured for samples EB14-001 
and EB14-002 are either very close to the youngest age measured via EPMA (EB14-001) 
or squarely in the middle of the range of ages measured via EPMA (EB14-002). This 
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SIMS corroboration of ages collected via EPMA demonstrates the EPMA ages are 
accurate and capture a degree of complexity present in monazite grains of the PZoT that 
SIMS cannot capture. 
 The mean ages calculated from the SIMS data for the two age modes of sample 
P14-005 (384 ± 8 Ma and 340 ± 6 Ma) fall in the middle of the five ages obtained via 
EPMA (406 ± 16 Ma, 371 ± 26 Ma, 364 ± 26 Ma, 331 ± 28 Ma, and 314 ± 26 Ma), 
suggesting the more precise EPMA points (i.e., greater spatial resolution) more 
accurately capture the complexity of the multiple episodes of monazite growth in P14-
005 – complexity which goes largely unnoticed with lower-spatial resolution methods 
like SIMS.  
Two grains (Grain 19 and Grain 24) from P14-005 were first analyzed via SIMS 
and later by EPMA. An Y X-ray map of Grain 19 shows one large homogeneous domain 
in the center of the grain where five SIMS spots and one EPMA domain were analyzed 
(Fig. 6.32). Grain 19 yielded SIMS ages of 332 ± 11 Ma, 339 ± 10 Ma, 336 ± 11 Ma, 344 
± 11 Ma, and 343 ± 11 Ma for the five spots analyzed, and the EPMA age for this grain is 
359 ± 14 Ma. Five SIMS spots were also analyzed on Grain 24, and after removing one 
spurious age, the four SIMS ages for this grain are 382 ± 12 Ma, 372 ± Ma, 383 ± 15 Ma, 
and 336 ± 14 Ma. This grain is more complexly zoned than Grain 19, and it is likely the 
youngest of these four ages was measured in a different growth domain than the other 
three, visible as the Y-rich overgrowth in the X-ray map of Grain 24 (Fig. 6.32). The 
EPMA age for this grain, measured in the same growth domain as the three older SIMS 
ages, is 397 ± 18 Ma. The EPMA age for Grain 19 falls well within the error range of the 
SIMS ages for this grain, and the EPMA age obtained for Grain 24 is similarly close to 
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the SIMS ages for the center domain, again supporting the accuracy of the U-Th-Pb 
EPMA method and its validity as an efficient alternative to U-Pb SIMS.  
E. New monazite EPMA geochronology and regional deformation history 
New monazite EPMA geochronology presented in this study brings clarity to the timing 
of transpression in the BHZ and, in particular, to the timing of mid-crustal deformation in 
partitioned tectonic zones of the PZoT. Traditional models of transpression predict 
deformation that is compartmentalized by certain factors, such as competency contrasts at 
contacts between lithologies (e.g., the contact between the Rangeley paragneiss and the 
western Monson orthogneiss) and/or preexisting planes of weakness from earlier 
deformational events. The lack of overprinting kinematic indicators between differing 
tectonic zones of the PZoT is a strong indicator of the compartmentalized nature of 
deformation in the study area (Masse and Moecher, 2013). Heterogeneity between the 
tectonic zones of the PZoT prevents meaningful comparison of the entire PZoT to a 
single numerical model of transpression, but Massey and Moecher (2013) demonstrate 
that subdomains within the individual tectonic zones of the PZoT can be compared to 
numerical models of transpression with some success (Fig. 7.3). Transpression, or 
transcurrent shortening, in the PZoT is kinematically compartmentalized into zones of 
either shortening or transcurrent deformation (Massey and Moecher 2013). Transcurrent 
deformation and associated shearing is found primarily in the CBSZ, Greenwich 
syncline, and MDHSZ, while shortening was accommodated primarily by the Monson 
gneiss (Massey and Moecher 2013). The model that best fits subdomains 1 and 2 of the 
PZoT (the sinistral MDHSZ) is that of sinistral simple-shear-influenced transpression 
described by Sanderson and Marchini (1984), among others (Fig. 7.3) (Massey and 
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Moecher, 2013). Deformation in the western and eastern Monson gneiss fits the 
Sanderson and Marchini (1984) model of dextral transpression with a significant 
component of coaxial strain (Fig. 7.3) (Massey and Moecher, 2013). The closest model to 
the complex kinematics observed in the Greenwich syncline and CBSZ is that of dextral 
transpression with a significant component of simple shear described by Goodwin and 
Tikoff (2002) (Fig. 7.3) (Massey and Moecher, 2013). 
Despite the compartmentalization observed in the PZoT that does not conform to 
an idealized single transpression model to the PZoT, these models predict that 
deformation resulting from transpressive stress (e.g. lateral escape, vertical extrusion) 
occurs simultaneously in geologic time across all components of the zone in question. 
These models would suggest that monazite growth interlayered with and parallel to 
lineation-forming sillimanite (eastern PZoT; higher metamorphic grade) and biotite 
(central and western PZoT; lower metamorphic grade) growth would occur at about the 
same time across all zones of the PZoT, perhaps within the same 30 m.y. period. The lack 
of overprinting kinematic features across different tectonic zones of the PZoT supports 
the idea of contemporaneous deformation. The PZoT represents an especially complex 
expression of transpression due to the fact that oblique convergence and related lateral 
escape were accompanied by an element of vertical displacement, as evidenced by 
kinematic indicators and progressively cooler/lower metamorphic grade rocks moving 
across strike from east to west in the PZoT (Massey et al., 2015). Schumacher et al. 
(1989) observe that the metamorphic grade in north-central Massachusetts decreases 
across strike from gt-cordierite (crd)-sil-kfs, to sil-kfs, to sil-ms-kfs, to sil-ms, to sil-st 
over approx. 15 km (Fig. 7.4). In south-central Massachusetts, in the region of the PZoT, 
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Schumacher et al. (1989) observe that this same transition from high-grade to lower-
grade rocks occurs over < 5 km. These isograds had likely already formed by the time of 
regional transpression in the PZoT, probably contemporaneously with formation of the 
central Massachusetts metamorphic high of Thomson et al. (1992). The current isograd 
locations in the PZoT could be explained by telescoping during the dextral transpression 
and vertical displacement events that occurred in the Carboniferous and Permian. 
Results reported herein of EPMA of monazite from a cross-strike traverse of the 
PZoT support the idea of dextral transpression followed by sinistral lateral escape. The 
fact that the timing of sinistral simple shear (lateral escape) is younger and not 
contemporaneous with dextral transpression requires some other zone of dextral 
displacement to accommodate the escape, although the youngest CBSZ samples overlap 
the oldest MDHSZ samples, suggesting dextral transpression in the CBSZ may have been 
shutting down as displacement shifted to sinistral motion in the MDHSZ. Sinistral lateral 
escape of the MDHSZ requires a conjugate dextral shear zone to accommodate the sense 
of motion of the MDHSZ. Ductile deformation that is ca. 300-290 Ma in age occurs 
around the Willimantic dome (Getty and Gromet, 1992), or this conjugate dextral zone 
could be located in a fault system in eastern Massachusetts. Further mapping, structural 
analysis, and geochronology are needed throughout more of south-central New England 
to unravel the mechanisms of lateral escape.  
 Monazite growth in the dextrally-deformed central and eastern PZoT following 
the emplacement of plutons in the region and the commencement of oblique convergence 
and dextral transpression-related deformation occurred over the same period of 40 m.y., 
from ca. 355 to 315 Ma. The same population of ages in this range of geologic time is 
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present in all samples of the Central Maine zone, CBSZ, and Greenwich syncline, 
suggesting a protracted period of monazite growth and deformation in all three tectonic 
zones simultaneously. Central Maine zone monazite growth remained within the ca. 355-
330 Ma window, while monazite growth in the central domains (CBSZ and Greenwich 
syncline) initiated at about the same time and lasted until ca. 315 Ma, in some cases. 
Younger ages are slightly less common and may be related to limited dissolution and 
reprecipitation of monazite that effectively recorded the date of lineation-forming strain. 
Monazite growth in the western PZoT (sinistral MDHSZ) initiated at ca. 325 Ma and 
lasted about 45 m.y. until ca. 280 Ma.   
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Table 7.1 – Geochronology summary for pegmatite intrusion, plutonism, and deformation in the PZoT 
region. The youngest fully-deformed magmatic body (Walker Mountain orthogneiss) and other similar 
plutons mark the earliest possible age of transpression for the region. Transpression and lateral escape 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.2 – Plots of domain ages vs. grain length and width for samples from the Central Maine zone, 








Figure 7.3 – Interpretive model of structural subdomains in PZoT delineated within major structures 
(Massey and Moecher, 2013). Each subdomain is represented by diagrams that portray predominant 
fabrics and structures observed in outcrop, while a supplementary block diagram incorporates 
orientation of average foliation (form lines), geometry of zone boundaries (sides of block model), 
orientation of observed mineral lineations, inferred degree of non-coaxiality of zone, intensity of 
observed kinematic indicators, and inferred trajectory of associated extrusion. At bottom left, 
estimations of bulk strain within structural subdomains using the “strain triangle” concept of Jones et 




  Figure 7.4 – Map of metamorphic zones and other features of central Massachusetts and adjacent New 
Hampshire and Vermont (Schumacher et al., 1989). Note the transition from metamorphic zone VI (gt-
cd-sil-kfs) to zone II (sil-st) occurs over approx. 15 km in north-central Massachusetts (red arrows); 




CHAPTER VIII: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Detailed monazite EPMA geochronology from a cross-strike transect of the Palmer Zone 
of Transpression (PZoT) provides new constraints on the timing of transpression in the 
PZoT, an important component of the southern Bronson Hill zone in south-central New 
England. 
1. Dextral deformation (transpression), dated by monazite that grew within the sil-
bt-defining foliation and lineation in retrograde pelitic paragneisses and schists, 
initiated in the Central Maine zone ca. 355 Ma following pegmatite intrusion from 
ca. 370-360 Ma and dioritic intrusion from ca. 360-355 Ma. 
2. Transpression continued in the Central Maine zone, the Conant Brook shear zone, 
and the Greenwich syncline over the next 40 m.y. and terminated ca. 315 Ma (bt 
grade retrograde metamorphism). 
3. Sinistral deformation in the Mt. Dumplin high strain zone overlaps somewhat 
with deformation to the east, initiating ca. 325 Ma and terminating 45 m.y. later at 
ca. 280 Ma. 
4. Older cores of some monazites (410-370 Ma) record either diagenesis of 
Rangeley protoliths or regional Acadian metamorphism as in New Hampshire and 
Maine. 
Monazite ages from the all regions of dextral transpression and exhumation support the 
idea of deformation occurring throughout all zones of even complex transpressive 
systems contemporaneously despite compartmentalization as a result of lithologic 
differences and inclined contacts. The unusual proximity of metamorphic isograds in the 
PZoT is likely due to telescoping during transpression in the region. The Greenwich 
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syncline (GS), bounded on the east and west by the Monson orthogneiss, contains a 
narrower range of monazite ages than rocks of the Conant Brook shear zone to the east, 
suggesting dextral transpression within the GS may have shut off earlier than in other 
tectonic zones as the Monson orthogneiss became stronger and stopped deforming. 
Future work for this study should focus on resolving whether lead (Pb) loss 
accounts for the spread of ages observed in experimental results of this study or if they 
truly represent a protracted period of monazite growth. This can be accomplished in two 
ways: thermobarometry and ion microprobe depth-profiling. Detailed thermobarometry 
can determine the peak metamorphic conditions that a rock experienced, and the 
temperature computed with this method can be used to draw conclusions about the extent 
of Pb loss that may have occurred (see Smith and Giletti, 1997 and Cherniak et al., 2000) 
(Catlos et al., 2002). Because major differences exist between the models of Smith and 
Giletti (1997) and Cherniak et al. (2000) regarding the temperature at which significant 
Pb loss occurs, further analysis of samples of the higher grade rocks from the Central 
Maine zone, CBSZ, and Greenwich syncline via ion microprobe depth-profiling may 
indicate the true amount of Pb diffusion that has occurred (Catlos et al., 2002). An ion 
microprobe is used to calculate a 208Pb/232Th age at intervals of < 0.05 µm along a 
vertical profile into a monazite domain, and the fine resolution of this method would 
allow age differences of < 1 m.y. to be detected along increasing depth in a domain 
(Grove and Harrison, 1999). Large monazite grains from this study could be isolated via 
wet sieving, heavy liquids, and magnetic separation methods, and detailed X-ray imagery 
could help ensure that only a single growth domain is analyzed with the ion probe. A 
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decreasing age with increasing depth along a vertical profile in an individual growth 




APPENDIX A: GEOCHRONOLOGY SAMPLE LOCATIONS 
Sample ID Degree N Degree W 
EB14-001B 42.224884 -72.022903 
EB14-002A 42.156132 -72.082550 
P14-003 42.172043 -72.336555 
P14-005A 42.190681 -72.275139 
P14-007 42.236176 -72.287857 
WA14-002 42.068756 -72.242973 
219-3-L 42.171185 -72.262971 
9-1-L 42.195866 -72.267699 
M1505-2 42.172100 -72.336700 






APPENDIX B: ELECTRON PROBE MICROANALYSIS U-Th-Pb ANALYSES 
EB14-001B-3B U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.38544 3.92572 0.08312 3854 39257 831 359.3 1.92697 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.47882 4.09223 0.08537 4788 40922 854 338.6 1.93986 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.3999 3.86348 0.07873 3999 38635 787 341.5 1.81812 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.25298 4.4251 0.07665 2530 44251 766 327.1 2.45992 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.21089 4.2183 0.07614 2109 42183 761 347.4 2.24894 
Un    3  EB14-001_24_D4 0.36343 3.95783 0.08576 3634 39578 858 373.2 2.01151 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.46229 3.58499 0.08352 4623 35850 835 367.4 0.91899 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.5007 3.69942 0.08747 5007 36994 875 367.5 0.89065 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.50649 3.76938 0.08671 5065 37694 867 358.5 0.85526 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.41193 3.25779 0.07341 4119 32578 734 357.5 0.79594 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.38478 3.34861 0.07274 3848 33486 727 354.1 1.17039 
Un    6  EB14-001_24_D2 0.47726 3.16426 0.07399 4773 31643 740 351.5 0.91527 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.42905 3.15714 0.07583 4291 31571 758 372.7 2.52001 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.4038 3.22597 0.07776 4038 32260 778 383.1 2.53969 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.42869 3.07716 0.07863 4287 30772 786 393.2 2.56328 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.42585 3.08748 0.07697 4259 30875 770 385.0 2.48405 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.42437 3.06078 0.07618 4244 30608 762 383.7 2.41758 
Un    7  EB14-001_24_D1 0.30721 3.66942 0.07907 3072 36694 791 378.7 2.27323 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.17617 4.56128 0.07842 1762 45613 784 341.7 0.29734 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.1647 4.57762 0.08208 1647 45776 821 359.0 0.28973 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.174 4.71452 0.08288 1740 47145 829 351.1 0.28952 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.17459 4.55824 0.08286 1746 45582 829 361.4 0.29654 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.17926 4.67433 0.08316 1793 46743 832 353.8 0.29614 
Un    8  EB14-001_24_D3_redo 0.17962 4.65503 0.08191 1796 46550 819 349.8 0.29016 
Un    9  EB14-001_25_D4 0.25356 4.58898 0.08644 2536 45890 864 357.2 2.14435 
Un    9  EB14-001_25_D4 0.24607 4.60385 0.08785 2461 46039 878 363.5 2.20418 






Un    9  EB14-001_25_D4 0.26041 4.65552 0.08624 2604 46555 862 350.7 2.21634 
Un    9  EB14-001_25_D4 0.25251 4.58013 0.08534 2525 45801 853 353.5 2.12891 
Un    9  EB14-001_25_D4 0.28072 4.58119 0.08735 2807 45812 873 355.7 1.92465 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.19856 5.18627 0.09215 1986 51863 922 353.4 0.32114 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.18474 5.17214 0.09154 1847 51721 915 354.6 0.32382 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.19415 5.26325 0.09299 1942 52633 930 352.8 0.33004 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.19045 5.24158 0.09238 1905 52416 924 352.5 0.32405 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.19891 5.12347 0.08939 1989 51235 894 346.5 0.31812 
Un   10  EB14-001_25_D3 0.19807 5.21145 0.0907 1981 52115 907 346.5 0.31362 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.24708 4.77649 0.08998 2471 47765 900 360.6 2.05879 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.23708 4.72944 0.08906 2371 47294 891 362.1 2.00766 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.25549 4.69997 0.08677 2555 47000 868 351.0 2.05189 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.26456 4.86679 0.09183 2646 48668 918 358.6 2.14066 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.26621 4.86422 0.0896 2662 48642 896 350.0 2.15582 
Un   11  EB14-001_28_D4 0.29628 4.63585 0.08792 2963 46359 879 351.3 2.09383 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.2534 5.09988 0.09307 2534 50999 931 351.5 0.34486 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.24379 5.07731 0.09122 2438 50773 912 347.7 0.3539 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.22788 5.13373 0.09192 2279 51337 919 350.0 0.28991 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.22654 5.13064 0.09159 2265 51306 916 349.3 0.2888 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.25559 5.14672 0.09273 2556 51467 927 347.1 0.31173 
Un   12  EB14-001_28_D3 0.26935 5.16315 0.09379 2694 51632 938 347.5 0.35993 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.27356 4.42418 0.08167 2736 44242 817 344.0 2.09708 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.25479 4.4853 0.08001 2548 44853 800 337.1 1.74075 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.27397 4.50409 0.08342 2740 45041 834 346.1 1.95091 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.28266 4.49468 0.08313 2827 44947 831 343.7 2.166 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.28016 4.4816 0.08444 2802 44816 844 350.4 2.13959 
Un   13  EB14-001_15_D4 0.2781 4.47673 0.08347 2781 44767 835 347.2 2.15531 
Un   16  EB14-001_17_D4 0.32135 3.56842 0.07308 3214 35684 731 354.5 2.56725 






Un   16  EB14-001_17_D4 0.32947 3.56041 0.07369 3295 35604 737 356.1 2.54211 
Un   16  EB14-001_17_D4 0.33715 3.67904 0.07737 3372 36790 774 362.5 2.38801 
Un   16  EB14-001_17_D4 0.32408 3.6796 0.07427 3241 36796 743 351.2 2.42467 
Un   17  EB14-001_7_D3 0.23588 4.89123 0.08605 2359 48912 861 340.3 0.28644 
Un   17  EB14-001_7_D3 0.2061 5.02313 0.08769 2061 50231 877 344.6 0.27298 
Un   17  EB14-001_7_D3 0.22759 4.8862 0.08829 2276 48862 883 351.0 0.2792 
Un   17  EB14-001_7_D3 0.23477 4.85383 0.08658 2348 48538 866 345.0 0.2884 
Un   17  EB14-001_7_D3 0.23007 4.86795 0.08371 2301 48680 837 333.6 0.27599 
Un   18  EB14-001_7_D4 0.23848 5.52144 0.09393 2385 55214 939 333.8 1.50342 
Un   18  EB14-001_7_D4 0.24757 5.59067 0.09765 2476 55907 977 341.6 1.46037 
Un   18  EB14-001_7_D4 0.26847 5.38395 0.08048 2685 53840 805 288.4 1.5103 
Un   18  EB14-001_7_D4 0.2563 5.46003 0.09828 2563 54600 983 349.5 1.3687 
Un   18  EB14-001_7_D4 0.25423 5.43877 0.09825 2542 54388 983 350.8 1.37815 
EB14-002A-1B U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   19  EB14-002_19_D1 0.79013 3.68945 0.1057 7901 36895 1057 378.1 2.20193 
Un   19  EB14-002_19_D1 0.71461 3.18474 0.09148 7146 31847 915 372.0 2.01327 
Un   19  EB14-002_19_D1 0.69147 3.02807 0.08955 6915 30281 895 380.0 1.89036 
Un   19  EB14-002_19_D1 0.82087 3.81475 0.11093 8209 38148 1109 383.0 2.23342 
Un   19  EB14-002_19_D1 0.83092 3.74489 0.10973 8309 37449 1097 381.0 2.16872 
Un   20  EB14-002_19_D2 0.27749 5.252 0.09321 2775 52520 932 339.0 0.14551 
Un   20  EB14-002_19_D2 0.24218 5.35488 0.09241 2422 53549 924 336.7 0.1374 
Un   20  EB14-002_19_D2 0.22463 5.24261 0.09017 2246 52426 902 337.8 0.12436 
Un   20  EB14-002_19_D2 0.22972 5.21518 0.09128 2297 52152 913 342.5 0.12616 
Un   21  EB14-002_19_D3 0.45372 4.10359 0.08103 4537 41036 810 325.6 0.68441 
Un   21  EB14-002_19_D3 0.43581 4.10863 0.0795 4358 41086 795 322.6 0.61059 
Un   21  EB14-002_19_D3 0.43936 4.02271 0.08001 4394 40227 800 329.0 0.60316 
Un   21  EB14-002_19_D3 0.45731 3.75955 0.07751 4573 37596 775 331.2 0.69943 
Un   21  EB14-002_19_D3 0.44445 3.73722 0.07612 4445 37372 761 329.4 0.68308 






Un   22  EB14-002_18_D3 0.44826 4.30825 0.08842 4483 43083 884 343.5 0.47912 
Un   22  EB14-002_18_D3 0.48903 4.27292 0.09034 4890 42729 903 345.1 0.43953 
Un   22  EB14-002_18_D3 0.40201 4.3449 0.08166 4020 43449 817 323.8 0.51636 
Un   22  EB14-002_18_D3 0.37849 4.38578 0.08145 3785 43858 815 325.0 0.51541 
Un   22  EB14-002_18_D3 0.37748 4.39744 0.08223 3775 43974 822 327.5 0.52355 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.25467 4.82175 0.08925 2547 48218 893 353.4 0.12062 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.2457 4.86111 0.08876 2457 48611 888 350.8 0.11454 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.30509 4.78947 0.09206 3051 47895 921 356.2 0.13315 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.32557 4.7775 0.09124 3256 47775 912 350.0 0.14627 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.26223 4.80457 0.08609 2622 48046 861 340.6 0.12118 
Un   23  EB14-002_18_D2 0.27367 4.57348 0.0852 2737 45735 852 349.0 0.12881 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.51177 4.13114 0.09198 5118 41311 920 355.4 0.35333 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.42976 4.04293 0.08374 4298 40429 837 344.8 0.47304 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.43964 4.08526 0.08494 4396 40853 849 345.0 0.46278 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.4443 4.13604 0.08601 4443 41360 860 345.2 0.45391 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.44004 4.10998 0.08375 4400 41100 838 338.6 0.43816 
Un   24  EB14-002_9_D3 0.44468 3.99898 0.08116 4447 39990 812 334.0 0.49723 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.57597 2.9708 0.07914 5760 29708 791 366.0 0.58125 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.5426 3.06199 0.08018 5426 30620 802 372.0 0.56781 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.55785 3.08722 0.07948 5579 30872 795 363.2 0.57678 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.5611 3.0713 0.08196 5611 30713 820 374.7 0.56529 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.6042 3.06209 0.0859 6042 30621 859 382.4 0.58255 
Un   25  EB14-002_9_D2 0.55441 3.03525 0.07601 5544 30353 760 352.1 0.57507 
Un   26  EB14-002_4_D1 0.41554 3.60316 0.08334 4155 36032 833 376.3 1.88309 
Un   26  EB14-002_4_D1 0.54697 3.28782 0.09199 5470 32878 920 405.7 1.84241 
Un   26  EB14-002_4_D1 0.88847 3.58739 0.11609 8885 35874 1161 400.8 1.97846 
Un   26  EB14-002_4_D1 0.62007 3.8825 0.10847 6201 38825 1085 410.8 1.95346 
Un   26  EB14-002_4_D1 0.64125 4.18334 0.11466 6413 41833 1147 408.6 1.78874 






Un   27  EB14-002_7_D2 0.50137 4.66045 0.10012 5014 46605 1001 356.3 0.18134 
Un   27  EB14-002_7_D2 0.30978 3.73175 0.08066 3098 37318 807 380.5 0.94709 
Un   27  EB14-002_7_D2 0.37906 4.75935 0.1083 3791 47594 1083 403.7 0.41139 
Un   28  EB14-002_12 0.67399 3.68283 0.09889 6740 36828 989 376.8 1.89602 
Un   28  EB14-002_12 0.47806 3.72846 0.08987 4781 37285 899 380.5 1.85073 
Un   28  EB14-002_12 0.38257 4.79198 0.09906 3826 47920 991 367.1 0.40858 
Un   28  EB14-002_12 0.3736 4.67675 0.09906 3736 46768 991 376.0 0.37594 
WA14-002-3B-3 U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   31  WA14-002_27_D2 0.38348 4.40791 0.08898 3835 44079 890 352.2 0.16046 
Un   31  WA14-002_27_D2 0.36188 4.41718 0.08654 3619 44172 865 346.4 0.14301 
Un   31  WA14-002_27_D2 0.36027 4.46666 0.08496 3603 44667 850 337.5 0.16964 
Un   31  WA14-002_27_D2 0.38428 4.41263 0.0864 3843 44126 864 341.7 0.15161 
Un   31  WA14-002_27_D2 0.34367 4.38282 0.08476 3437 43828 848 345.0 0.18607 
Un   32  WA14-002_20_D1 0.62553 3.72048 0.10487 6255 37205 1049 407.2 1.19513 
Un   32  WA14-002_20_D1 0.67969 3.84248 0.11259 6797 38425 1126 415.5 1.29014 
Un   32  WA14-002_20_D1 0.35873 2.22991 0.05963 3587 22299 596 392.7 0.9505 
Un   32  WA14-002_20_D1 0.32062 2.40796 0.06117 3206 24080 612 396.3 0.9597 
Un   32  WA14-002_20_D1 0.32683 2.21601 0.06147 3268 22160 615 418.6 0.92436 
Un   34  WA14-002_02_D2 0.37744 3.56925 0.06688 3774 35693 669 312.7 0.19255 
Un   34  WA14-002_02_D2 0.34859 3.38672 0.0648 3486 33867 648 321.4 0.18 
Un   34  WA14-002_02_D2 0.34623 3.44712 0.06182 3462 34471 618 303.3 0.18658 
Un   34  WA14-002_02_D2 0.35978 3.48351 0.06288 3598 34835 629 303.2 0.19837 
Un   34  WA14-002_02_D2 0.34323 3.54018 0.06646 3432 35402 665 320.0 0.16351 
Un   35  WA14-002_04_D2 0.45576 3.41957 0.07063 4558 34196 706 323.2 0.27187 
Un   35  WA14-002_04_D2 0.42893 3.23819 0.06886 4289 32382 689 333.2 0.32026 
Un   35  WA14-002_04_D2 0.47084 3.39521 0.07299 4708 33952 730 332.2 0.29567 
Un   35  WA14-002_04_D2 0.47158 3.30295 0.07221 4716 33030 722 334.8 0.29084 
Un   35  WA14-002_04_D2 0.46089 2.86069 0.06168 4609 28607 617 317.6 0.38464 






Un   36  WA14-002_05_D1 0.46705 3.53509 0.09285 4671 35351 929 410.4 1.95497 
Un   36  WA14-002_05_D1 0.45395 3.49298 0.08885 4540 34930 889 399.7 1.85166 
Un   36  WA14-002_05_D1 0.49925 3.37342 0.08623 4993 33734 862 386.0 2.36288 
Un   36  WA14-002_05_D1 0.45367 3.35484 0.08806 4537 33548 881 407.3 1.76621 
Un   37  WA14-002_14_D2 0.51295 4.17456 0.09062 5130 41746 906 347.4 0.2059 
Un   37  WA14-002_14_D2 0.49384 4.16671 0.0914 4938 41667 914 354.6 0.20221 
Un   37  WA14-002_14_D2 0.5308 4.16263 0.09156 5308 41626 916 348.3 0.21815 
Un   37  WA14-002_14_D2 0.47273 4.3912 0.09225 4727 43912 923 348.5 0.22576 
Un   37  WA14-002_14_D2 0.51765 4.1401 0.08871 5177 41401 887 341.3 0.20098 
Un   38  WA14-002_22 0.27743 4.20799 0.08089 2774 42080 809 354.2 0.08888 
Un   38  WA14-002_22 0.29921 4.00962 0.07856 2992 40096 786 353.0 0.10304 
Un   38  WA14-002_22 0.4263 3.9111 0.08238 4263 39111 824 348.3 0.1322 
Un   38  WA14-002_22 0.43764 4.12215 0.08854 4376 41222 885 357.4 0.18399 
Un   38  WA14-002_22 0.35957 3.965 0.08103 3596 39650 810 353.3 0.12934 
Un   39  WA14-002_25 0.39518 3.7851 0.07678 3952 37851 768 339.4 0.15816 
Un   39  WA14-002_25 0.38581 3.69536 0.07643 3858 36954 764 345.8 0.14913 
Un   39  WA14-002_25 0.4135 3.69581 0.07732 4135 36958 773 343.6 0.14438 
Un   39  WA14-002_25 0.40253 3.75057 0.07968 4025 37506 797 352.6 0.14256 
Un   39  WA14-002_25 0.37356 4.05116 0.08226 3736 40512 823 349.8 0.16898 
Un   40  WA14-002_1 0.30458 3.59041 0.07133 3046 35904 713 348.6 0.14532 
Un   40  WA14-002_1 0.30021 3.62964 0.0725 3002 36296 725 352.3 0.16097 
Un   40  WA14-002_1 0.30907 3.58402 0.06917 3091 35840 692 337.6 0.14038 
Un   40  WA14-002_1 0.31398 3.61772 0.07116 3140 36177 712 343.5 0.14536 
Un   40  WA14-002_1 0.31065 3.58832 0.06963 3107 35883 696 339.2 0.14352 
Un   41  WA14-002_7 0.478 3.77751 0.07693 4780 37775 769 323.6 0.21629 
Un   41  WA14-002_7 0.5719 3.58191 0.07944 5719 35819 794 327.5 0.21817 
Un   41  WA14-002_7 0.49843 3.87884 0.07893 4984 38788 789 322.0 0.20596 
Un   41  WA14-002_7 0.53986 3.71452 0.08085 5399 37145 809 331.5 0.20689 






Un   42  WA14-002_13 0.24584 3.90837 0.08223 2458 39084 822 390.3 0.17134 
Un   42  WA14-002_13 0.30452 3.68143 0.07987 3045 36814 799 382.2 0.15711 
Un   42  WA14-002_13 0.28733 3.71158 0.07939 2873 37116 794 382.0 0.15346 
Un   43  WA14-002_19 0.23467 4.60139 0.08225 2347 46014 823 343.1 0.1128 
Un   43  WA14-002_19 0.24779 4.46645 0.0808 2478 44665 808 343.0 0.10693 
Un   43  WA14-002_19 0.38223 3.8811 0.07486 3822 38811 749 327.4 0.19666 
Un   43  WA14-002_19 0.22997 4.48749 0.07635 2300 44875 763 326.5 0.11603 
Un   43  WA14-002_19 0.23393 4.56218 0.08079 2339 45622 808 339.8 0.10737 
219-3-L U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.29244 3.65462 0.07074 2924 36546 707 344.0 0.33285 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.39334 3.28394 0.07039 3933 32839 704 345.5 0.41574 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.44422 3.07788 0.068 4442 30779 680 337.1 0.44565 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.25954 3.71211 0.06983 2595 37121 698 343.1 0.30355 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.2885 3.3364 0.06355 2885 33364 635 333.0 0.44593 
Un    6  219_Gr10_lowerright 0.27691 3.70949 0.06757 2769 37095 676 328.3 0.42413 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.66497 2.61875 0.08871 6650 26188 887 414.5 2.18995 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.62938 2.60747 0.08774 6294 26075 877 421.1 2.17858 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.69402 2.48729 0.08407 6940 24873 841 396.5 2.14446 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.66344 2.73038 0.09082 6634 27304 908 415.1 2.25578 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.31513 1.84318 0.04719 3151 18432 472 368.4 1.56907 
Un    7  219_Gr8_right spot 0.69948 2.92973 0.09003 6995 29297 900 387.1 2.04188 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.39131 3.39719 0.07262 3913 33972 726 348.3 0.44403 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.1072 4.50853 0.07682 1072 45085 768 353.6 0.09789 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.39658 3.1207 0.06545 3966 31207 654 332.7 0.44244 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.39656 3.4099 0.07337 3966 34099 734 349.8 0.44904 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.4073 3.41646 0.07741 4073 34165 774 365.5 0.46209 
Un    8  219_Gr8_top 0.40676 3.08666 0.07072 4068 30867 707 359.2 0.51772 
Un    9  219_Gr9_right 0.32668 2.89556 0.06186 3267 28956 619 350.0 0.50316 






Un    9  219_Gr9_right 0.39665 3.28595 0.06885 3967 32860 688 337.2 0.47171 
Un    9  219_Gr9_right 0.37525 3.17124 0.0676 3753 31712 676 344.8 0.48594 
Un    9  219_Gr9_right 0.33312 2.83329 0.0603 3331 28333 603 345.0 0.51762 
Un    9  219_Gr9_right 0.36393 2.57949 0.05621 3639 25795 562 335.0 0.59063 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.37008 2.99783 0.06089 3701 29978 609 325.0 0.55609 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.35057 3.01418 0.06389 3506 30142 639 344.5 0.55164 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.36705 3.05411 0.06232 3671 30541 623 329.0 0.51389 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.36816 3.09425 0.06507 3682 30943 651 339.8 0.49803 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.37266 3.00342 0.06076 3727 30034 608 323.3 0.57269 
Un   10  219_Gr11_right 0.36939 3.02432 0.06107 3694 30243 611 324.1 0.57619 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.38472 3.64831 0.073 3847 36483 730 334.0 0.42277 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.33492 3.43448 0.06906 3349 34345 691 342.0 0.47317 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.35944 3.47043 0.07165 3594 34704 717 346.0 0.36966 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.3443 3.39998 0.06627 3443 34000 663 328.6 0.35594 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.36797 3.65121 0.07289 3680 36512 729 336.8 0.35703 
Un   11  219_Gr13_right 0.3591 3.44274 0.06875 3591 34427 687 334.1 0.47469 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.54988 3.3885 0.09504 5499 33885 950 410.2 2.02314 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.54198 3.23113 0.10141 5420 32311 1014 452.7 1.98774 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.55352 3.52262 0.10384 5535 35226 1038 435.3 1.95693 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.54748 3.46757 0.10141 5475 34676 1014 431.2 1.9609 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.50621 3.46986 0.09941 5062 34699 994 433.6 1.81093 
Un   12  219_Gr13_core 0.52705 3.28487 0.09832 5271 32849 983 438.8 1.84932 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.28067 3.34638 0.06225 2807 33464 623 327.5 0.28884 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.26476 3.32094 0.06367 2648 33209 637 341.0 0.29135 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.28921 3.54409 0.06948 2892 35441 695 346.8 0.33165 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.29802 3.00569 0.05624 2980 30057 562 317.3 0.32573 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.27665 3.07707 0.05697 2767 30771 570 321.1 0.28353 
Un   13  219_Gr3_left 0.48903 3.39849 0.08421 4890 33985 842 377.7 0.97137 






Un   14  219_Gr14_center 0.10259 3.34473 0.05866 1026 33447 587 356.5 0.44455 
Un   14  219_Gr14_center 0.12974 3.59549 0.06402 1297 35955 640 356.3 0.45117 
Un   14  219_Gr14_center 0.11228 3.52857 0.06069 1123 35286 607 348.6 0.36241 
Un   14  219_Gr14_center 0.34485 3.74552 0.07514 3449 37455 751 345.7 0.54015 
Un   14  219_Gr14_center 0.3155 3.59561 0.07493 3155 35956 749 362.7 0.5539 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.37968 4.4499 0.08643 3797 44499 864 340.5 0.38485 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.39708 4.65387 0.09054 3971 46539 905 341.0 0.41117 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.4023 4.53964 0.08644 4023 45396 864 331.2 0.40175 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.39713 4.50506 0.08568 3971 45051 857 331.2 0.41029 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.38422 4.36708 0.08515 3842 43671 851 339.6 0.40236 
Un   15  219_Gr21_center 0.18293 5.28875 0.09181 1829 52888 918 349.0 0.20525 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.31969 5.96267 0.11016 3197 59627 1102 352.0 0.48148 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.31227 5.7988 0.10854 3123 57988 1085 356.3 0.45822 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.34754 5.93545 0.11186 3475 59355 1119 354.2 0.45579 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.31186 5.98172 0.11176 3119 59817 1118 357.3 0.46446 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.31904 5.61187 0.10031 3190 56119 1003 337.7 0.43443 
Un   18  219_Gr31_right 0.3086 5.60292 0.10105 3086 56029 1010 342.3 0.43215 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.31419 4.19915 0.07536 3142 41992 754 323.4 0.63845 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.29634 4.34059 0.08002 2963 43406 800 337.8 0.61834 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.26348 4.73761 0.07969 2635 47376 797 319.2 0.57774 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.3222 4.49841 0.08085 3222 44984 808 326.5 0.59029 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.32267 4.63785 0.08383 3227 46379 838 330.1 0.57784 
Un   20  219_Gr27_top right 0.32976 4.644 0.08211 3298 46440 821 321.8 0.57932 
Un   21  219_Gr41_rim 0.29948 4.70984 0.07916 2995 47098 792 312.1 1.03427 
Un   21  219_Gr41_rim 0.35874 4.6664 0.08053 3587 46664 805 309.6 1.4187 
Un   21  219_Gr41_rim 0.40736 4.46329 0.08646 4074 44633 865 334.6 0.43212 
Un   21  219_Gr41_rim 0.22574 4.20001 0.06779 2257 42000 678 307.8 1.25893 
Un   21  219_Gr41_rim 0.40957 3.42906 0.06432 4096 34291 643 303.2 1.28469 






Un   22  219_Gr40_right 0.32628 5.24186 0.0967 3263 52419 967 343.4 0.44719 
Un   22  219_Gr40_right 0.35071 5.33547 0.09992 3507 53355 999 345.4 0.47514 
Un   22  219_Gr40_right 0.3901 4.58739 0.08828 3901 45874 883 337.6 0.40236 
Un   22  219_Gr40_right 0.37482 4.53965 0.0859 3748 45397 859 334.1 0.46107 
Un   22  219_Gr40_right 0.35341 5.29532 0.1002 3534 52953 1002 348.0 0.47159 
Un   44  219-3-L_8 0.39438 2.92494 0.06199 3944 29249 620 330.3 0.5919 
Un   44  219-3-L_8 0.38676 2.89838 0.06299 3868 28984 630 339.8 0.59223 
Un   44  219-3-L_8 0.37595 2.96148 0.06436 3760 29615 644 344.6 0.50265 
Un   44  219-3-L_8 0.37508 2.98089 0.06237 3751 29809 624 332.8 0.51588 
Un   44  219-3-L_8 0.38241 2.95494 0.06174 3824 29549 617 329.8 0.64387 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.2996 2.2552 0.05144 2996 22552 514 356.7 1.48529 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.25266 2.34749 0.04986 2527 23475 499 352.3 1.12478 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.26446 2.57607 0.05184 2645 25761 518 338.0 1.56674 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.28245 2.73822 0.05872 2825 27382 587 359.5 1.68189 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.26193 2.33174 0.05158 2619 23317 516 362.6 1.13211 
Un   48  219-3-L_5_Rim 0.28332 2.11004 0.04823 2833 21100 482 356.3 1.28551 
Un   49  219-3-L_12_Rim 0.47346 2.78782 0.06384 4735 27878 638 331.0 0.98114 
Un   49  219-3-L_12_Rim 0.44873 2.63158 0.0612 4487 26316 612 335.5 0.95156 
Un   49  219-3-L_12_Rim 0.4287 2.92325 0.06265 4287 29233 627 325.5 1.15196 
Un   49  219-3-L_12_Rim 0.39461 2.85718 0.05841 3946 28572 584 316.5 0.98093 
Un   49  219-3-L_12_Rim 0.47121 2.58891 0.06172 4712 25889 617 336.0 1.00585 
9-1-L U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.52187 4.19324 0.08582 5219 41932 858 326.7 0.69285 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.49619 4.18466 0.08372 4962 41847 837 323.8 0.71599 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.51525 4.32688 0.08504 5153 43269 850 317.8 0.75688 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.51749 4.40899 0.08614 5175 44090 861 317.2 0.99443 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.52796 4.15216 0.08627 5280 41522 863 329.7 0.69685 
Un   23  9-1-L_Gr18_top rim 0.50767 4.21712 0.08441 5077 42171 844 322.6 0.74326 






Un   24  9-1-L_Gr19_center 0.45996 3.7688 0.07627 4600 37688 763 325.0 0.40306 
Un   24  9-1-L_Gr19_center 0.29032 4.44984 0.07971 2903 44498 797 331.0 0.15377 
Un   24  9-1-L_Gr19_center 0.34364 4.58671 0.07913 3436 45867 791 311.0 0.21652 
Un   24  9-1-L_Gr19_center 0.35945 4.6852 0.08604 3595 46852 860 329.4 0.22034 
Un   24  9-1-L_Gr19_center 0.50981 3.95253 0.08069 5098 39525 807 322.6 0.38157 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.12499 4.75687 0.08118 5808 37477 1007 351.6 0.08604 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.12698 4.65955 0.07974 1250 47569 812 351.5 0.09597 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.23528 5.10661 0.09033 1270 46596 797 344.2 0.15554 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.58075 3.74766 0.10074 2353 51066 903 399.6 0.33555 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.6115 3.80898 0.10084 6115 38090 1008 389.0 0.37029 
Un   25  9-1-L_Gr22_top left 0.58486 3.97409 0.1016 5849 39741 1016 386.7 0.3509 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.4822 4.13956 0.08028 4822 41396 803 315.5 0.55425 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.44858 4.20947 0.07863 4486 42095 786 311.2 0.51632 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.51548 4.24367 0.08381 5155 42437 838 317.6 0.40529 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.49508 4.00289 0.08223 4951 40029 822 328.5 0.68942 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.50064 3.7343 0.07831 5006 37343 783 327.5 0.56474 
Un   26  9-1-L_Gr24_top rim 0.52556 3.5916 0.07805 5256 35916 780 330.2 0.48775 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.43893 4.27709 0.08257 4389 42771 826 324.5 0.65366 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.4616 3.38439 0.0701 4616 33844 701 322.0 1.06716 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.52911 4.3051 0.08724 5291 43051 872 324.7 0.78958 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.52685 3.8948 0.08424 5269 38948 842 336.7 0.65894 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.47569 4.52792 0.09133 4757 45279 913 337.0 0.71556 
Un   27  9-1-L_Gr17_center 0.46977 4.49269 0.0882 4698 44927 882 328.3 0.70283 
Un   28  9-1-L_Gr9_right 0.23793 4.60938 0.08182 2379 46094 818 340.2 0.15654 
Un   28  9-1-L_Gr9_right 0.24381 4.64435 0.08215 2438 46444 821 338.2 0.22128 
Un   28  9-1-L_Gr9_right 0.35905 4.43514 0.0821 3591 44351 821 328.3 0.33409 
Un   28  9-1-L_Gr9_right 0.20798 4.90924 0.08435 2080 49092 843 338.0 0.10194 
Un   28  9-1-L_Gr9_right 0.23499 5.03879 0.08796 2350 50388 880 339.3 0.11887 






Un   29  9-1-L_Gr2_top rim 0.33773 3.91464 0.07496 3377 39146 750 335.0 0.84971 
Un   29  9-1-L_Gr2_top rim 0.34734 3.85469 0.07178 3473 38547 718 322.8 0.8474 
Un   29  9-1-L_Gr2_top rim 0.32473 3.98413 0.07218 3247 39841 722 321.0 0.81332 
Un   29  9-1-L_Gr2_top rim 0.33817 3.82841 0.06826 3382 38284 683 310.6 0.85625 
Un   29  9-1-L_Gr2_top rim 0.27726 3.95608 0.07224 2773 39561 722 333.0 0.75933 
Un   30  9-1-L_Gr4_right rim 0.38226 3.81812 0.08062 3823 38181 806 356.6 0.81822 
Un   30  9-1-L_Gr4_right rim 0.3559 3.80769 0.07354 3559 38077 735 332.0 0.80952 
Un   30  9-1-L_Gr4_right rim 0.378 3.78355 0.07554 3780 37836 755 337.6 0.81178 
Un   30  9-1-L_Gr4_right rim 0.35887 3.79023 0.07509 3589 37902 751 339.4 0.72476 
Un   30  9-1-L_Gr4_right rim 0.35727 3.78364 0.07639 3573 37836 764 346.0 0.79103 
Un   31  9-1-L_Gr8_right center 0.25597 4.6301 0.08125 2560 46301 813 333.0 0.30302 
Un   31  9-1-L_Gr8_right center 0.3042 4.55694 0.08189 3042 45569 819 330.7 0.3704 
Un   31  9-1-L_Gr8_right center 0.25057 4.75664 0.08463 2506 47566 846 340.0 0.30069 
Un   31  9-1-L_Gr8_right center 0.25606 4.36272 0.07758 2561 43627 776 334.3 0.29325 
Un   31  9-1-L_Gr8_right center 0.25186 4.323 0.07353 2519 43230 735 320.3 0.2782 
Un   52  9-1-L_10 0.35619 3.7972 0.07454 3562 37972 745 337.0 0.38541 
Un   52  9-1-L_10 0.35051 3.75823 0.07615 3505 37582 762 348.1 0.35102 
Un   52  9-1-L_10 0.35309 3.87979 0.07627 3531 38798 763 339.8 0.3029 
Un   52  9-1-L_10 0.33162 3.75415 0.0732 3316 37542 732 339.3 0.41074 
Un   52  9-1-L_10 0.39976 3.96219 0.07776 3998 39622 778 331.1 0.51039 
Un   53  9-1-L_10-left 0.54171 3.62606 0.09466 5417 36261 947 392.9 0.4402 
Un   53  9-1-L_10-left 0.52579 3.70844 0.09415 5258 37084 942 388.6 0.38529 
Un   53  9-1-L_10-left 0.46476 3.69326 0.08743 4648 36933 874 375.8 0.36 
Un   53  9-1-L_10-left 0.52206 3.58689 0.09397 5221 35869 940 397.6 0.44256 
Un   53  9-1-L_10-left 0.54719 3.54406 0.09509 5472 35441 951 399.4 0.45875 
Un   54  9-1-L_20 0.50662 3.55701 0.07947 5066 35570 795 342.2 0.48743 
Un   54  9-1-L_20 0.46887 3.53654 0.07513 4689 35365 751 332.8 0.46944 
Un   54  9-1-L_20 0.46599 3.52886 0.07544 4660 35289 754 335.2 0.42728 






Un   54  9-1-L_20 0.62275 3.41365 0.08205 6228 34137 820 338.3 0.46857 
Un   55  9-1-L_24 0.34137 3.48713 0.07087 3414 34871 709 345.2 0.08308 
Un   55  9-1-L_24 0.33304 3.55088 0.07079 3330 35509 708 342.1 0.08172 
Un   55  9-1-L_24 0.34206 3.52582 0.06994 3421 35258 699 337.8 0.08196 
Un   55  9-1-L_24 0.35169 3.53673 0.07286 3517 35367 729 348.6 0.08107 
Un   55  9-1-L_24 0.38722 4.03067 0.08171 3872 40307 817 346.0 0.08314 
P14-007-6B U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.41141 3.55446 0.07732 4114 35545 773 354.0 0.70751 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.42408 3.66524 0.08247 4241 36652 825 366.0 0.63339 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.42683 3.65015 0.08457 4268 36502 846 375.5 0.71497 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.42989 3.66008 0.08347 4299 36601 835 369.4 0.724 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.44714 3.67142 0.08417 4471 36714 842 367.5 0.72303 
Un   34  P14-007_Gr3_top rim 0.43028 3.53573 0.08119 4303 35357 812 368.2 0.70397 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.60719 2.90061 0.07194 6072 29006 719 331.2 2.39045 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.63323 3.04397 0.07928 6332 30440 793 348.3 2.55459 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.55315 2.94443 0.07105 5532 29444 710 336.0 2.1721 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.74026 3.24363 0.08614 7403 32436 861 342.0 2.7181 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.57055 3.19133 0.07303 5706 31913 730 324.8 2.0827 
Un   35  P14-007_Gr4_top rim 0.60082 2.88617 0.07119 6008 28862 712 330.1 2.14945 
Un   36  P14-007_Gr6_1 core 0.75392 3.94988 0.10101 7539 39499 1010 353.6 0.79896 
Un   36  P14-007_Gr6_1 core 0.56285 3.08595 0.07582 5629 30860 758 345.8 0.7237 
Un   36  P14-007_Gr6_1 core 0.70897 3.54901 0.09261 7090 35490 926 354.5 0.78709 
Un   36  P14-007_Gr6_1 core 0.70781 3.4347 0.09068 7078 34347 907 354.3 0.76057 
Un   36  P14-007_Gr6_1 core 0.71319 3.67711 0.09316 7132 36771 932 348.3 0.75439 
Un   37  P14-007_Gr6_2 overgrowth 0.54614 3.3212 0.08667 5461 33212 867 380.5 1.92598 
Un   37  P14-007_Gr6_2 overgrowth 0.52105 3.36131 0.08887 5211 33613 889 393.0 1.9382 
Un   37  P14-007_Gr6_2 overgrowth 0.52997 3.22874 0.08688 5300 32287 869 392.4 1.9754 
Un   37  P14-007_Gr6_2 overgrowth 0.52671 3.22131 0.08196 5267 32213 820 371.8 1.94024 






Un   38  P14-007_Gr6_3 overgrowth 0.43149 3.45936 0.07405 4315 34594 741 341.3 0.70783 
Un   38  P14-007_Gr6_3 overgrowth 0.39741 3.71488 0.07401 3974 37149 740 331.3 0.67414 
Un   38  P14-007_Gr6_3 overgrowth 0.40678 4.06643 0.08142 4068 40664 814 338.5 0.6102 
Un   38  P14-007_Gr6_3 overgrowth 0.42088 4.1763 0.0831 4209 41763 831 335.8 0.65098 
Un   38  P14-007_Gr6_3 overgrowth 0.43365 3.49097 0.0745 4337 34910 745 340.6 0.71174 
Un   39  P14-007_Gr6_4 rim 0.59913 3.26996 0.08287 5991 32700 829 355.8 1.94875 
Un   39  P14-007_Gr6_4 rim 0.45381 3.57813 0.07665 4538 35781 767 340.0 1.20279 
Un   39  P14-007_Gr6_4 rim 0.60994 3.49094 0.08335 6099 34909 833 341.4 1.85527 
Un   39  P14-007_Gr6_4 rim 0.58344 3.37483 0.08159 5834 33748 816 347.0 1.86221 
Un   39  P14-007_Gr6_4 rim 0.6007 3.44732 0.08285 6007 34473 829 344.0 1.82735 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.65272 3.16764 0.08367 6527 31676 837 354.5 2.41809 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.63733 3.17014 0.08381 6373 31701 838 358.2 2.4532 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.65888 3.23196 0.08308 6589 32320 831 346.6 2.50262 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.65657 3.21057 0.08089 6566 32106 809 339.5 2.46492 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.64765 3.30336 0.08555 6477 33034 856 354.4 2.4085 
Un   40  P14-007_Gr10_right rim 0.67506 3.39357 0.0891 6751 33936 891 357.2 2.31639 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.65917 3.07609 0.08373 6592 30761 837 359.6 2.60516 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.67279 3.09322 0.08042 6728 30932 804 341.6 2.606 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.71539 3.08485 0.07966 7154 30849 797 330.5 2.65004 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.52083 3.18702 0.07519 5208 31870 752 345.3 2.02649 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.53949 3.32992 0.08183 5395 33299 818 360.5 2.11131 
Un   41  P14-007_Gr14_top left rim 0.7135 3.28781 0.08331 7135 32878 833 333.4 2.20036 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.65677 2.7547 0.07454 6568 27547 745 342.0 2.28609 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.58173 2.42398 0.06989 5817 24240 699 363.0 2.08879 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.55711 2.19132 0.06254 5571 21913 625 350.4 1.98525 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.61639 2.43338 0.06468 6164 24334 647 327.3 2.1435 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.68137 3.00595 0.08039 6814 30060 804 345.3 2.38297 
Un   42  P14-007_Gr22_top rim 0.69036 3.19643 0.0868 6904 31964 868 357.5 2.49159 






Un   56  P14-007_18 0.65552 3.20561 0.08916 6555 32056 892 374.0 2.30951 
Un   56  P14-007_18 0.65852 2.91568 0.08011 6585 29157 801 355.1 2.69254 
Un   56  P14-007_18 0.67189 3.2557 0.09039 6719 32557 904 372.0 2.12306 
Un   56  P14-007_18 0.63798 3.32435 0.09077 6380 33244 908 376.3 1.86009 
Un   57  P14-007_9-D1 0.58875 2.76474 0.07778 5888 27647 778 372.2 0.69933 
Un   57  P14-007_9-D1 0.61176 2.97599 0.08189 6118 29760 819 369.5 0.71043 
Un   57  P14-007_9-D1 0.69603 3.50603 0.09681 6960 35060 968 375.6 0.70064 
Un   57  P14-007_9-D1 0.59062 2.75719 0.07644 5906 27572 764 366.0 0.69389 
Un   57  P14-007_9-D1 0.59937 2.7512 0.07758 5994 27512 776 369.8 0.72409 
Un   58  P14-007_9-D2 0.52553 3.19735 0.08102 5255 31974 810 369.8 2.08229 
Un   58  P14-007_9-D2 0.57932 3.29255 0.09003 5793 32926 900 389.0 2.09603 
Un   58  P14-007_9-D2 0.5987 3.31188 0.08865 5987 33119 886 377.3 2.12938 
Un   58  P14-007_9-D2 0.53329 3.08122 0.07945 5333 30812 794 369.5 2.02822 
Un   58  P14-007_9-D2 0.50189 3.10042 0.07895 5019 31004 789 373.4 2.02747 
Un   59  P14-007_9-D4 0.62032 3.03968 0.07835 6203 30397 784 347.4 2.36973 
Un   59  P14-007_9-D4 0.41242 2.32019 0.05331 4124 23202 533 326.7 1.82909 
Un   59  P14-007_9-D4 0.50096 2.02642 0.0518 5010 20264 518 318.4 1.94652 
Un   59  P14-007_9-D4 0.6478 3.10073 0.08298 6478 31007 830 357.1 2.42994 
Un   59  P14-007_9-D4 0.53815 2.63925 0.06549 5382 26393 655 334.8 2.1874 
Un   60  P14-007_12-right 0.64305 3.18789 0.08315 6431 31879 832 353.1 2.47828 
Un   60  P14-007_12-right 0.63072 3.21299 0.08369 6307 32130 837 356.3 2.44727 
Un   60  P14-007_12-right 0.63639 3.26989 0.08425 6364 32699 842 353.6 2.45715 
Un   60  P14-007_12-right 0.64971 3.18041 0.08315 6497 31804 831 352.1 2.49011 
Un   60  P14-007_12-right 0.62916 3.00407 0.07766 6292 30041 777 345.0 2.51391 
Un   61  P14-007_12-left rim 0.66871 3.15423 0.08707 6687 31542 871 366.0 2.65987 
Un   61  P14-007_12-left rim 0.65554 3.22057 0.08453 6555 32206 845 354.0 2.48597 
Un   61  P14-007_12-left rim 0.6806 3.19422 0.08753 6806 31942 875 362.7 2.57339 
Un   61  P14-007_12-left rim 0.66451 3.23607 0.08796 6645 32361 880 365.1 2.56403 






P14-003-2B U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un    7  P14-003-2B_m2 0.38822 3.59947 0.08724 3882 35995 872 401.0 0.72062 
Un    7  P14-003-2B_m2 0.4265 3.76597 0.07923 4265 37660 792 344.4 0.80379 
Un    7  P14-003-2B_m2 0.42282 3.63743 0.08615 4228 36374 862 384.3 0.83534 
Un    7  P14-003-2B_m2 0.42694 3.52066 0.08744 4269 35207 874 398.2 0.87524 
Un    7  P14-003-2B_m2 0.42458 3.56957 0.0949 4246 35696 949 427.8 0.80874 
Un    8  P14-003-2B_m23 0.36359 2.45759 0.05083 3636 24576 508 313.5 0.08091 
Un    8  P14-003-2B_m23 0.41286 1.89158 0.04271 4129 18916 427 297.0 0.08571 
Un    8  P14-003-2B_m23 0.33513 1.4427 0.03309 3351 14427 331 294.0 0.08479 
Un    8  P14-003-2B_m23 0.34887 1.76928 0.03865 3489 17693 386 299.3 0.08851 
Un    8  P14-003-2B_m23 0.31498 2.45462 0.0464 3150 24546 464 299.6 0.06737 
Un    9  P14-003-2B_m13_LeftEnriched 0.43505 2.58616 0.05478 4351 25862 548 307.5 0.01769 
Un    9  P14-003-2B_m13_LeftEnriched 0.42197 2.31313 0.04935 4220 23131 493 301.0 0.02617 
Un    9  P14-003-2B_m13_LeftEnriched 0.40551 2.29078 0.04714 4055 22908 471 293.6 0.02136 
Un    9  P14-003-2B_m13_LeftEnriched 0.4565 2.71849 0.05618 4565 27185 562 300.3 0.015 
Un    9  P14-003-2B_m13_LeftEnriched 0.47007 2.77074 0.05353 4701 27707 535 280.0 0.00718 
Un   10  P14-003-2B_m13_RightDepleted 0.42728 1.87484 0.04252 4273 18748 425 293.0 0.10444 
Un   10  P14-003-2B_m13_RightDepleted 0.47595 1.87372 0.04519 4760 18737 452 297.2 0.11275 
Un   10  P14-003-2B_m13_RightDepleted 0.45278 1.52253 0.03789 4528 15225 379 285.0 0.12081 
Un   10  P14-003-2B_m13_RightDepleted 0.46971 1.54822 0.04098 4697 15482 410 300.0 0.12051 
Un   10  P14-003-2B_m13_RightDepleted 0.4746 1.49657 0.04211 4746 14966 421 311.5 0.11706 
Un   11  P14-003-2B_m19_LeftEnrichedRim 0.61298 2.58702 0.04515 6130 25870 451 222.6 0.0112 
Un   11  P14-003-2B_m19_LeftEnrichedRim 0.71003 2.75034 0.06935 7100 27503 693 308.2 0.01327 
Un   11  P14-003-2B_m19_LeftEnrichedRim 0.5011 2.6093 0.0767 5011 26093 767 404.4 0.00029 
Un   11  P14-003-2B_m19_LeftEnrichedRim 0.40545 2.07865 0.04609 4055 20787 461 305.0 0.05055 
Un   11  P14-003-2B_m19_LeftEnrichedRim 0.36238 1.86195 0.04115 3624 18620 412 304.2 0.06389 
Un   12  P14-003-2B_m20_LeftEnrichedRim 0.40305 1.35345 0.03647 4031 13535 365 308.0 0.11506 
Un   12  P14-003-2B_m20_LeftEnrichedRim 0.60818 2.49873 0.0626 6082 24987 626 314.3 0.02563 






Un   12  P14-003-2B_m20_LeftEnrichedRim 0.62057 2.63886 0.06566 6206 26389 657 316.8 0.02377 
Un   12  P14-003-2B_m20_LeftEnrichedRim 0.67886 2.79429 0.07525 6789 27943 752 337.6 0.02558 
Un   13  P14-003-2B_m20_MiddleEnrichedCore 0.30874 4.61609 0.07662 3087 46161 766 305.6 0.06184 
Un   13  P14-003-2B_m20_MiddleEnrichedCore 0.33512 4.81505 0.08309 3351 48151 831 315.3 0.058 
Un   13  P14-003-2B_m20_MiddleEnrichedCore 0.39383 4.57939 0.07932 3938 45794 793 303.6 0.0687 
Un   13  P14-003-2B_m20_MiddleEnrichedCore 0.31946 5.2937 0.08691 3195 52937 869 307.6 0.05701 
Un   13  P14-003-2B_m20_MiddleEnrichedCore 0.30321 4.94011 0.07752 3032 49401 775 293.4 0.05617 
Un   14  P14-003-2B_m39_LeftRim 0.50061 1.62808 0.04236 5006 16281 424 293.0 0.16371 
Un   14  P14-003-2B_m39_LeftRim 0.47655 2.34698 0.04781 4766 23470 478 276.2 0.06265 
Un   14  P14-003-2B_m39_LeftRim 0.60899 2.38974 0.0562 6090 23897 562 289.5 0.10199 
Un   14  P14-003-2B_m39_LeftRim 0.49615 2.5515 0.05349 4962 25515 535 288.8 0.05848 
Un   14  P14-003-2B_m39_LeftRim 0.58432 2.92077 0.06301 5843 29208 630 294.0 0.02542 
Un   15  P14-003-2B_m22_LeftDepleted 0.33051 1.43763 0.03253 3305 14376 325 291.4 0.08337 
Un   15  P14-003-2B_m22_LeftDepleted 0.34641 1.43949 0.03368 3464 14395 337 295.4 0.08406 
Un   15  P14-003-2B_m22_LeftDepleted 0.35699 1.47264 0.03402 3570 14726 340 290.7 0.08571 
Un   15  P14-003-2B_m22_LeftDepleted 0.39324 1.90019 0.04025 3932 19002 402 284.8 0.05752 
Un   15  P14-003-2B_m22_LeftDepleted 0.35679 1.68902 0.03673 3568 16890 367 290.0 0.08317 
Un   16  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedCore 0.33369 5.84848 0.09156 3337 58485 916 296.2 0.03782 
Un   16  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedCore 0.34814 9.55019 0.14155 3481 95502 1416 297.0 0.0358 
Un   16  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedCore 0.3739 9.89149 0.14957 3739 98915 1496 301.6 0.03517 
Un   16  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedCore 0.33057 7.94786 0.12611 3306 79479 1261 313.0 0.03706 
Un   16  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedCore 0.30571 5.9159 0.09254 3057 59159 925 300.1 0.03872 
Un   17  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedRim 0.67304 2.8017 0.0659 6730 28017 659 297.0 0.01405 
Un   17  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedRim 0.45697 2.55344 0.0516 4570 25534 516 287.3 0.01507 
Un   17  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedRim 0.50397 2.68173 0.05101 5040 26817 510 265.8 0.0234 
Un   17  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedRim 0.4367 2.63929 0.05284 4367 26393 528 292.7 0.0143 
Un   17  P14-003-2B_m22_EnrichedRim 0.50179 2.81936 0.03874 5018 28194 387 196.7 0.03637 
Un   22  P14-003-2B_m35_RightEnrichedRim 0.69859 2.90763 0.06825 6986 29076 683 296.5 0.0263 






Un   22  P14-003-2B_m35_RightEnrichedRim 0.63954 2.93221 0.0664 6395 29322 664 298.0 0.02616 
Un   22  P14-003-2B_m35_RightEnrichedRim 0.65487 2.82698 0.06123 6549 28270 612 278.2 0.02416 
Un   22  P14-003-2B_m35_RightEnrichedRim 0.59821 2.90233 0.06443 5982 29023 644 298.9 0.0228 
Un   23  P14-003-2B_m35_RightDepletedOvgr 0.32367 1.447 0.03544 3237 14470 354 318.5 0.13844 
Un   23  P14-003-2B_m35_RightDepletedOvgr 0.37202 1.29879 0.03288 3720 12988 329 295.0 0.15971 
Un   23  P14-003-2B_m35_RightDepletedOvgr 0.3813 1.59041 0.03629 3813 15904 363 288.6 0.13337 
Un   23  P14-003-2B_m35_RightDepletedOvgr 0.39261 1.69042 0.04108 3926 16904 411 311.1 0.12351 
Un   23  P14-003-2B_m35_RightDepletedOvgr 0.3564 1.45559 0.03405 3564 14556 340 293.0 0.14371 
Un   24  P14-003-2B_m35_EnrichedCore 0.28281 6.24467 0.09468 2828 62447 947 296.3 0.04423 
Un   24  P14-003-2B_m35_EnrichedCore 0.34665 7.94847 0.12584 3467 79485 1258 310.6 0.04392 
Un   24  P14-003-2B_m35_EnrichedCore 0.34058 7.98914 0.12871 3406 79891 1287 317.0 0.03294 
Un   24  P14-003-2B_m35_EnrichedCore 0.34848 9.46359 0.15064 3485 94636 1506 318.3 0.0325 
Un   24  P14-003-2B_m35_EnrichedCore 0.33447 7.34883 0.12011 3345 73488 1201 318.8 0.04865 
Un   25  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedCore 0.31802 8.73126 0.13436 3180 87313 1344 308.1 0.02675 
Un   25  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedCore 0.32362 8.21542 0.12681 3236 82154 1268 306.5 0.02944 
Un   25  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedCore 0.30609 6.89847 0.10725 3061 68985 1073 304.4 0.03059 
Un   25  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedCore 0.3007 7.65202 0.11854 3007 76520 1185 307.7 0.03067 
Un   25  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedCore 0.32298 8.57752 0.1328 3230 85775 1328 309.0 0.02915 
Un   26  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedRim 0.56287 2.43279 0.0559 5629 24328 559 295.0 0.02416 
Un   26  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedRim 0.55926 2.35988 0.05321 5593 23599 532 286.6 0.01942 
Un   26  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedRim 0.69103 2.47371 0.0597 6910 24737 597 284.8 0.01454 
Un   26  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedRim 0.63844 2.74942 0.06416 6384 27494 642 299.0 0.02164 
Un   26  P14-003-2B_m50_EnrichedRim 0.49341 2.33835 0.05038 4934 23384 504 287.4 0.03614 
Un   27  P14-003-2B_m50_DepletedOvgr 0.38852 1.43171 0.06552 3885 14317 655 539.2 0.12587 
Un   27  P14-003-2B_m50_DepletedOvgr 0.41077 1.44334 0.06364 4108 14433 636 508.7 0.11 
Un   27  P14-003-2B_m50_DepletedOvgr 0.43551 1.27775 0.06336 4355 12778 634 522.0 0.12587 
Un   27  P14-003-2B_m50_DepletedOvgr 0.37553 2.16594 0.07653 3755 21659 765 502.4 0.10035 
Un   27  P14-003-2B_m50_DepletedOvgr 0.37798 2.59358 0.08373 3780 25936 837 487.4 0.08743 






Un   28  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedRim 0.32456 2.87676 0.05791 3246 28768 579 330.1 1.09844 
Un   28  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedRim 0.3203 3.46177 0.06237 3203 34618 624 310.6 0.62997 
Un   28  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedRim 0.32334 3.04671 0.05925 3233 30467 593 324.1 0.95732 
Un   28  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedRim 0.26251 3.9425 0.06532 2625 39425 653 305.3 0.12515 
Un   28  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedRim 0.27556 2.09714 0.03824 2756 20971 382 287.0 0.09038 
Un   29  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedCore 0.67137 4.32223 0.10222 6714 43222 1022 352.0 1.29908 
Un   29  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedCore 0.49542 3.78923 0.08157 4954 37892 816 338.6 1.15766 
Un   29  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedCore 0.64932 3.73351 0.09432 6493 37335 943 361.4 1.2889 
Un   29  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedCore 0.649 3.55924 0.09001 6490 35592 900 355.7 1.28132 
Un   29  M1605-2-LL_m13_RightEnrichedCore 0.62308 3.45736 0.08705 6231 34574 871 355.7 1.25796 
Un   30  M1605-2-LL_m13_LeftDepletedOvgr 0.37943 2.47407 0.05908 3794 24741 591 357.0 1.17566 
Un   30  M1605-2-LL_m13_LeftDepletedOvgr 0.32587 2.06492 0.04895 3259 20649 489 351.0 1.07529 
Un   30  M1605-2-LL_m13_LeftDepletedOvgr 0.46196 2.61023 0.06614 4620 26102 661 360.3 1.21763 
Un   30  M1605-2-LL_m13_LeftDepletedOvgr 0.51047 2.84502 0.07238 5105 28450 724 360.0 1.2419 
Un   30  M1605-2-LL_m13_LeftDepletedOvgr 0.4373 2.53513 0.06516 4373 25351 652 368.7 1.19251 
Un   31  M1605-2-LL_m20_TopRight 0.21369 4.10142 0.05977 2137 41014 598 279.6 0.10009 
Un   31  M1605-2-LL_m20_TopRight 0.25766 4.48865 0.06745 2577 44887 674 284.0 0.36437 
Un   31  M1605-2-LL_m20_TopRight 0.26147 4.52795 0.0681 2615 45280 681 284.0 0.2404 
Un   31  M1605-2-LL_m20_TopRight 0.24375 3.63873 0.05407 2438 36387 541 273.8 0.14133 
Un   31  M1605-2-LL_m20_TopRight 0.26554 3.35769 0.04776 2655 33577 478 254.2 0.07552 
Un   33  M1605-2-LL_m19_LeftTip 0.73202 3.08453 0.07129 7320 30845 713 293.6 0.08736 
Un   33  M1605-2-LL_m19_LeftTip 0.77581 3.14523 0.07016 7758 31452 702 278.8 0.10255 
Un   33  M1605-2-LL_m19_LeftTip 0.81669 3.20815 0.07564 8167 32082 756 290.3 0.08934 
Un   33  M1605-2-LL_m19_LeftTip 0.76447 3.11232 0.0768 7645 31123 768 308.4 0.08644 
Un   33  M1605-2-LL_m19_LeftTip 0.73947 2.9862 0.07043 7395 29862 704 294.0 0.0962 
Un   34  M1605-2-LL_m19_DepletedOvgr 0.26191 4.67227 0.06821 2619 46723 682 277.0 0.1797 
Un   34  M1605-2-LL_m19_DepletedOvgr 0.28491 3.89661 0.04883 2849 38966 488 227.6 0.15796 
Un   34  M1605-2-LL_m19_DepletedOvgr 0.2962 3.51803 0.05031 2962 35180 503 252.3 0.14117 






Un   34  M1605-2-LL_m19_DepletedOvgr 0.30158 3.84076 0.05978 3016 38408 598 278.3 0.14103 
Un   35  M1605-2-LL_m22_BottomRim 0.73549 2.68479 0.067 7355 26848 670 297.0 0.06649 
Un   35  M1605-2-LL_m22_BottomRim 0.7529 2.73988 0.0675 7529 27399 675 292.9 0.07494 
Un   35  M1605-2-LL_m22_BottomRim 0.64048 2.43924 0.02981 6405 24392 298 149.7 0.06565 
Un   35  M1605-2-LL_m22_BottomRim 0.68176 2.69761 0.05429 6818 26976 543 249.3 0.07243 
Un   35  M1605-2-LL_m22_BottomRim 0.69506 2.64619 0.06069 6951 26462 607 278.6 0.08054 
Un   36  M1605-2-LL_m22_DepletedOvgr 0.42959 3.80102 0.07959 4296 38010 796 343.0 0.99862 
Un   36  M1605-2-LL_m22_DepletedOvgr 0.63106 3.59776 0.08744 6311 35978 874 347.0 1.15359 
Un   36  M1605-2-LL_m22_DepletedOvgr 0.5924 3.42981 0.08313 5924 34298 831 348.0 1.11966 
Un   36  M1605-2-LL_m22_DepletedOvgr 0.42598 4.10216 0.07953 4260 41022 795 325.0 0.81597 
Un   36  M1605-2-LL_m22_DepletedOvgr 0.58652 3.18176 0.08015 5865 31818 802 353.0 1.19 
Un   37  M1605-2-LL_m22_EnrichedOvgr 0.53341 3.12938 0.06591 5334 31294 659 304.4 0.08726 
Un   37  M1605-2-LL_m22_EnrichedOvgr 0.28111 3.46283 0.06164 2811 34628 616 315.7 0.11745 
Un   37  M1605-2-LL_m22_EnrichedOvgr 0.26098 3.43837 0.05882 2610 34384 588 307.6 0.11825 
Un   37  M1605-2-LL_m22_EnrichedOvgr 0.16833 3.43332 0.02654 1683 34333 265 150.2 0.09843 
Un   37  M1605-2-LL_m22_EnrichedOvgr 0.39774 3.68622 0.07472 3977 36862 747 336.2 1.00466 
M1605-2-L1 U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   38  M1605-2-L1_m5_BottomRightLobe 0.28213 3.80558 0.06623 2821 38056 662 314.3 0.1306 
Un   38  M1605-2-L1_m5_BottomRightLobe 0.26564 4.82859 0.07677 2656 48286 768 302.3 0.40244 
Un   38  M1605-2-L1_m5_BottomRightLobe 0.30978 3.93992 0.06916 3098 39399 692 313.3 0.13683 
Un   38  M1605-2-L1_m5_BottomRightLobe 0.30892 3.27168 0.05609 3089 32717 561 294.5 0.16666 
Un   38  M1605-2-L1_m5_BottomRightLobe 0.30532 4.29225 0.07279 3053 42923 728 308.7 0.34703 
Un   39  M1605-2-L1_m5_LeftEnriched 0.35476 3.12499 0.06718 3548 31250 672 351.6 1.16775 
Un   39  M1605-2-L1_m5_LeftEnriched 0.28662 6.27794 0.09732 2866 62779 973 302.4 1.00971 
Un   39  M1605-2-L1_m5_LeftEnriched 0.27365 5.48439 0.08689 2737 54844 869 305.4 0.9957 
Un   39  M1605-2-L1_m5_LeftEnriched 0.28448 4.99536 0.08274 2845 49954 827 313.1 1.00915 
Un   39  M1605-2-L1_m5_LeftEnriched 0.59827 3.74893 0.09087 5983 37489 909 357.4 1.31685 
Un   40  M1605-2-L1_m5_MiddleEnriched 0.41394 2.27284 0.05473 4139 22728 547 339.3 1.09889 






Un   40  M1605-2-L1_m5_MiddleEnriched 0.46069 2.79203 0.06837 4607 27920 684 357.0 1.14859 
Un   40  M1605-2-L1_m5_MiddleEnriched 0.4695 3.61435 0.08459 4695 36144 846 368.2 1.12131 
Un   40  M1605-2-L1_m5_MiddleEnriched 0.50377 3.87962 0.09011 5038 38796 901 365.5 1.15165 
Un   41  M1605-2-L1_m8_BottomRightLobe 0.45924 2.34393 0.04815 4592 23439 482 282.3 0.15125 
Un   41  M1605-2-L1_m8_BottomRightLobe 0.44536 2.10998 0.04368 4454 21100 437 276.3 0.17761 
Un   41  M1605-2-L1_m8_BottomRightLobe 0.43238 2.61907 0.05061 4324 26191 506 282.7 0.11115 
Un   41  M1605-2-L1_m8_BottomRightLobe 0.33701 2.26582 0.04433 3370 22658 443 296.3 0.12746 
Un   41  M1605-2-L1_m8_BottomRightLobe 0.34983 2.68327 0.05011 3498 26833 501 294.6 0.11657 
Un   42  M1605-2-L1_m10_BottomCenter 0.34764 4.1505 0.08098 3476 41505 810 343.4 0.93491 
Un   42  M1605-2-L1_m10_BottomCenter 0.49367 3.80002 0.08972 4937 38000 897 371.4 1.21825 
Un   42  M1605-2-L1_m10_BottomCenter 0.38011 4.16602 0.08524 3801 41660 852 353.2 1.06778 
Un   42  M1605-2-L1_m10_BottomCenter 0.46126 4.12938 0.08343 4613 41294 834 332.2 1.12042 
Un   42  M1605-2-L1_m10_BottomCenter 0.4318 2.77529 0.0639 4318 27753 639 342.7 1.17045 
Un   43  M1605-2-L1_m10_Core 0.4709 3.65495 0.08465 4709 36550 846 365.3 1.17238 
Un   43  M1605-2-L1_m10_Core 0.50871 3.12366 0.07438 5087 31237 744 349.0 1.18823 
Un   43  M1605-2-L1_m10_Core 0.47707 3.35392 0.07863 4771 33539 786 359.0 1.19049 
Un   43  M1605-2-L1_m10_Core 0.47673 3.30914 0.08103 4767 33091 810 373.2 1.17718 
Un   43  M1605-2-L1_m10_Core 0.56755 3.79272 0.09107 5676 37927 911 361.7 1.2419 
Un   44  M1605-2-L1_m19_RightHalf 0.49604 2.94344 0.05927 4960 29435 593 292.4 0.29804 
Un   44  M1605-2-L1_m19_RightHalf 0.5206 2.91112 0.05935 5206 29111 594 289.9 0.30511 
Un   44  M1605-2-L1_m19_RightHalf 0.37959 2.44571 0.04543 3796 24457 454 277.6 0.26186 
Un   44  M1605-2-L1_m19_RightHalf 0.48048 2.72754 0.05679 4805 27275 568 297.6 0.31687 
Un   44  M1605-2-L1_m19_RightHalf 0.58184 3.02934 0.06595 5818 30293 660 301.2 0.36808 
M1605-2-L3 U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   45  M1605-2-L3_m6_LeftHalf 0.54216 4.81165 0.10855 5422 48117 1085 369.5 1.21561 
Un   45  M1605-2-L3_m6_LeftHalf 0.5371 5.35205 0.11361 5371 53521 1136 358.2 1.125 
Un   45  M1605-2-L3_m6_LeftHalf 0.46198 3.47407 0.07931 4620 34741 793 357.0 1.13473 
Un   45  M1605-2-L3_m6_LeftHalf 0.49997 4.2243 0.09564 5000 42243 956 366.0 1.16039 






Un   46  M1605-2-L3_m6_BottomRightLobe 0.74433 3.29828 0.07735 7443 32983 773 304.1 0.06655 
Un   46  M1605-2-L3_m6_BottomRightLobe 0.74955 3.33444 0.07783 7496 33344 778 303.2 0.07058 
Un   46  M1605-2-L3_m6_BottomRightLobe 0.29813 3.93212 0.06646 2981 39321 665 304.0 0.24775 
Un   46  M1605-2-L3_m6_BottomRightLobe 0.36677 3.27797 0.06694 3668 32780 669 335.5 1.01523 
Un   46  M1605-2-L3_m6_BottomRightLobe 0.26053 4.65842 0.07744 2605 46584 774 315.1 0.37027 
Un   49  M1605-2-L3_m4_RightRim 0.78399 3.10052 0.07546 7840 31005 755 300.4 0.0524 
Un   49  M1605-2-L3_m4_RightRim 0.85886 3.34247 0.08085 8589 33425 808 296.6 0.05203 
Un   49  M1605-2-L3_m4_RightRim 0.89594 3.68969 0.08736 8959 36897 874 297.7 0.06074 
Un   49  M1605-2-L3_m4_RightRim 0.63751 3.38974 0.07371 6375 33897 737 303.2 0.06369 
Un   49  M1605-2-L3_m4_RightRim 0.78 3.37458 0.07766 7800 33746 777 295.6 0.0622 
Un   50  M1605-2-L3_m4_LeftEnrichedOvgr 0.67756 4.37218 0.10679 6776 43722 1068 363.7 1.36064 
Un   50  M1605-2-L3_m4_LeftEnrichedOvgr 0.58937 3.59788 0.08648 5894 35979 865 351.4 1.28195 
Un   50  M1605-2-L3_m4_LeftEnrichedOvgr 0.48793 2.77497 0.06579 4879 27750 658 338.3 1.11254 
Un   50  M1605-2-L3_m4_LeftEnrichedOvgr 0.63305 4.0414 0.09749 6331 40414 975 358.0 1.31268 
Un   50  M1605-2-L3_m4_LeftEnrichedOvgr 0.70446 4.30439 0.10423 7045 43044 1042 354.1 1.36523 
Un   51  M1605-2-L3_m23_RightCenter 0.53761 3.89339 0.08863 5376 38934 886 352.0 1.15527 
Un   51  M1605-2-L3_m23_RightCenter 0.57433 3.77767 0.08812 5743 37777 881 349.8 1.20497 
Un   51  M1605-2-L3_m23_RightCenter 0.46856 4.75283 0.10215 4686 47528 1021 364.2 0.84884 
Un   51  M1605-2-L3_m23_RightCenter 0.44981 4.88163 0.1027 4498 48816 1027 362.2 0.79849 
Un   51  M1605-2-L3_m23_RightCenter 0.44728 4.92413 0.10594 4473 49241 1059 371.5 0.73945 
P14-005A-5B U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   52  P14-005A-5B_m16_Core 0.45036 3.61184 0.09316 4504 36118 932 410.0 0.43177 
Un   52  P14-005A-5B_m16_Core 0.45304 3.62162 0.09172 4530 36216 917 402.2 0.41915 
Un   52  P14-005A-5B_m16_Core 0.4531 3.65093 0.09435 4531 36509 944 411.2 0.41854 
Un   52  P14-005A-5B_m16_Core 0.45646 3.66405 0.09712 4565 36641 971 421.1 0.43066 
Un   52  P14-005A-5B_m16_Core 0.46286 3.75894 0.09091 4629 37589 909 386.2 0.43303 
Un   53  P14-005A-5B_m16_TopDomain3 0.23012 3.64796 0.07017 2301 36480 702 357.1 0.12543 
Un   53  P14-005A-5B_m16_TopDomain3 0.24579 3.16379 0.06019 2458 31638 602 340.1 0.2386 






Un   53  P14-005A-5B_m16_TopDomain3 0.25957 3.77432 0.08119 2596 37743 812 392.9 0.12421 
Un   53  P14-005A-5B_m16_TopDomain3 0.25033 3.14907 0.0665 2503 31491 665 375.2 0.24844 
Un   54  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain4TopRim 0.26176 3.88637 0.06308 2618 38864 631 298.6 0.47413 
Un   54  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain4TopRim 0.26343 3.8793 0.06328 2634 38793 633 299.7 0.4292 
Un   54  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain4TopRim 0.27092 3.89955 0.06513 2709 38996 651 305.4 0.34916 
Un   54  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain4TopRim 0.29956 3.92929 0.07015 2996 39293 701 320.6 0.42931 
Un   54  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain4TopRim 0.26303 3.74911 0.07166 2630 37491 717 348.3 0.45356 
Un   55  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain3DepletedOvgr 0.2709 3.91225 0.08087 2709 39123 809 377.2 0.09802 
Un   55  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain3DepletedOvgr 0.38992 3.56851 0.07474 3899 35685 747 346.1 0.1798 
Un   55  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain3DepletedOvgr 0.14583 3.00455 0.09521 1458 30046 952 606.7 0.06607 
Un   55  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain3DepletedOvgr -0.01298 3.37438 -0.10275 -130 33744 -1028 0.0 0.02337 
Un   55  P14-005A-5B_m19_Domain3DepletedOvgr 0.34768 3.40714 0.0893 3477 34071 893 439.0 0.17376 
Un   56  P14-005A-5B_m20_Domain1Core 0.42092 3.3464 0.07606 4209 33464 761 361.1 2.49824 
Un   56  P14-005A-5B_m20_Domain1Core 0.41323 3.3851 0.07481 4132 33851 748 354.3 2.52634 
Un   56  P14-005A-5B_m20_Domain1Core 0.41852 3.33099 0.07092 4185 33310 709 338.8 2.41197 
Un   56  P14-005A-5B_m20_Domain1Core 0.48755 3.31179 0.08571 4876 33118 857 391.4 2.10009 
Un   56  P14-005A-5B_m20_Domain1Core 0.4908 3.19022 0.08049 4908 31902 805 376.3 1.80679 
Un   57  P14-005A-5B_m17_Domain4EnrichedRim 0.22266 4.10985 0.07374 2227 41099 737 341.4 0.06273 
Un   57  P14-005A-5B_m17_Domain4EnrichedRim 0.21484 4.04428 0.04539 2148 40443 454 215.1 0.11189 
Un   57  P14-005A-5B_m17_Domain4EnrichedRim 0.23688 4.24826 0.06953 2369 42483 695 310.4 0.09998 
Un   57  P14-005A-5B_m17_Domain4EnrichedRim 0.20552 4.10844 0.06943 2055 41084 694 325.5 0.04167 
Un   57  P14-005A-5B_m17_Domain4EnrichedRim 0.2104 3.99185 0.0725 2104 39919 725 347.0 0.04148 
EPMA analysis of monazite grains also analyzed by 
SIMS 
U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un   58  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain24_Center 0.95618 3.24508 0.11685 9562 32451 1169 411.0 0.55406 
Un   58  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain24_Center 0.80464 2.63385 0.09482 8046 26339 948 403.8 0.49259 
Un   58  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain24_Center 0.78143 2.60635 0.09107 7814 26064 911 395.9 0.4989 
Un   58  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain24_Center 0.80135 2.64666 0.09089 8014 26467 909 387.3 0.50504 
Un   58  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain24_Center 0.80683 2.7246 0.08998 8068 27246 900 376.8 0.51643 






Un   59  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain19_Center 0.26845 2.5766 0.05592 2685 25766 559 362.8 0.0498 
Un   59  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain19_Center 0.27387 2.7288 0.05677 2739 27288 568 351.2 0.04867 
Un   59  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain19_Center 0.26581 2.78761 0.05689 2658 27876 569 348.8 0.0495 
Un   59  SIMS_P14-005A_Grain19_Center 0.27056 2.91407 0.06397 2706 29141 640 377.0 0.04682 
Un   60  SIMS_PE13-2003-6B_Grain18_NearSpot 0.27545 3.30227 0.0648 2755 33023 648 345.6 0.79689 
Un   60  SIMS_PE13-2003-6B_Grain18_NearSpot 0.71986 3.27606 0.09097 7199 32761 910 363.0 2.17783 
Un   60  SIMS_PE13-2003-6B_Grain18_NearSpot 0.74813 3.09152 0.09506 7481 30915 951 385.1 2.04564 
Un   60  SIMS_PE13-2003-6B_Grain18_NearSpot 0.82294 3.06789 0.10161 8229 30679 1016 395.8 2.05773 
Un   60  SIMS_PE13-2003-6B_Grain18_NearSpot 0.82888 3.13078 0.09728 8289 31308 973 374.0 2.29851 
Un   61  SIMS_TopMiddleStandard 0.01275 3.08649 0.00436 128 30865 44 31.4 1.66026 
Un   61  SIMS_TopMiddleStandard 0.0269 3.29941 0.00305 269 32994 31 20.3 1.74141 
Un   61  SIMS_TopMiddleStandard 0.02652 3.315 0.00174 265 33150 17 11.5 1.72557 
Un   61  SIMS_TopMiddleStandard 0.01998 3.29331 0.00271 200 32933 27 18.1 1.76475 
Un   61  SIMS_TopMiddleStandard 0.02788 3.17744 0.00139 279 31774 14 9.6 1.71537 
Un   62  SIMS_BottomMiddleStandard 0.01184 3.24609 0.00668 118 32461 67 45.8 0.85188 
Un   62  SIMS_BottomMiddleStandard 0.02531 3.27271 0.00794 253 32727 79 53.3 0.92648 
Un   62  SIMS_BottomMiddleStandard 0.02463 3.22727 0.00975 246 32273 97 66.3 0.84329 
Un   62  SIMS_BottomMiddleStandard 0.02843 3.29968 0.0099 284 32997 99 65.7 0.88139 
Un   62  SIMS_BottomMiddleStandard 0.02574 3.15412 0.00444 257 31541 44 31.0 0.86125 
Moacyr standards U (wt %) Th (wt %) Pb (wt %) U (ppm) Th (ppm) Pb (ppm) Probe age (m.y.) Y (wt %) 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.08507 6.10356 0.14365 851 61036 1436 501.2 1.12568 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.07827 6.07952 0.1438 783 60795 1438 505.3 1.12247 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.08875 6.11114 0.14558 888 61111 1456 506.3 1.1271 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.08847 6.0873 0.1452 885 60873 1452 507.0 1.11196 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.0867 6.0961 0.14675 867 60961 1467 512.0 1.10971 
Un    2  Moacyr 4-20-2015 1 pm 0.08778 6.10873 0.14531 878 61087 1453 505.8 1.10506 
Un   14  Moacyr 4-20-2015 post 0.09966 6.08723 0.14523 997 60872 1452 504.2 1.10221 
Un   14  Moacyr 4-20-2015 post 0.09066 6.08122 0.14494 907 60812 1449 506.0 1.09199 






Un   14  Moacyr 4-20-2015 post 0.10054 6.063 0.14515 1005 60630 1451 505.6 1.10262 
Un   14  Moacyr 4-20-2015 post 0.76476 6.05919 0.14648 7648 60592 1465 383.3 1.09018 
Un   14  Moacyr 4-20-2015 post 1.51885 6.05043 0.14299 15189 60504 1430 292.9 1.10721 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.095 6.06166 0.14333 950 60617 1433 500.8 1.12659 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.08235 6.07092 0.14641 824 60709 1464 514.0 1.11049 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.08985 6.06345 0.14444 899 60635 1444 505.8 1.10461 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.09506 6.07665 0.14496 951 60767 1450 505.2 1.10327 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.09641 6.0737 0.14567 964 60737 1457 507.6 1.08193 
Un   15  Moacyr 4-21-2015 11 amt 0.09408 6.05774 0.14563 941 60577 1456 509.4 1.09315 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.09832 6.07013 0.14497 983 60701 1450 505.0 1.12092 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.08375 6.06996 0.1444 838 60700 1444 506.7 1.10646 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.09878 6.04523 0.14352 988 60452 1435 501.8 1.11469 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.09418 6.07006 0.14479 942 60701 1448 505.4 1.11145 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.09265 6.05585 0.14652 927 60559 1465 513.0 1.08843 
Un   29  Moacyr 4-22-2015 AM 0.09596 6.05198 0.14528 960 60520 1453 508.1 1.10374 
Un   30  Moacyr 4-22-2015 12 PM 0.09284 6.1619 0.14587 928 61619 1459 502.3 1.1173 
Un   30  Moacyr 4-22-2015 12 PM 0.08795 6.15864 0.14571 880 61586 1457 503.2 1.10307 
Un   45  Moacyr 4-23-2015 AM 0.09443 6.10136 0.14315 944 61014 1431 497.4 1.11852 
Un   45  Moacyr 4-23-2015 AM 0.08601 6.11482 0.14225 860 61148 1423 495.4 1.11247 
Un   45  Moacyr 4-23-2015 AM 0.09487 6.10835 0.14306 949 61084 1431 496.4 1.12409 
Un   45  Moacyr 4-23-2015 AM 0.09425 6.10472 0.14231 943 61047 1423 494.3 1.1224 
Un   45  Moacyr 4-23-2015 AM 0.0911 6.08366 0.14131 911 60837 1413 493.3 1.1162 
Un   47  Moacyr 4-23-2015  11AM 0.08768 6.10016 0.14403 877 61002 1440 502.1 1.13126 
Un   47  Moacyr 4-23-2015  11AM 0.08537 6.09961 0.14683 854 60996 1468 512.4 1.1239 
Un   47  Moacyr 4-23-2015  11AM 0.09687 6.10318 0.14642 969 61032 1464 507.7 1.10054 
Un   50  Moacyr 4-23-2015  5PM 0.08297 0.78795 0.07276 830 7880 728 1461.0 0.36039 
Un   50  Moacyr 4-23-2015  5PM 0.07823 0.79945 0.07333 782 7995 733 1478.4 0.36416 
Un   50  Moacyr 4-23-2015  5PM 0.08449 0.80133 0.07224 845 8013 722 1428.2 0.35965 






Un   51  Moacyr 4-23-2015  5PM 0.07796 6.12686 0.14581 780 61269 1458 508.6 1.11368 
Un   62  Moacyr 4-24-2015_AM 0.089 6.14905 0.1462 890 61491 1462 505.4 1.12324 
Un   62  Moacyr 4-24-2015_AM 0.08155 6.17543 0.14631 816 61754 1463 505.6 1.12372 
Un   62  Moacyr 4-24-2015_AM 0.0909 6.12914 0.14637 909 61291 1464 507.1 1.11012 
Un   62  Moacyr 4-24-2015_AM 0.0915 6.16302 0.14782 915 61630 1478 509.3 1.11073 
Un   62  Moacyr 4-24-2015_AM 0.08917 6.15469 0.14736 892 61547 1474 509.0 1.11678 
Un    2  Moacyr-10-05-2015 noon 0.10178 6.25035 0.15386 1018 62504 1539 520.1 1.06702 
Un    2  Moacyr-10-05-2015 noon 0.07804 6.20287 0.14726 780 62029 1473 507.6 1.08679 
Un    2  Moacyr-10-05-2015 noon 0.10271 6.19673 0.15443 1027 61967 1544 526.0 1.09208 
Un    3  Moacyr-10-05-2015 1:30pm 0.09402 6.17082 0.14671 940 61708 1467 504.2 1.08759 
Un    3  Moacyr-10-05-2015 1:30pm 0.07759 6.18879 0.14887 776 61888 1489 514.3 1.07852 
Un    3  Moacyr-10-05-2015 1:30pm 0.09067 6.17676 0.14401 907 61768 1440 495.5 1.08085 
Un    3  Moacyr-10-05-2015 1:30pm 0.09338 6.17001 0.14612 934 61700 1461 502.4 1.08807 
Un    3  Moacyr-10-05-2015 1:30pm 0.08779 6.16809 0.14479 878 61681 1448 499.5 1.07354 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.09438 6.14749 0.14359 944 61475 1436 495.4 1.09549 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.08643 6.17412 0.1457 864 61741 1457 502.4 1.11993 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.09571 6.14856 0.14512 957 61486 1451 500.1 1.11624 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.10127 6.155 0.14329 1013 61550 1433 492.0 1.12926 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.09691 6.17456 0.14368 969 61746 1437 493.0 1.10518 
Un   16  Moacyr-10-05-2015 end 0.09801 6.15213 0.1433 980 61521 1433 493.2 1.09164 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.09921 6.24778 0.14846 992 62478 1485 503.0 1.11924 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.08602 6.20748 0.14798 860 62075 1480 507.7 1.11541 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.10218 6.1976 0.1476 1022 61976 1476 503.1 1.11677 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.10271 6.21334 0.14943 1027 62133 1494 508.0 1.11293 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.10007 6.23152 0.14876 1001 62315 1488 505.0 1.11712 
Un   17  Moacyr-10-06-2015 noon 0.09912 6.18013 0.14861 991 61801 1486 508.6 1.10125 
Un   32  Moacyr-10-07-2015 end 0.09675 6.16505 0.14525 968 61651 1452 499.0 1.11906 
Un   32  Moacyr-10-07-2015 end 0.08628 6.17508 0.14636 863 61751 1464 504.6 1.11751 






Un   32  Moacyr-10-07-2015 end 0.10205 6.13696 0.14816 1021 61370 1482 509.8 1.11739 
Un   32  Moacyr-10-07-2015 end 0.09869 6.11876 0.14908 987 61188 1491 515.1 1.12386 
Un   32  Moacyr-10-07-2015 end 0.10208 6.15589 0.14742 1021 61559 1474 505.7 1.12304 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.10007 6.23841 0.14848 1001 62384 1485 503.5 1.10432 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.08328 6.17026 0.14904 833 61703 1490 515.0 1.12338 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.09565 6.13739 0.14595 957 61374 1459 503.8 1.10853 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.09595 6.18602 0.14813 960 61860 1481 507.4 1.10498 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.09514 6.1766 0.14665 951 61766 1467 503.3 1.13438 
Un   33  Moacyr-10-07-2015 afternoon 0.09467 6.1599 0.14604 947 61599 1460 502.6 1.12227 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.10336 6.14943 0.14542 1034 61494 1454 499.2 1.10072 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.08851 6.15038 0.14548 885 61504 1455 503.0 1.09049 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.10017 6.15635 0.14856 1002 61564 1486 510.0 1.08188 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.10156 6.19018 0.14503 1016 61902 1450 495.3 1.11932 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.10326 6.1812 0.14571 1033 61812 1457 497.8 1.09643 
Un   43  Moacyr-10-08-2015 end 0.10219 6.15644 0.14712 1022 61564 1471 504.6 1.10593 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.08688 5.78316 0.12564 869 57832 1256 461.6 1.07829 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.08831 6.08207 0.14164 883 60821 1416 495.2 1.12251 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.0975 6.09704 0.14284 975 60970 1428 495.9 1.10949 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.09504 6.10634 0.14111 950 61063 1411 489.9 1.12391 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.09012 6.08016 0.14185 901 60802 1419 495.6 1.11923 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.09397 6.09737 0.14114 940 60974 1411 490.8 1.12201 
Un    2  Moacyr_12-07-2015-6pm 0.0921 6.09131 0.14221 921 60913 1422 495.5 1.1081 
Un    3  Moacyr_12-08-2015-8am 0.09558 6.09264 0.15067 956 60926 1507 523.4 1.08139 
Un    3  Moacyr_12-08-2015-8am 0.0956 6.09786 0.14756 956 60979 1476 512.4 1.09648 
Un    3  Moacyr_12-08-2015-8am 0.09128 6.08589 0.14891 913 60859 1489 519.2 1.0923 
Un    3  Moacyr_12-08-2015-8am 0.09185 6.0722 0.14526 919 60722 1453 507.4 1.09855 
Un    5  Moacyr_12-08-2015-11am 0.09433 6.09111 0.14599 943 60911 1460 507.8 1.1223 
Un    5  Moacyr_12-08-2015-11am 0.10589 6.08736 0.1438 1059 60874 1438 497.8 1.11023 






Un    5  Moacyr_12-08-2015-11am 0.10261 6.08947 0.14711 1026 60895 1471 509.8 1.11705 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.08946 6.0959 0.14448 895 60959 1445 503.5 1.09196 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.10035 6.11415 0.14598 1004 61142 1460 504.5 1.08869 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.09636 6.0776 0.14645 964 60776 1464 510.0 1.07773 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.0969 6.08372 0.14628 969 60837 1463 508.8 1.08486 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.10177 6.1094 0.1473 1018 61094 1473 509.0 1.08228 
Un   18  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post 0.09815 6.09998 0.14513 982 61000 1451 503.2 1.09685 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.09114 6.11828 0.14462 911 61183 1446 501.8 1.10131 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.09996 6.07982 0.14523 1000 60798 1452 504.7 1.09503 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.1012 6.12987 0.14212 1012 61299 1421 490.0 1.09746 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.1027 6.08432 0.14585 1027 60843 1458 505.8 1.10624 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.10245 6.10898 0.15086 1025 61090 1509 521.0 1.09546 
Un   32  Moacyr_12-08-2015-post2 0.1036 6.1209 0.14771 1036 61209 1477 509.0 1.09568 
Un   48  Moacyr_12-11-2015-post 0.0941 6.09093 0.14944 941 60909 1494 519.8 1.11742 
Un   48  Moacyr_12-11-2015-post 0.1023 6.08594 0.14976 1023 60859 1498 519.2 1.12033 
Un   48  Moacyr_12-11-2015-post 0.09977 6.08769 0.14971 998 60877 1497 519.5 1.10877 
Un   48  Moacyr_12-11-2015-post 0.10003 6.10152 0.14776 1000 61015 1478 511.6 1.1034 
Un   48  Moacyr_12-11-2015-post 0.09981 6.11372 0.14737 998 61137 1474 509.5 1.1087 
Un   63  Moacyr_12-12-2015-post 0.09314 6.11199 0.14837 931 61120 1484 514.6 1.06316 
Un   63  Moacyr_12-12-2015-post 0.10427 6.07244 0.14837 1043 60724 1484 515.0 1.05226 
Un   63  Moacyr_12-12-2015-post 0.1009 6.08347 0.14575 1009 60835 1457 506.0 1.05762 
Un   63  Moacyr_12-12-2015-post 0.10893 6.09008 0.14893 1089 60901 1489 514.2 1.06807 






APPENDIX C: SIMS DATA 
Note: Analyses are presented in the order in which they were analyzed. “554” is the UCLA SIMS monazite analytical standard with 
















































































































































































































































554_DM@1.ais 44 1.9 0.002172 0.000094 98.61 55.4 59.81 4.01E+00 2.28E-02 6.04E-02 3.19E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@1.ais 343 13.7 0.01712 0.000692 99.8 797.4 720.2 4.17E+00 1.57E-02 4.94E-01 1.46E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@2.ais 349 13.7 0.01743 0.00069 99.8 740.5 598.3 4.23E+00 1.72E-02 5.14E-01 3.71E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@3.ais 377 15.8 0.01883 0.000796 99.74 904.1 886.3 4.03E+00 2.00E-02 5.21E-01 1.52E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@4.ais 390 16.8 0.01947 0.000846 99.77 856.7 775.5 3.94E+00 1.96E-02 5.23E-01 2.33E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@2.ais 46 1.95 0.00227 0.0000966 97.87 35.6 34.71 4.02E+00 1.45E-02 6.39E-02 3.41E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@3.ais 42 1.94 0.002081 0.0000963 98.52 109.3 255.6 3.78E+00 2.28E-02 5.36E-02 2.50E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@4.ais 43 1.95 0.002146 0.0000966 98.45 105.7 122.3 3.84E+00 1.99E-02 5.64E-02 3.42E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@5.ais 47 2.03 0.00232 0.000101 98.19 781.3 9344 3.94E+00 2.48E-02 6.34E-02 4.02E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@1.ais 392 16 0.01959 0.000806 99.77 859.8 747.4 4.11E+00 1.78E-02 5.56E-01 2.28E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@2.ais 388 15.9 0.0194 0.000803 99.75 862.6 766.6 4.09E+00 1.89E-02 5.47E-01 2.98E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@3.ais 348 14.1 0.01734 0.000708 99.79 732.4 615.2 4.13E+00 1.69E-02 4.95E-01 2.14E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@4.ais 392 15.6 0.01956 0.000789 99.79 1115 1275 4.17E+00 1.72E-02 5.66E-01 3.67E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@5.ais 395 16.7 0.01973 0.000843 99.78 860.8 755.8 3.98E+00 2.01E-02 5.37E-01 3.36E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@6.ais 46 1.88 0.002261 0.0000934 97.77 17 17.73 4.12E+00 2.82E-02 6.56E-02 2.87E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@6.ais 341 12 0.017 0.000601 99.77 531 289.2 4.63E+00 2.19E-02 5.61E-01 1.87E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@7.ais 381 15.3 0.01901 0.00077 99.8 756.2 577.5 4.15E+00 2.57E-02 5.46E-01 4.68E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@8.ais 350 14.1 0.01744 0.000709 99.8 775.1 683.1 4.14E+00 1.88E-02 4.99E-01 2.34E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@9.ais 348 13.8 0.01739 0.000695 99.81 767.2 652.3 4.20E+00 2.51E-02 5.08E-01 3.66E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@10.ais 330 13.4 0.01648 0.000674 99.75 661.2 489.8 4.34E+00 4.47E-02 5.01E-01 1.81E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@7.ais 46 1.61 0.00229 0.0000799 98.33 22.6 13.79 4.70E+00 3.20E-02 7.81E-02 4.92E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@1.ais 349 11.9 0.01744 0.000598 99.76 551.3 292.2 4.76E+00 2.91E-02 5.96E-01 2.76E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 






EB14002@3.ais 360 14.8 0.01795 0.000743 99.83 743 610.9 4.09E+00 2.24E-02 5.07E-01 2.11E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@4.ais 362 14.8 0.01808 0.000747 99.71 686.7 514.6 4.12E+00 2.85E-02 5.14E-01 2.20E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@5.ais 339 11 0.0169 0.000551 99.74 430.1 179 4.96E+00 3.33E-02 6.07E-01 3.06E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@8.ais 45 1.61 0.002226 0.00008 98.5 37.8 23.69 4.59E+00 2.88E-02 7.36E-02 2.94E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@6.ais 353 14 0.01762 0.000706 99.85 682.1 511.1 4.20E+00 2.11E-02 5.14E-01 2.16E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@7.ais 361 14.6 0.01804 0.000736 99.78 691.8 520.5 4.14E+00 2.20E-02 5.17E-01 2.04E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@8.ais 332 10.3 0.01656 0.000518 99.74 398.7 144.2 5.21E+00 4.12E-02 6.32E-01 3.50E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@9.ais 332 9.76 0.01654 0.000491 99.8 373.6 121 5.40E+00 4.38E-02 6.60E-01 3.67E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@10.ais 341 10.9 0.017 0.000547 99.77 384.7 135.5 5.05E+00 3.62E-02 6.25E-01 2.28E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@9.ais 45 1.72 0.00223 0.0000852 98.28 49 26.51 4.52E+00 4.45E-02 7.26E-02 3.75E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@1.ais 346 14.2 0.01728 0.000716 99.79 601.6 409 4.18E+00 3.28E-02 5.02E-01 3.67E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@2.ais 324 9.69 0.01616 0.000487 99.8 360.5 121.1 5.37E+00 5.51E-02 6.39E-01 4.92E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@3.ais 328 9.77 0.01635 0.000491 99.77 365.1 116.6 5.37E+00 5.47E-02 6.47E-01 4.10E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@4.ais 334 11 0.01666 0.000553 99.79 372.3 133.1 4.94E+00 4.06E-02 5.96E-01 2.45E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@5.ais 328 11 0.01638 0.000554 99.78 383 146.1 4.88E+00 4.55E-02 5.77E-01 2.68E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@10.ais 44 1.59 0.002201 0.0000787 97.96 13.3 7.42 4.70E+00 4.57E-02 7.54E-02 6.60E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@6.ais 336 12.6 0.01677 0.000632 99.77 502.6 281.8 4.47E+00 4.00E-02 5.29E-01 2.22E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@7.ais 324 9.96 0.01615 0.000501 99.77 370.2 127.7 5.27E+00 4.31E-02 6.25E-01 1.82E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@8.ais 326 10.1 0.01623 0.000509 99.71 345.3 111.1 5.16E+00 4.57E-02 6.14E-01 3.37E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@9.ais 339 11.6 0.01691 0.000583 99.79 421.9 181.2 4.75E+00 4.18E-02 5.76E-01 3.86E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@10.ais 309 10.7 0.01542 0.000539 99.73 349.1 124 5.02E+00 4.24E-02 5.63E-01 2.55E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@11.ais 44 1.44 0.002182 0.0000715 98.35 24.9 12 5.01E+00 3.90E-02 8.06E-02 3.03E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@5.ais 339 11.4 0.01689 0.000574 99.78 760.2 673.1 4.88E+00 3.93E-02 5.95E-01 2.29E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@6.ais 352 10.6 0.01757 0.000535 99.77 354.1 95.17 5.40E+00 6.62E-02 7.01E-01 4.75E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@7.ais 348 11.3 0.01736 0.00057 99.79 351.2 105.4 5.01E+00 4.27E-02 6.32E-01 2.23E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@8.ais 330 11.7 0.01644 0.000587 99.62 419.4 188.9 4.65E+00 3.28E-02 5.46E-01 2.64E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@9.ais 321 11.5 0.01601 0.000579 99.67 424.8 201.9 4.59E+00 3.62E-02 5.23E-01 2.09E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@12.ais 44 1.46 0.002166 0.0000723 98.24 16.9 9.42 4.89E+00 4.02E-02 7.78E-02 4.13E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@10.ais 342 11.3 0.01706 0.00057 99.68 394.1 151.6 4.91E+00 3.56E-02 6.06E-01 2.17E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@11.ais 327 12.2 0.01633 0.000616 99.46 307.4 81.51 5.47E+00 3.43E-02 6.63E-01 1.15E-02 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@12.ais 366 14.5 0.01828 0.000728 99.74 666.6 466.8 4.22E+00 2.66E-02 5.37E-01 2.10E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@13.ais 351 13.9 0.01751 0.000702 99.77 750.6 606.8 4.19E+00 1.64E-02 5.09E-01 1.57E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@14.ais 389 16.2 0.01944 0.000819 99.73 675.7 473.6 4.04E+00 2.58E-02 5.40E-01 2.95E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@13.ais 45 1.65 0.002253 0.0000817 98.13 394.9 2162 4.97E+00 1.02E-01 8.25E-02 1.20E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@14.ais 47 2.05 0.002344 0.000102 98.66 75.8 85.33 3.96E+00 2.53E-02 6.40E-02 2.99E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@15.ais 45 1.74 0.00223 0.0000864 98.12 26.2 20.79 4.39E+00 3.11E-02 7.00E-02 2.95E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@11.ais 331 10.9 0.01651 0.000547 99.78 318.1 90.11 5.00E+00 5.25E-02 6.00E-01 3.19E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 






EB14001@13.ais 307 10.3 0.01529 0.000519 99.78 334.6 118.9 4.85E+00 5.25E-02 5.35E-01 6.17E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@14.ais 322 10 0.01607 0.000503 99.76 390.7 140.4 5.19E+00 5.51E-02 6.11E-01 4.24E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@15.ais 325 9.98 0.01622 0.000502 99.7 363.6 120.4 5.25E+00 4.98E-02 6.25E-01 3.46E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@16.ais 43 1.36 0.00212 0.0000673 98.23 28.8 12.43 5.08E+00 3.96E-02 7.97E-02 5.42E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@17.ais 338 11.6 0.01685 0.000582 99.71 472.1 218.7 4.76E+00 2.81E-02 5.76E-01 2.63E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@18.ais 331 10.2 0.01653 0.000514 99.75 420.7 165.3 5.18E+00 3.68E-02 6.26E-01 3.91E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@19.ais 324 9.5 0.01616 0.000478 99.49 387.4 133.9 5.41E+00 4.64E-02 6.47E-01 3.91E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@17.ais 44 1.47 0.002201 0.0000731 97.94 20 12.91 4.92E+00 4.18E-02 7.98E-02 6.86E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@11.ais 321 8.77 0.01599 0.000441 99.69 372.3 112.5 5.77E+00 5.67E-02 6.91E-01 4.66E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@12.ais 328 9.43 0.01636 0.000474 99.74 385.6 121.7 5.60E+00 6.03E-02 6.82E-01 4.90E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@13.ais 321 9.47 0.01601 0.000476 99.69 392.4 134.2 5.40E+00 4.84E-02 6.39E-01 5.76E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@14.ais 339 10.4 0.01689 0.000523 99.69 420.2 157.7 5.17E+00 3.23E-02 6.39E-01 3.24E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@15.ais 342 11.1 0.01707 0.000559 99.74 435.3 175.4 4.95E+00 3.80E-02 6.12E-01 3.66E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@18.ais 44 1.51 0.002161 0.0000749 98.33 25.4 14.64 4.75E+00 4.13E-02 7.47E-02 4.70E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@11.ais 377 11.3 0.01881 0.000568 99.76 436.3 149.8 5.28E+00 3.43E-02 7.30E-01 4.57E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@12.ais 348 10.3 0.01735 0.000517 99.73 571.3 296.3 5.39E+00 3.97E-02 6.91E-01 3.51E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@13.ais 389 13.5 0.01945 0.000683 99.8 441.9 156.6 4.69E+00 3.89E-02 6.52E-01 3.55E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@16.ais 317 10.9 0.01583 0.000546 99.66 307.5 98.45 4.86E+00 5.25E-02 5.55E-01 9.35E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@20.ais 332 10.1 0.01657 0.000509 99.7 383.2 131.5 5.20E+00 3.03E-02 6.31E-01 3.19E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@14.ais 373 12 0.01862 0.000603 99.78 474.1 192.7 4.99E+00 3.42E-02 6.74E-01 3.49E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@15.ais 348 11.7 0.01734 0.00059 99.67 462 206 4.84E+00 3.76E-02 6.06E-01 2.42E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@15.ais 331 10.6 0.0165 0.000532 99.77 449.9 196 4.99E+00 2.68E-02 5.98E-01 2.77E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@19.ais 45 1.63 0.002235 0.0000807 98.07 23.5 13.81 4.59E+00 2.32E-02 7.42E-02 6.76E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@15.ais 348 11.7 0.01734 0.00059 99.67 462 206 4.84E+00 3.76E-02 6.06E-01 2.42E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@16.ais 344 10.4 0.01715 0.000526 99.78 451.7 181 5.23E+00 3.31E-02 6.58E-01 2.80E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@17.ais 379 13.1 0.01892 0.000662 99.72 576 316.6 4.67E+00 2.37E-02 6.32E-01 2.30E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@18.ais 354 12 0.01767 0.000604 99.75 532.9 278.8 4.76E+00 3.29E-02 6.04E-01 3.41E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
PE132003@19.ais 353 11.9 0.01761 0.000598 99.76 521.6 254.2 4.78E+00 2.72E-02 6.06E-01 2.75E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@20.ais 45 1.76 0.002227 0.0000873 98.26 38.2 25.86 4.35E+00 4.37E-02 6.90E-02 5.78E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@21.ais 46 1.59 0.002295 0.0000789 98.38 44.5 28.5 4.82E+00 4.37E-02 8.08E-02 4.63E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@22.ais 43 1.36 0.002119 0.0000676 98.18 119.7 151.8 5.15E+00 2.90E-02 8.11E-02 6.83E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@16.ais 383 14.4 0.01915 0.000725 99.8 693 469.7 4.40E+00 2.58E-02 5.92E-01 2.67E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@17.ais 324 9.79 0.01615 0.000492 99.7 400.4 144.7 5.25E+00 3.14E-02 6.23E-01 3.64E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@18.ais 358 11.7 0.01786 0.00059 99.75 460.8 188 4.93E+00 2.74E-02 6.37E-01 3.77E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@19.ais 332 10.5 0.01656 0.000528 99.65 512.2 251.5 5.04E+00 4.84E-02 6.08E-01 6.02E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@20.ais 339 10.3 0.01692 0.000516 99.64 474.9 196.9 5.25E+00 3.91E-02 6.52E-01 4.50E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@23.ais 42 1.37 0.002099 0.0000678 98.04 27.5 15.01 5.05E+00 3.93E-02 7.85E-02 4.30E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 






P14005@22.ais 344 10.6 0.01718 0.000535 99.74 524.6 247 5.18E+00 3.75E-02 6.51E-01 3.56E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@23.ais 343 11.2 0.01709 0.000563 99.76 478.3 201.2 5.15E+00 5.33E-02 6.44E-01 3.16E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@24.ais 382 12.4 0.01907 0.000624 99.65 444.3 157 5.11E+00 6.11E-02 7.12E-01 3.82E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@25.ais 372 13.3 0.01855 0.000669 99.73 597.7 326.9 4.57E+00 3.33E-02 6.02E-01 3.62E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@24.ais 44 1.87 0.002159 0.0000927 98.1 55.5 91.4 4.05E+00 1.82E-02 6.11E-02 4.78E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@26.ais 70 239 0.003455 0.0119 99.74 293.2 164.6 2.24E+01 7.35E+01 6.60E-01 1.04E-02 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@27.ais 383 14.5 0.01915 0.00073 99.71 929.6 825.1 4.43E+00 3.44E-02 5.98E-01 3.01E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@28.ais 336 13.5 0.01678 0.000678 99.53 488.8 227 4.78E+00 2.77E-02 5.77E-01 8.96E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@29.ais 400 17.1 0.02 0.000862 99.76 1318 1842 3.98E+00 1.97E-02 5.45E-01 1.67E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
P14005@30.ais 350 13.8 0.01746 0.000695 99.75 937.4 976.2 4.22E+00 1.70E-02 5.13E-01 2.35E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@25.ais 49 2.05 0.002406 0.000102 98.48 77.8 120.9 4.15E+00 4.52E-02 7.01E-02 2.53E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@16.ais 313 11.4 0.01559 0.000571 99.71 541.4 338.2 4.50E+00 2.37E-02 4.97E-01 2.39E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@17.ais 288 9.04 0.01436 0.000454 99.71 358.7 132.8 5.30E+00 5.44E-02 5.60E-01 2.26E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@18.ais 342 17.7 0.01707 0.000893 99.82 953.8 1176 3.77E+00 8.68E-02 4.32E-01 4.19E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@19.ais 343 13.3 0.01712 0.00067 99.79 698 532.7 4.28E+00 9.71E-03 5.12E-01 1.33E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@20.ais 329 10.1 0.01643 0.000508 99.8 384.3 133.9 5.20E+00 3.91E-02 6.25E-01 3.99E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@26.ais 46 1.6 0.002289 0.0000792 98.38 47.4 38.52 4.84E+00 4.98E-02 8.10E-02 5.99E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@21.ais 335 12.3 0.01671 0.000621 99.76 588.8 359.6 4.46E+00 2.26E-02 5.26E-01 2.39E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@22.ais 316 12.7 0.01577 0.000638 99.79 593.3 428.7 4.17E+00 2.65E-02 4.55E-01 2.45E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@23.ais 348 11.5 0.01735 0.000579 99.74 493.3 229.6 4.88E+00 3.19E-02 6.12E-01 3.12E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@24.ais 359 12.8 0.01791 0.000645 99.77 618.8 378.9 4.63E+00 4.10E-02 5.91E-01 2.76E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@25.ais 351 11.8 0.01751 0.000592 99.78 531.3 268.2 4.91E+00 6.75E-02 6.23E-01 8.98E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@27.ais 46 1.91 0.002264 0.0000948 97.17 -14 15.83 4.12E+00 3.12E-02 6.61E-02 3.11E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@26.ais 342 14.2 0.01708 0.000715 99.7 678.6 549.3 4.10E+00 3.08E-02 4.84E-01 1.41E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@27.ais 361 13.2 0.01804 0.000667 99.64 567.7 327.3 4.49E+00 3.14E-02 5.74E-01 2.57E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@28.ais 346 12.6 0.01728 0.000637 99.64 609.7 384.2 4.69E+00 5.15E-02 5.80E-01 5.21E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@29.ais 350 11.7 0.01745 0.000591 99.59 412.9 161.9 4.91E+00 4.84E-02 6.20E-01 5.64E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14002@30.ais 331 10.6 0.0165 0.000535 99.71 471.2 219.3 5.00E+00 2.90E-02 5.99E-01 2.85E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
554_DM@28.ais 51 3.28 0.002502 0.000163 96.85 34 46.84 3.02E+00 1.54E-02 4.80E-02 5.69E-04 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@21.ais 341 12.8 0.01701 0.000644 99.75 543.2 325.7 4.42E+00 3.67E-02 5.29E-01 2.86E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@22.ais 340 11.9 0.01695 0.000598 99.8 438.2 194.6 4.68E+00 3.50E-02 5.68E-01 1.97E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@23.ais 309 11.2 0.01541 0.000565 99.68 366.1 145.2 4.83E+00 5.88E-02 5.36E-01 1.71E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@24.ais 329 11.7 0.01642 0.000588 99.72 453.7 226.4 4.62E+00 4.54E-02 5.40E-01 3.74E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@25.ais 337 12.1 0.01682 0.000611 99.73 375.7 142.5 4.56E+00 3.63E-02 5.46E-01 3.00E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@26.ais 333 12 0.01661 0.000604 99.72 433.1 199.8 4.59E+00 5.05E-02 5.42E-01 3.98E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@27.ais 326 10.6 0.01628 0.000533 99.73 408.4 164.6 5.00E+00 5.35E-02 5.92E-01 3.85E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
EB14001@28.ais 322 10.8 0.01607 0.000541 99.71 398.3 165.2 4.84E+00 3.42E-02 5.61E-01 2.51E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 






EB14001@30.ais 354 13.7 0.01766 0.000689 99.68 601.1 394.7 4.32E+00 4.34E-02 5.34E-01 3.48E-03 18.86 15.62 38.34 (204Pb) 9 
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